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ABSTRACT
Carter, Daryl Anthony. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2011. President
Bill Clinton, African Americans And The Politics of Race and Class. Major Professor:
Aram G. Goudsouzian.
In 2001, President Bill Clinton left the White House as one of the most popular
and controversial presidents in modern American history. A booming economy, strong
dollar, and relative peace in the United States signaled a golden era; an era sandwiched
between the end of the Cold War and the beginning of the War on Terror. In addition,
much of the racial animus and vitriol of the 1970s and 1980s had seemingly subsided.
Yet, underneath that veneer of a placid and complacent country enjoying the fruits of its
labor in the post Cold War era was a nation experiencing the pangs of division between
black and white, poor and affluent, Republican and Democrat.
These divisions, as they concerned race, led to the belief that President Clinton
was “the first black president.” A supposed woman-loving, junk food eating, saxophone
playing, honorary “brother,” Clinton became almost unrecognizable from the caricature
of him. He loved black people. He hired black people. He hung out with black people.
Clinton was the defender of African Americans against the reactionaries of the
Republican Party. That image was at odds with the reality of his presidency.
In fact, Clinton signaled as early as 1991 that he was not an old Democrat, but a
New Democrat. Market-based solutions to complex problems, racial moderation, and
conciliatory approaches to politics defined the Clinton era. This dissertation examines
Clinton and the real impact he had on his most loyal supporters, African Americans. It
considers several major events during the 1990s to examine the politics of race and class,
including the Lani Guinier nomination, the rise of the Democratic Leadership Council,
vii

the battles over welfare reform and crime legislation, and the race initiative. These case
studies provide a lens through which we can understand the racial impact of one of the
most important administrations in recent memory.
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Introduction: “The First Black President?”
In 1998, as President Bill Clinton faced the most serious crisis of his presidency—
the Monica Lewinsky affair and the possibility of impeachment—his most loyal
constituency, African Americans, seethed with anger. Hounding this man for a private
betrayal of his wife seemed like so many unjust investigations into the lives of African
Americans. Nobel Laureate Toni Morrison disseminated for the world what many
African Americans already thought:
African-American men seemed to understand it right away. Years ago, in the
middle of the Whitewater investigation, one the first murmurs: white skin
notwithstanding, this is our first black president. Blacker than any actual black
person who could ever be elected in our children‟s lifetime. After all, Clinton
displays almost every trope of blackness: single-parent household, born poor,
working-class, saxophone-playing, McDonald‟s-and-junk-food-loving boy from
Arkansas. And when virtually all the African-American Clinton appointees
began, one by one, to disappear, when the President‟s body, his privacy, his
unpolicied sexuality became the focus of the persecution, when he was
metaphorically seized and bodysearched, who could gainsay these black men who
knew whereof they spoke? The message was clear, „No matter how smart you
are, how hard you work, how much coin you earn for us, we will put you in your
place or put you out of the place you have somehow, albeit with our permission,
achieved. You will be fired from your job, sent away in disgrace, and—who
knows?—maybe sentenced and jailed to boot. In short, unless you do as we say
(i.e., assimilate at once), your expletives belong to us.1
The notion of the “first black president” took hold in the public‟s imagination.
Morrison‟s epistle captured much of the public‟s sentiment, both black and white, toward
Clinton. However, despite the fervent support of African Americans, Clinton‟s share of
the black vote in 1992 and 1996 was less than Al Gore‟s share in 2000. In 1992, Clinton
received 83 percent of the African American vote. In 1996, Clinton was reelected with
84 percent of the African American vote. While those polling numbers were strong and
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conclusive in terms of the community‟s support of President Clinton, these numbers
mask serious questions among African Americans about Clinton, generally, and of his
policies specifically.
A great deal of the African American community‟s support for the forty-second
president appeared to ignore more substantive policy issues. Clinton frustrated African
Americans with his propensity to take both sides of an issue and hash out compromises
that African American politicians believed had a negative impact on their community.
On a whole host of issues such as the Racial Justice Act of the 1994 crime bill, Clinton‟s
pro-business economic and tax policies, and endorsement of “workfare” over welfare,
many saw Clinton‟s political behavior as opportunistic. What Clinton‟s position reflected
was the deeply nuanced and very sophisticated philosophy of the Democratic Leadership
Council. This philosophy gave the appearance, to African Americans, that white, middle
class Americans were the largest beneficiaries of Clinton‟s policies. Economic data from
the U.S. Department of Commerce demonstrates that between 1990 and 2000, blacks‟
median household income rose from $18,676 to $29,667. Whites‟ median household
income rose from $31,231 to $43,916.2 As the numbers demonstrate, economic gains of
African Americans were matched by those of white Americans, thereby maintaining
much of the disparity between the races. Further, Clinton‟s insistence on deregulation
and pro-business policies struck some as disrespectful and condescending. The
president‟s actions and rhetoric, many African Americans believed, were an
abandonment of traditional Democratic values that protected the poor, the vulnerable, and
minorities. African Americans were also frustrated by the new ferocity of Republican
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opposition in the Congress. While the New Democratic philosophy was problematic,
Clinton‟s hands were often tied by those on the other side of the aisle.
The 1994 midterm elections changed the political calculus in Washington. Now
Clinton was facing a Republican speaker in Newt Gingrich and Senate Majority Leaders,
first Robert Dole and subsequently Trent Lott, that were trying to force their legislative
agenda through Congress. Their priorities included the end of welfare, the abolishment
of affirmative action, and massive cuts in Social Security and Medicare/Medicaid
funding. The politics of the era dictated compromise and negotiation. So did the basic
philosophy of the New Democrats. As a result, Clinton and the Republicans worked well
together, the investigations and impeachment of Clinton notwithstanding. Years after
Clinton left office, it was revealed by historian Steve Gillon that Speaker Gingrich and
President Clinton had secretly been planning to reform Social Security. In The Pact: Bill
Clinton, Newt Gingrich, And The Rivalry That Defined A Generation, Gillon notes,
“They [Clinton and Gingrich] both believed that any effort to update Social Security
would require government to incorporate some measure of choice, and that meant some
form of privately managed account.”3 It was this type of cooperation between Clinton
and Republicans, grounded in the push/pull of the New Democratic philosophy, that so
frustrated his liberal and African Americans supporters.
For New Democrats, 1994 was a watershed moment. President Clinton was
forced back to the political center, forced to confront his failures and the mood of the
electorate. All of his energy, enthusiasm, and intellectual prowess failed to galvanize a
country struggling to come to grips with the post-war era, globalization, and a president
3
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who appeared more liberal and ethically compromised than they previously thought.
Washington Post journalist John F. Harris noted “there was something nuanced—and
more fundamental—going on with Clinton during this period. As the 1994 election
reached its end, he was asking himself basic questions about his leadership style and
values. In the search for answers, he was reorienting himself intellectually and
emotionally.”4 This search brought Clinton back to the centrist, poll-tested strategy that
had served him so well in the past. In a January 1995 issue of New Democrat, a
magazine published by the DLC, an editorial argued in stringent language: “For
Democrats, there‟s no turning back. If faced with a choice between old liberal programs
and the Republicans‟ new Contract With America, today‟s disgruntled voters will choose
the more radical alternative, even though they may have qualms about the details. The
challenge for New Democrats is to offer the country a third choice.”5 Bill Clinton mostly
followed that advice over the remaining six years of his presidency, sometimes to the
great consternation of his African American base. In the wake of the election debacle of
1994 Clinton moved forcefully toward the New Democrat position on numerous. In spite
of this African Americans still believed that he was one of them because of the often
perceived reactionary zeal of the Republican Party and Clinton‟s support for many things
that appealed to the black middle class. Their perceptions, in the face of Republican
agenda proposals that often were perceived as antagonistic to black interests, proved
accurate.
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In the spring of 1992, social, political, and economic unrest roiled the American
landscape. The United States was in the midst of a recession after twelve years of
economic policies that threw the economy into a massive deficit. Reagan-era tax cuts,
without accompanying spending cuts, and dramatic increases in defense spending had
taken their toll. Many Americans were frightened as they encountered a move toward
globalization, originating at the end of the 1960s, for which they had not been prepared.
Deindustrialization wreaked havoc on American industries as jobs shifted to the Third
World, where corporations found it easier, and more profitable, to produce their wares.
Moreover, the economy had experienced a deep slow-down and recession from 1990 to
1991. The decline of the economy and the anxiety it produced rifled through middle
class America. Historian James T. Patterson notes, “4.5 million Americans lost their
jobs, including many who had been members of the middle classes. Contemporaries
spoke of a „white-collar recession.‟ Unemployment jumped from 5.9 percent in 1989 to a
peak of 7.8 percent in mid-1991. This was the highest rate in ten years.”6 Economic
woes provided the spark that Clinton and the Democrats needed to mount a successful
campaign to retake the presidency.
It was a time in which serious internal issues—race, class, economics, and
society—could no longer be ignored in favor of a Cold War that had ceased to exist.
Haynes Johnson noted in the early 1990s that Americans “discovered that the end of the
Cold War removed the threat of a common enemy around which national consensus and
unity of purpose could be achieved. In the absence of a Hitler, a Stalin, the Bomb, or
communism and its „evil empire,‟ Americans were left to ponder the wisdom of Walt
6
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Kelly‟s Pogo: the enemy is us.”7 After forty-five years of research and development,
war, both hot and cold, and upward social and financial mobility, the United States was in
the throes of acute economic, social, and political anxiety. Further, Johnson notes, “More
and more, Americans are affixing responsibility for the nation‟s troubles on the country
and its leaders—and on themselves.”8 As Jon Voight‟s character in the 1998 blockbuster
hit, Enemy of the State, told Gene Hackman‟s character after Hackman complains about
the domestic activity of the National Security Agency, “We‟re fighting the peace now;
it‟s a lot more volatile.”
Just months before the Soviet Union dissolved following decades of
mismanagement, corruption, and pressure from the West to allow freedom behind the
Iron Curtain, the United States stood atop the world as the only superpower. Its military
prowess, clearly on display in the Persian Gulf in 1990-91, frightened other nations as
much as its economic might. The loss of the Soviet Union as an adversary directed
America‟s energies, both positive and negative, inward toward social issues, economics,
and the culture wars emanating from the 1960s. Jean Bethke Elshtain pointed out,
“Foreign policy was dead last on the list of voter concerns.”9 As the spring of 1992
dawned, the issues of race, class, gender, and morality began to capture America‟s
attention.
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Several political incidents also contributed to this underlying unrest. In New
Hampshire and Iowa, former Nixon and Reagan administration official Patrick J.
Buchanan pounded incumbent President George H.W. Bush for his tax increases and lack
of conservative bona fides. Buchanan captured many people‟s imagination with his talk
of values, morality, and limited government, as well as his scouring of gays, liberals, and
activists that forced major changes in American society since the 1960s. As Ross K.
Baker points out, Buchanan expanded attacks “to the areas of morals and values when he
ran commercials accusing the National Endowment for the Arts of funding pornographic
and blasphemous art. (The implication was that the Endowment, a federal agency
directed by a Bush appointee, was supporting pornography with the president‟s
approval.)”10 Reactionary and defiant, Buchanan came to symbolize the rage and anger
of Americans who rejected the growing secularization of American society.
On the political left, former California governor Jerry Brown campaigned for the
Democratic nomination for the presidency. Like many conservatives, liberals were also
upset over changes in American society that influenced the way that average Americans
and the dispossessed lived. Brown‟s populist rhetoric, at times, brought to the
imagination the ghostly image of William Jennings Bryan, with his rejection of the “cross
of gold.” This was especially true as it related to campaign finance. Money had flooded
the political system for decades, but it seemed to have an outsized influence since the
Nixon era. After all, central to the series of scandals that comprised Watergate and,
subsequently, the Savings and Loan debacle of the 1980s, money and campaign finance
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were the common denominators in the corruption of America‟s political system. As
Baker remarked, “He made campaign finance reform a centerpiece of his campaign and
characterized excessive political spending as „the root of all political evil.‟”11 Yet
Governor “Moonbeam,” as many in the media had taken to calling him years before,
struggled to keep pace with Bill Clinton, the Democratic frontrunner.
Still another political sensation contributed to the fluidity of the 1992 electoral
season: Ross Perot. A businessman from Texas, Perot was short, shrewd, tough,
accomplished, and very much “square” in appearance. He founded an electronics
company decades before that made him a billionaire. Long a supporter of conservative
causes, he also had a progressive streak. Perot supported gun control, protectionist tariff
and economic policies, and pro-choice policies. His diatribes about the balancing the
budget, not paying him if the economy did not improve, and restoring America‟s
competitive edge appealed to an electorate weary of traditional politicians and the
mainstream parties. Baker notes, “Perot tapped into national discontent over the
economy, such scandals as the „Keating Five,‟ and revelations of numerous overdrafts on
the House by members of Congress.”12
Patrick Buchanan, Jerry Brown, and Ross Perot, however, could not capture the
nation‟s interest as much Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton. On October 3, 1991, on the
front steps of the Old State House in Little Rock, Arkansas, Governor Clinton announced
his candidacy for president. A long time governor of one of America‟s smallest and
poorest states, Clinton appeared to be the epitome of the colorful, rogue Southern

11
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politico: smooth, attractive, and wickedly smart. Initially, few in the political media gave
Clinton any chance of capturing the Democratic nomination. For one thing, he was too
unknown. Arkansas did not have very many electoral votes. Further, the darling of both
liberals and the media, New York Governor Mario Cuomo, had been playing a cat-andmouse game with the race for months. Known for his beautiful oratory and thoughtful
positions on various issues, it seemed as though the nomination was his for the asking.
By December 1991, however, Cuomo ended speculation and announced that he was out
of the race. Clinton, therefore, had a real opportunity heading into the pivotal New
Hampshire primary in late January.
Before he could make a move, just as Clinton‟s campaign was gaining serious
traction, allegations surfaced of adultery and illicit drug use. Gennifer Flowers, a lounge
singer in Little Rock, claimed to have had a twelve-year affair with the married governor.
Newsweek reported, “that audiotapes indicate Clinton did have an affair of some kind
with Flowers—nonetheless kicked off another of those now classic media sex carnivals,
with Clinton as a more compromised Clarence Thomas and Flowers as a less credible
Anita Hill.”13 Charges that Clinton had used marijuana also hit the campaign. In a
February 8, 1992 article, the Wall Street Journal questioned whether or not Clinton had
dodged service in the Vietnam War.14 Lastly, and most seriously, a retired colonel who
had served at the University of Arkansas ROTC program, publicly accused Clinton of
dodging the draft during the Vietnam War. Struggling to come to grips with his fears and
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a war he did not support, Clinton used his political connections to secure a spot on the
University of Arkansas‟s ROTC program and attend its law school. David Maraniss,
Clinton‟s biographer, noted, “He fretted and planned every move, he got help from others
when needed, he resorted to some deception or manipulation when necessary, and he was
ultimately lucky.”15 When the federal government changed the manner in which it
drafted young Americans, and Clinton received a high number in the draft lottery, he sent
the now-famous letter to Col. Eugene Holmes announcing he decided to go to Yale
instead. While not impressive in political terms, Clinton‟s vacillation reflected the inner
qualms of many young men. Maraniss notes that Clinton felt “torn between two worlds,”
at once patriotic and full of vigor, and yet deeply disturbed by the goings-on in Southeast
Asia, the increasingly weak justifications from the White House, and the discontent
filling the minds of America‟s young people.16 Col. Holmes even presented a letter from
Clinton during that tumultuous time notifying the colonel that he would not be joining the
ROTC program and that he intended to attend Yale Law School.
As a result of the shocking news that he had an affair with a lounge singer from
Little Rock, Clinton and his wife appeared on 60 Minutes to rebut the charges and
proclaim their marriage strong. Clinton ended up coming in a close second in the New
Hampshire primary and proclaimed himself “the Comeback Kid.” The media coverage
of the various scandals demonstrated a growing need for sensationalism by both the
media and the public. As Jonathan Alter wrote in a sarcastic Newsweek article, “politics
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ain‟t bean curd. In the reporters‟ bars beyond New Hampshire, the beast will never go
hungry for long.”17
While most journalists and casual observers viewed the turmoil with fascination,
the events of 1992 revealed something much deeper, more important, and equally
revealing: the Clinton persona. The son of a widowed mother, Virginia Blythe, William
Jefferson Blythe was the favorite son and grandson of a working-class Arkansas family.
His earlier years were spent with his maternal grandparents who lavished affection on the
lad. However, by the 1950s, Virginia Blythe had married Roger Clinton, a car salesman,
alcoholic, and violent man. The trait Clinton has been most known for has always been
his empathy. His ability to relate to the average American was a product of his chaotic
upbringing. As the stepchild of an alcoholic, Clinton learned early to compromise in
order to bring and preserve peace. Moreover, Clinton developed a desire to please
people. As a way of preventing confrontation and engendering consensus, Clinton used
unique powers to charm and cajole to win over adversaries and friends alike. Stephen J.
Wayne of Georgetown University notes, “For his whole life, getting along for Bill
Clinton has meant trying to please as many diverse and often conflicting interests as
possible.”18 This was arguably the most important aspect of the Clinton political persona
because it greatly helps to explain why Clinton was so frustrating to both his supporters
and enemies.
Clinton‟s need to please, perhaps, is the reason he was so determined to make the
media the villains during the 1992 campaign. As early as January 1992, with the
17
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allegations of infidelity, draft-dodging, and drug use, his campaign‟s “War Room”
designed itself to respond immediately to any negative story about the governor. The
perception of media bias compelled the campaign to portray itself as a victim, while also
imploring that the country needed to move beyond rather stale debates. Scholar William
Schneider notes that it was “an interesting combination—a president who is responsive to
public sentiment, but one who wants to minimize the impact of the press rather than win
them over.”19 Equally important, “Clinton used the voters to defy the press and force
them into submission.” Schneider thus argues that the “1992 campaign continued a longterm trend toward a more direct, personal relationship between political leaders and the
people.”20 The ghosts of the long-dead father and the alcoholic stepfather, as well as the
need to please friends, colleagues, and the women in his life, gave Clinton an instinctive
understanding of the populace in 1992, and subsequently, throughout his campaign years
and in the White House.
Clinton‟s younger brother Roger Jr. also had struggled with drugs and alcohol. In
fact, Governor Clinton had been informed by authorities that Roger was going to be
arrested for cocaine use and possession in 1985. The chaos brought on by Roger‟s drug
use and incarceration, as well as Bill and Hillary‟s marital problems, forced all the
Clintons into therapy. It was the therapy, along with Clinton‟s highly acute natural
instincts, that made him so devastatingly effective on the campaign trail. Joe Klein
reveals that “his mastery of the therapeutic vocabulary and trompe l’oeil sense of
intimacy it provided,” was an important “subtext for Clinton‟s success as a politician in
19
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the 1990s.”21 Contributing to his polarizing effect on the electorate, Clinton had
embraced not only the 1960s but the yuppie ethos of the 1980s. The language of
empathy, along with a populist streak that appealed to many of the working class,
enhanced Clinton‟s political power. Even before Clinton won the Democratic
nomination in July 1992, President Bush increasingly looked impotent and outdated in
comparison to the urbane, highly intelligent, and pop culturally literate Bill Clinton.
Pennsylvania Gov. Robert Casey summed up in April 1992, how many felt when he said,
“The guy‟s a tough cadet. He is smart as hell. He is tough. He‟s resilient. He‟s all of
these things.”22 But Clinton needed to convince a broad swath of middle class voters of
these qualities. There was no better place to start than confronting “radical” elements
within his own party.
The Sister Souljah Moment
On June 13, 1992, in Los Angeles, California, Governor Bill Clinton was
preparing to deliver his remarks before a gathering of the Rainbow Coalition. Racial
tension abounded as the nation struggled to cope in the aftermath of the April riots in Los
Angeles. On April 29, Los Angeles had erupted in violence after five California
Highway Patrolmen who had stopped and beaten motorist Rodney King were acquitted
by a jury. The entire episode had been captured on a camcorder by a nearby resident,
George Holliday. The riots lasted for several days, until the National Guard restored
order. Yet a new problem arose as a young, unknown rap artist delivered a blistering
critique on race, violence, and political neglect in an interview in the Washington Post a
21
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month before. Sister Souljah was a rapper, social satirist, and commentator, popular in
many urban African American circles. In the interview with Post reporter David Mills,
Sister Souljah said:
I mean, if black people kill black people every day, why not have a week and kill
white people? You understand what I‟m saying? In other words, white people,
this government and that mayor were well aware of the fact that black people
were dying every day in Los Angeles under gang violence. So if you‟re a gang
member and you would normally be killing somebody, why not kill a white
person? Do you think that somebody thinks that white people are better, or above
dying, when they would kill their own kind?23
These remarks, in a politically divisive period, were a powder keg set to explode. White
people were scared of the violence. African Americans were both frightened and angry.
They had complained of police brutality in their communities for decades. The Los
Angeles Police Department was well-known for its brutal mistreatment of the African
American community. The King beating was noteworthy only because it was videotaped
and disseminated worldwide. Everyone saw with their own eyes what many in the
African American community had been alleging for decades: wanton violence and brutal
mistreatment of African Americans at the hands of law enforcement. It was not just in
Los Angeles but in places such as New Orleans, New York, Boston, Chicago, Oakland,
and Washington, D.C. Sister Souljah‟s remarks were both a response to the violence and
a manifestation of the black nationalism that had simmered in the urban black community
since Marcus Garvey had begun promoting his United Negro Improvement Association
during World War I. Sister Souljah‟s comments sparked a backlash that in routine, nonelection years would not have provoked as much of a reaction. In an election year, it
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presented serious questions that the soon-to-be Democratic nominee would have to
answer.
Pressure built on Bill Clinton to condemn her comments. This was a test of
Clinton‟s political viability—whether he possessed the political manhood to deal with the
African American community as well as middle-class white voters. In a display of
audacity, Clinton told the crowd that if you were to reverse the words black and white,
then it could have been David Duke delivering that speech. He chastised those
supportive of her remarks. Clinton did not even tell the event‟s organizer, Jesse Jackson,
that he was going to condemn her remarks. For the African Americans in attendance that
day, it had the effect of a cold, wet slap of a towel. According to those who witnessed the
event, Clinton had deliberately orchestrated the spectacle to appease white voters. Gwen
Ifill of the New York Times noted, “Gov. Bill Clinton, reaching for a symbol that would
demonstrate his desire not to be held captive by special interests, used a conference
sponsored by the multiracial Rainbow Coalition to attack statements made by a popular
rap artist.”24 Ronald Walters noted that the Sister Souljah Moment “had been a deliberate
strategy designed by campaign operative Paul Begala to help Clinton‟s appeal with the
white Reagan Democrats.”25 Walters noted “that Clinton, by being willing to publicly
criticize a well-known figure in the Black community, was not beholden to Jackson or the
Black community.”26 Joe Klein of Newsweek wondered, “whether Clinton was
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sufficiently worried about holding the Democrats‟ liberal base that he would be lured into
Rainbow obeisance—or stick with the original plan and run a more mainstream
campaign. Clinton not only stuck to his guns, he sent a quiet, but firm message to
Jackson, that he wasn‟t in the mood to mess around this year.”27 Clinton and his
surrogates‟ reply to such charges was that Clinton was only speaking out against racism
and violence, as he always had done. Time magazine noted that by attacking Sister
Souljah, Clinton achieved a “key political objective: refocusing the media spotlight on his
message to moderate voters that he is unafraid to deliver unpopular messages to
important Democratic constituencies, including blacks.”28 Further, it was legitimate to
condemn Souljah‟s remarks because he had done the same thing in front of white
audiences around the country about white racism. Thus, if he abrogated his opportunity
to condemn the Sister Souljah interview, then he would have sacrificed his own
credibility.
Sister Souljah had a different opinion. As the Los Angeles Times reported, Sister
Souljah believed that “Bill Clinton is using me as a political football, the Democratic
version of [Willie Horton].”29 The perception of a Democrat engaging in race-baiting
damaged Clinton‟s reputation among many African Americans, confirming suspicions
about the New Democrat.
There is a grain of truth in both sides‟ arguments. Right or wrong, if Clinton did
not speak out against Sister Souljah, then the media and the Republicans, in the fall
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campaign, would have used it against him. However, the manner in which Clinton went
after her—without notice to organizers or the media—was troubling to many African
Americans. It was seen as disrespectful to Jesse Jackson. It was interpreted as a direct
insult to African Americans who were supporting Clinton‟s bid for the presidency. In the
New York Times, Roger Wilkins remarked that “I do not defend Sister Souljah‟s
comments [but] Clinton didn‟t know what had gone on at the Rainbow meeting. And he
didn‟t ask Jesse Jackson, didn‟t give him any warning of what he was going to do.”30
Jesse Jackson said that Sister Souljah “represents the feelings and hopes of an entire
generation of people.” Sister Souljah called Clinton a hypocrite for dodging the draft,
using pot, and mistreating his former paramour Gennifer Flowers. In Time Sister Souljah
said “I think he is like a lot of white politicians—they eat soul food, they party with black
women, they play the saxophone, but when it comes to domestic and foreign policy, they
make the same decisions that are destruction, destructive to African people.”31 These
comments reinforced suspicions of many African Americans about white politicians. In
Newsweek, advisers to the Clinton campaign “privately acknowledged they had been out
to appeal to suburban whites.”32 This was part of an internal strategy called
“counterscheduling,” meaning scheduling events around the country to say “unpopular
things to certain groups to prove his independence.”33 And there was no better place for
a white, national politician to demonstrate his toughness in the face of “extremists” than
30
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an African American crowd. In essence, Clinton may have been right on the particulars,
but in violating protocols considered sacrosanct within the African American community,
Clinton delivered an unmistakable warning to African Americans: I‟m with you until I
need to be against you.
Bill Clinton was also demonstrating his New Democrat credentials. He did not
want to be too closely associated with the Reverend Jesse Jackson. As Marshall Frady
noted, “In his determination to define himself as a new edition of Democrat free of the
party‟s past liberal sentimentalisms, Clinton also applied himself with much more vigor
than had Mondale and Dukakis to the presumed imperative of separating himself from
Jackson, and he did it in some conclusive public way.”34 Jackson possessed stature as a
leader of African Americans, after his successful campaigns for president in 1984 and
1988. One of the results of these campaigns was that Jackson was named the shadow
senator for the District of Columbia; thus Jackson was at the height of his political
powers. He had accrued so much political capital through not only his success and
through the millions of minority and poor voters he had registered to vote, that the
Clinton campaign understood that they had to deal with the so-called “Jesse factor,”
while not overly alienating the African American base of the Democratic Party.
Basically, Clinton studied the political calculus and determined that the temporary
blowback from the African American community was worth the price. Besides, would
African Americans really vote for four more years of George H.W. Bush? Not likely.
The damage was done.
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The Sister Souljah moment‟s importance lies in the way it foreshadowed other
issues concerning African Americans during the Clinton era. These episodes include, but
are not limited to, the dismissals and forced resignations of Agriculture Secretary Mike
Espy, Surgeon General Jocelyn Elders, Housing and Urban Development Secretary
Henry Cisneros, and the investigation of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown before his
death in 1996 in Croatia. The failed nomination of Lani Guinier and Clinton‟s decision
not to grant clemency to Rickey Ray Rector in 1992, thus allowing him to be executed by
lethal injection, symbolized the New Democratic philosophy: conciliation, toughness, and
sympathy to white moderates‟ concerns about racial and social progress. It was a
difficult balancing act within a broad philosophical framework that sought to understand,
explain, cajole, persuade, and push the American citizenry toward progressive gains of
prosperity, productivity, and community in increasingly perplexing and confounding
times. Some of the events left a bad taste in the mouths of liberals and African
Americans. Other events—such as crime initiatives, welfare reform, and racial
reconciliation—created mixed policy and political results. What Clinton‟s work and
actions during the 1990s demonstrated were the complexity, fluidity, and nuance of race
and politics at the end of the 20th century. W.E.B. DuBois wrote in the classic Souls of
Black Folk in 1903, that the problem of the 20th century would be the color line. As the
last administration of the 20th century, and the first in the next, the Clinton years revealed
that the problem of the 21st century concerned both the color line and the class line.
In order to grapple with the meaning of the Clinton years, we must first examine
the philosophical framework within which President Clinton worked. The New
Deal/Liberal Consensus, which dominated the Democratic Party from 1932-1988, had
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disappeared as Ronald Reagan, conservatives, and social and economic problems made
liberal policies seem increasingly stale and, even, un-American. Those policies, which
had contributed so greatly to the post-World War II economic boom, seemed
incompatible in the era of globalization, social unrest, and growing distrust of so-called
“Big Government” solutions to America‟s problems. Taxation, economic policy, and
racial animus created a perfect storm for the modern conservative movement.
Conservatives sought myriad strategies and tactics to recapture American electoral
dominance.
It was a grassroots movement, based in the Sunbelt and South that precipitated the
rise of direct mailing campaign tactics, the Christian Right, televangelists, anti-feminist
women‟s groups, neighborhood activists, and conservative political clubs determined to
take control of the White House, Congress, and the State Houses around the nation.
These activists who constituted the Modern Conservative movement finally had a
candidate in 1980 that would espouse their views, and, in the process, create what
political scientists refer to as a realignment election. The Age of Reagan, as Sean Wilentz
called it, changed the Democratic Party.35 While the mainstream Democratic Party was
slow to respond to the changing political environment, a new faction of the Democratic
Party was strategizing on how to recapture what historian Arthur Schlesinger called The
Vital Center.36
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In From The New Deal To The New Right, political scientists Joseph E. Lowndes
argues, “The rightward shift in American politics since the 1960s has gone hand in hand
with stubborn forms of racial stratification including starkly disproportionate rates of
poverty, unemployment, infant mortality, [and] poor health.”37 Conservatives, who
heavily influenced the New Democrats, reorganized their traditional interests in limited
government and the sanctity of private property to include concerns about racial
liberalism and militancy. Historian Patrick Allitt, for instance, notes that beginning in the
1960s, “conservative opponents of radical activism declared themselves the guardians of
law and order and argued for a heavy-handed government policy that, in calmer times,
they would have deplored.”38 Fostering such conservative opinions were groups
dedicated to anticommunism. In Suburban Warriors: The Origins of the New American
Right, Lisa McGirr explained how middle class Americans, disturbed with the social
upheaval of the 1960s and concerned with the increasingly dovish stance of the
Democratic Party, turned to conservative groups to find solutions to these public
problems. The literature of modern conservatism has become voluminous in recent
years, demonstrating the varying ways in which conservatives repudiated New Deal and
Great Society liberalism. Paul Pierson and Theda Skocpol, among of the most prominent
scholars of American politics in the post-World War II era, clearly demonstrate the
influence of conservative activism in government during the so-called Age of Reagan.39
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The proliferation of conservative interest groups—churches, associations, business
groups, anti-busing mobs, anticommunist organizations, and think tanks—had a great
impact on American political life. These were major factors that shaped the belief that
the Democratic Party must change in platform and rhetoric.
The Democratic Leadership Council, founded in the dreary months after the
Democrats‟ disastrous performance in the 1984 presidential election, represented a new
political and ideological force in American politics. As the 1990s dawned, the DLC was
a growing and increasingly influential force in Democratic circles. Nowhere was this
more apparent than in the initially quixotic campaign of Bill Clinton. A Southern
governor, Clinton understood the changed political environment and had embraced
“centrism” as both prudent and politically sustainable. In order to understand Clinton‟s
presidency, Chapter One examines the formation of this controversial organization, its
policy positions, its political appeal, and how it impacted debates and policies regarding
African Americans.
Chapter Two concerns the first major racial incident of the Clinton presidency,
the failed nomination of Lani Guinier. Nominated by Clinton for the position of
Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice,
Guinier was a poster child for the legacy of the civil rights movement: smart, liberated,
highly educated, and a powerful proponent of equality for minorities, women, and those
ignored by white, mainstream society. Despite the New Democratic agenda, Clinton
plunged headfirst into a racial cauldron with the nomination of a person steeped in both
the civil rights legal establishment and the liberal wing of academia. Her positions
promoted an agenda that openly took notice of racial inequality, stirring media attention
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and conservative dissent. An examination of the media‟s coverage of the nomination will
show how race, class, and politics intersected in the wake of the Reagan/Bush years.
This incident demonstrates the forces against which Clinton was operating. Lastly, this
incident reveals not that Clinton “abandoned” Guinier in a display of political weakness
and opportunism, but instead shows how open displays of racial liberalism became taboo
in the era of colorblindness.
Chapter Three turns to the first major policy event of the Clinton presidency, the
1994 crime bill. The common popular perception is that crime rates were out of control
as the 1990s dawned. Gang violence, drugs, crack-cocaine use, and social breakdown led
to a skyrocketing crime rate and a crisis in urban America. Despite the perception that
the crime bill of 1994 cut violent crime rates and restored order to the troubled urban
landscape, the landmark legislation had a serious unintentional consequence:
compounding the crisis in Black America. More African Americans were sent to prison
than any other racial group. In addition, one trip to prison usually turned into a revolving
experience for those incarcerated, each time on more serious charges of criminal
behavior. It contributed to the breakdown of the family, caused significant stress on
those left behind, and circumscribed the life chances of millions of African Americans.
Clinton‟s endorsement of this legislation gave credence to conservative ideas that argued
prison was the only answer to social problems. The prison-industrial complex grew
exponentially as a result of the crime bill of 1994.
Chapter Four examines how the affirmative action review of 1995, as well as
subsequent administration actions, buttressed the vulnerable policy. Since 1978 in Bakke
v. University of California, conservatives had sought to destroy affirmative action. By
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1995, the programs that constituted affirmative action in the federal government came
under attack by the United States Supreme Court. Ballot measures in California and talk
of ballot measures elsewhere sought to eliminate the program. A crisis brewed for a
program considered sacrosanct by many African Americans. Anticipating the court‟s
decision in Adarand v. Pena and realizing the growing pressure of conservatives, Clinton
ordered George Stephanopoulos and Christopher Edley, two White House staffers, to
review affirmative action programs within the federal government. At the National
Archives, in July 1995, Clinton delivered the most unequivocal defense of affirmative
action since Lyndon Baines Johnson in 1965. This chapter examines why Clinton so
vociferously defended affirmative action and the actions the administration took in
defense of it.
Chapter Five looks at one of the most controversial issues of the Clinton
presidency: welfare reform. Originally put into law by the 1935 Social Security Act, the
program was designed, in part, after the mother‟s pension programs of the Progressive
era. In the decades after it was enacted, it became a favorite target of racists, social
conservatives, and fiscal conservatives who broadly viewed the program as antithetical to
American notions of work and fairness. In the liberal era starting with the New Deal,
politicians increased the size of welfare and included more people on the dole. As
Reagan reached the White House, frustration boiled over at taxpayers‟ money being spent
of those considered undeserving. Race inflected every debate concerning the
controversial program. Liberal Democrats recoiled at the thought of repealing welfare.
Conservatives salivated at the possibility to end a program they considered unfair to the
American taxpayer. Yet, such easily defined positions masked deeper, more complex
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issues regarding welfare. Class, race, and changing political ideology, by the 1990s,
made the welfare issue more complex. Repeal it? And replace it with what? Keep it?
Can it be modified to be more efficient? Is work simply the answer? These questions
were on display President Clinton engaged in the volatile debate. Clinton had promised
to “end welfare as we know it.” Nobody knew exactly what that meant or what reform
would look like. Clinton Administration‟s support of the Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA) showcases how race, class,
and the DLC ideology came together in this major event of the 1990s. One of the
consequences of the passage of this law was that it removed welfare from the national
discourse. Yet it also helped to consign some of the most vulnerable members of
American society further into the muck of the underclass. Although the popular
conception of black politics at the end of the 20th century suggests uniform support for
welfare, the growing black middle class also held views similar to whites who abhorred
welfare, revealing the importance of class within the African American community.
Finally, Chapter Six explores the President‟s Initiative on Race, constructed by
executive order in June 1997. One of the best examples of the DLC philosophy at work
and the problems inherent with it, the initiative fell apart not only because of the
president‟s personal failings, but due to his emphasis on reconciliation. For a man
considered among the best, purest political minds of his generation, Clinton not only
failed to seize the moment to foster greater racial inclusivity and tolerance, but also failed
to accurately judge the national environment in which he was operating. From its
inception, the race initiative failed to foster a constructive atmosphere in which
reconciliation could take place. Instead it stands as a evidence of America‟s inability and
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refusal to seriously tackle the seminal issue of race. The tortured year and a half of the
initiative‟s existence, however, was ultimately the failure of a president distracted by
personal issues. As historian and President‟s Initiative on Race Advisory Board chair
John Hope Franklin noted, the president was simply too distracted by other issues to
devote his full energies to the One America initiative.40 This story captures the hope,
promise, and failure of President Clinton and his administration to fulfill the promise it
displayed in the weeks after his election in November 1992. That promise to usher in a
new era of equality and justice. After twelve years of Republican rule, African
Americans were hungry for political change and the president failed to live up to those
high aspirations.
This dissertation is one of the first scholarly examinations of the Clinton years by
a professional historian, especially as they pertain to race and African Americans. Most
scholars of the New Political History have focused on the ascendancy of Modern
Conservatism. My work offers an examination of a man shrouded in misconceptions,
half-truths, and popular sentiment. It examines whether Clinton‟s policies matched the
perceptions of him as “the first black president.” These perceptions had strongly
suggested that Bill Clinton was an honorary black person who had somehow slipped past
the white power structure. In addition, this work demonstrates the growing complexity
and nuance of African American politics at the end of the twentieth century. It dispels
outdated notions of a monolithic community and replaces those ideas with evidence of a
sophisticated and rapidly changing group of Americans.
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This work does not, however, delve into the tawdry personal behavior of the
president, unless his conduct impacted policy. This work is not designed to be
comprehensive or definitive in scope. It is intended to continue and open debates about
the meaning of the Clinton years and to place those years in the context of the times
without the polarization, rancor, and animosity of the 1990s, thereby making sense of this
perplexing and exciting era as it relates to Clinton‟s most loyal constituency, African
Americans.
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Chapter 1
The Democratic Leadership Council & African Americans
It was November 6, 1984. The polls on the West Coast had just closed. CBS
news anchor Dan Rather announced to the nation that Ronald Reagan had won reelection
by an overwhelming landslide, an affirmation of his conservative political ideology.
Back on August 23rd, at the Republican National Convention in Dallas, Texas, Reagan
had unveiled his new campaign ad, “Morning in America.” Judith Stein has written that
Reagan “managed to knot his lofty rhetoric of freedom with the mundane economics of
the day. Freedom was a staple in U.S. campaign rhetoric, but Reagan‟s definition harked
backed to the nineteenth century.”1 Reagan‟s ability to deliver eloquent speeches that
conjured up a mythical past was one of the most potent political weapons in his arsenal.
Historian Gil Troy argued that Reagan‟s “optimism and pro-Americanism forged a
governing template useful to future presidents from both sides of the aisle.”2 Republicans
and Reagan Democrats around the country rejoiced in the afterglow of an historic victory.
President Ronald Reagan defeated former Vice President Walter Mondale in 1984 with
525 electoral votes and a plurality of 58.8 percent of the popular vote. Mondale lost
every state except his home state of Minnesota and the District of Columbia. On Capitol
Hill, the mood for Democrats resembled that of a funeral. Democratic operatives,
moderates, members of Congress, and their respective staffs sighed at the thought of
another four years of Ronald Reagan.
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Democrats‟ jeers could be heard from coast to coast. Walter Mondale was the
wrong candidate to take on the Gipper. The party had lost its appeal to mainstream
Americans. It had grown too liberal, too soft on crime, too dovish on national defense,
too enamored with minorities and special interests. They believed that the Democratic
Party had swayed too far from its traditional base.
In 1932, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, using the Great Depression as a political
opportunity, formed a new Democratic coalition of labor, the working class, intellectuals,
progressives, and minorities into the most dominant electoral coalition in the nation.
Historians have long credited his campaign as the origins of the modern Democratic
Party coalition. For African Americans, as well as for millions of other Americans, FDR
made the Democratic Party attractive for the first time. Steven Lawson cites that
Roosevelt‟s “New Deal extended economic relief to the one-third of the nation that was
ill housed, ill clothed, and ill fed, which included blacks as well as poor whites.”3
President Roosevelt‟s effort to stop the economic carnage of the Great Depression
impressed many who were caught in its grip. African Americans benefitted from much
of the New Deal, but not, as Steven Lawson points out, “because of their race; in fact,
many New Deal agencies, especially in the South, were administered to preserve
prevailing racial practices that maintained blacks in a subordinate position.”4 FDR‟s
ability to capitalize on the ineptitude of President Hoover in 1932 and bring new factions
of the American electorate into the Democratic fold resulted in twenty years of
Democratic rule in the White House. Then-contemporary historians, such as Arthur M.
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Schlesinger, Jr., argued that the Roosevelt years were the beginning of a new political
epoch similar to the years of President Andrew Jackson.5 He explained in detail the
transformative period of the 1930s in several works, including The Crisis of the Old
Order, 1919-1933; The Coming of the New Deal, 1922-1935; and The Politics of
Upheaval, 1935-1936. The 1932 election was a realignment in the American electorate
that generally held until Reagan created a new national alignment in American politics in
1980.
The 1960s, however, tore at the soul of the Democratic Party. Vietnam, civil
rights, gay rights, women‟s rights, and the Great Society produced division not only
within the Democratic Party, but throughout the nation as a whole. The role of liberals in
these events provoked a backlash. As Maurice Isserman and Michael Kazin note, “The
coalition of wage earners and intellectuals of all races and most regions that Franklin D.
Roosevelt forged in the 1930s cracked apart during the late „60s and has not been
rebuilt.”6 For the Democratic Party, Isserman and Kazin explain, “Taking its place on the
left of American politics was a mélange of social movements—feminist, gay and lesbian,
black nationalist, Mexican American, environmentalist—that swelled in size and became
skilled at defending the rights and cultural identities of people who, before the „60s, had
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been scorned or ignored.”7 This new Democratic Party, so different from that of
Woodrow Wilson and Franklin Roosevelt, frustrated the moderate-to-conservative
Democrats that made up the Democratic Leadership Council into looking for alternatives.
The 1970s provided the impetus for massive political and cultural change. A
decade crudely thought of as a throw-away or unimportant period filled with disco balls,
afros, energy crises, and heavy metal was a period of incredible activity that led to the
Reagan Revolution. As historians Bruce Schulman and Julian Zelizer write, the 1970s
was a period in which social and cultural transformations and political culture
dramatically changed and, thus, shaped the rest of the century.8 These changes included
anti-busing movements, pro-business advocacy, neighborhood associations, religious
zealotry, and anti-feminist groups. These often disparate and disagreeable groups rallied
to one another in common cause against what they perceived as the menaces of the
1960s: sexual permissiveness, alternative lifestyles, secularism, and anti-American
behavior. Further, concern over the state of the American family prompted average
Americans across the United States to become more civically active. This was often
combined with fierce patriotism, moral themes, and propagandizing theories advocating
the free market, free enterprise, and the rugged individualism of the 19th century. As
Matthew Lassiter notes, “The ideological contradiction at the core of the conservative
movement „pro-family movement‟ has always resolved around the inherent tension
between the enthusiastic celebration of free-market capitalism and the simultaneous
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defense of traditional family values.”9 These activists, and their followers, responded to
calls for unity against liberalism. Moreover, their reaction toward the excesses of
liberalism resonated even with those determined to hold the line, such as union workers.
If the 1950s and 1960s could be generalized as decades of successful struggles for
freedom for minorities, women, gays, and the poor, then the 1970s and 1980s were the
decades of backlash and revolt against those successes. Central to much of the
conservative position was civil rights. During the civil rights movement evangelical
leaders such as Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson rejected political activism generally and
civil rights specifically. Civil rights to them translated into special favors for minorities
at the expense of whites. Considering themselves in favor of equal rights, conservative
clergy thought that assimilation, order, and adherence to strictly pro-American behavior
was the best way for African Americans to be treated as equal. They turned a deaf ear to
the pleas of Dr. Martin Luther King and liberal clergy to push for full equality for all
Americans. In addition, many portrayed the civil rights movement as a conspiracy by
communists to create upheaval in the United States. However, by the beginning of the
1970s, clergy from the Sunbelt and South, along with other areas around the country,
alleged that the 1960s contributed to the declining morals of the country.
The most sensitive area of interest was the schools. After Brown v. Board of
Education in 1954, white Southerners began creating private schools. Some of those
schools were funded with taxpayer money. Often they were called day-schools or
Christian academies. By the 1970s it was clear that whites were using these schools to
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evade integration. As a result, the federal government began targeting these schools for
denial of tax-exempt status. While the Internal Revenue Service was right in denying
privilege status to such schools, the IRS contributed to the conservative movement‟s
feelings of being under siege. Historian Joseph Crespino argued, “Republican Party
operatives would continue to invoke this populist framework to position themselves as
the chief defenders of conservative religious principles against a modern secularist enemy
that was hostile to the interests of Christian Americans.”10 This combination of cultural
politics, religious activism, family concerns, and fears of racial amalgamation propelled a
massive conservative movement called the New Right to victory in 1980, with Ronald
Reagan as its standard bearer.
The modern conservative movement began in the wake of World War II.
Conservatives such as Robert “Mr. Republican” Taft, William F. Buckley, Jr., and
Senator Barry Goldwater began to vigorously oppose the New Deal, Fair Deal, and Big
Government as threats to American freedom. The 1944 publication of The Road to
Serfdom, by F.A. Hayek, greatly influenced intellectuals and conservatives about the
inherent dangers of federal intervention in the economy.11 Hayek‟s work, with its
discussions of the threat of central planning to individual freedom and liberty, helped to
motivate other conservative writers to warn against the expansion of the government. By
1963, economist Milton Friedman had published A Monetary History of the United
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States, 1867-1960.12 Friedman argued that the Federal Reserve should keep tight control
over inflation and promote free enterprise. Esoteric debates over monetary policy were a
veneer for frustration over the growing involvement of the federal government in the
lives and pocketbooks of millions of Americans. Focus on “the invisible hand” of the
market to control itself, along with market-based solutions to America‟s domestic
problems, were central to conservatives‟ political persona. By the 1980s, deficit
spending to boost the American economy fell by the wayside as the works and ideas of
Hayek, Friedman, and Arthur Laffer—the economic theorist who convinced Ronald
Reagan of the wisdom of supply-side economics—grew acceptable among much of the
American public.13 In addition, the liberalization of America‟s racial politics rankled
conservatives supportive of equal rights for African Americans but not when equal rights
came from the federal government. By the 1960s, social transformation brought on by
the Rights Revolution of the 1960s gave conservatives new arrows to put in their quivers.
Social agitation for civil rights by African Americans, women, homosexuals,
criminal defendants, Native Americans, Hispanics, and welfare recipients provoked a
serious backlash among conservatives. In 1945, as the United States forced Japan to
surrender with the atomic bomb, conservatives grew worried about communist
infiltration of the United States. As Donald Critchlow has noted, no other force
galvanized conservatives in the immediate aftermath of World War II more than anti-
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Communism.14 In fact, the civil rights movement was dogged by allegations of
disloyalty and communist ties throughout its history. Conservatives‟ distaste for growing
secularization and revision of the meaning of America meant that a backlash was brewing
against the forces of progressive change. Furthermore, violence in the cities, disrespect
toward authority and tradition, and sexual permissiveness disturbed millions of
Americans who felt excluded by the upheaval of the 1960s. By the end of the 1970s,
numerous conservative groups sprouted up to oppose busing, liberalism, the peace
movement, and the alleged decay of American society.
As conservatives changed the political and cultural environment, Democrats
rethought the party‟s core positions. Historian Robert M. Collins has written that “the
effects of Reagan‟s powerful gravitational pull could also be seen in the emergence
within the opposition party of the so-called New Democrats.”15 “Reagan‟s success in
dominating the national agenda, his early steamroller legislative victories, and especially
his overwhelming victory in the 1984 election,” explains Collins, “lent increasing
urgency to the task of formulating a credible response to his leadership.”16
Al From and Bill Clinton were among those who believed that the party‟s
growing alignment with special interests was disastrous for the electoral fortunes of the
party. In the wake of the greatest electoral humiliation for a major party since Lyndon B.
Johnson devoured Barry Goldwater with 486 electoral votes and 61.1 percent of the vote,
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From, Clinton, and like-minded politicos formed the Democratic Leadership Council
(DLC). The purpose of the nascent DLC was simple: recapture the center in American
politics. As From and Will Marshall, the intellectual arm of the DLC, argued that, “They
are inventing a new politics that transcends the exhausted Left-Right debate that has
immobilized our nation for too long.”17 Compromise and conciliation were the hallmarks
of these New Democrats. At the center of the DLC‟s platform were strength abroad,
economic prosperity at home, and the ideals of community, responsibility, and
accountability. In order to understand the 1990s, President Clinton, and his legacy
regarding African Americans, one must discover why these New Democrats saw an overt
commitment to minorities as troublesome. By examining the DLC, its platform, and its
membership, we can better understand not only why it was so popular, but also how it
impacted political and policy choices.
In the popular conception of the Democratic Leadership Council, Reagan
whipped Mondale, and then Al From and Bill Clinton jumped in to resurrect the
Democratic Party. This conception, though exaggerated, was partially true. In fact, as
early as President Carter‟s defeat at the hands of Reagan in 1980, young, relatively new
Democrats were opining that the party needed to change. Many of these Democrats were
Watergate babies. They were elected to office in the years between 1974 and 1980, in
part, because of the real and alleged criminal activity of the Nixon White House and their
own commitment to political reform. The Watergate generation included officials that
figured prominently in the New Democratic movement over the course of the next three
decades, such as Bill Clinton of Arkansas, Chuck Robb of Virginia, Sam Nunn of
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Georgia, Dick Gephardt of Missouri, Al Gore of Tennessee, Tim Wirth of Colorado, and
Bill Gray of Pennsylvania. The leader of the young, centrist Democrats was part of one
of the most colorful families in 20th century American politics: Gillis Long of the Long
family of Louisiana. A cousin of Senator Huey Long, Senator Russell Long, and
Congressman Speedy Long, Gillis Long was himself a member of the U.S. House of
Representatives. By 1980 Long had become chair of the House Democratic Caucus.
Among his chief lieutenants was the future founder of the DLC, Al From. In the
aftermath of Carter‟s loss, the Committee on Party Effectiveness (CPE) was born. The
CPE, Kenneth Baer discovered, was “the first organization embodiment of the New
Democrats.”18 It had thirty-seven members and met regularly to discuss the problems of
the party, legislatively and politically. As Baer has also written, this group should not be
considered New Democrats, as they did not see themselves in such a light and did not
separate themselves from the mainstream party in any significant way.19
According to Bill Clinton, the Democratic Leadership Council held key values.
In his 2004 autobiography, Clinton wrote:
I had helped to write, and deeply believed in, the DLC‟s five core beliefs: Andrew
Jackson‟s credo of opportunity for all and special privileges for none; the basic
American values of work and family, freedom and responsibility, faith, tolerance,
and inclusion; John Kennedy‟s ethic of mutual responsibility, asking citizens to
give something back to their country; the advancement of democratic and
humanitarian values around the world, and prosperity and upward mobility at
home; and Franklin Roosevelt‟s commitment to innovation, to modernizing
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government for the information age and encouraging people by giving them the
tools to make the most of their own lives.20
While there would be much debate about what these five “core beliefs‟ meant, President
Clinton used them to accomplish a variety of triumphs, such as crime legislation, welfare
reform, education initiatives, and balancing the budget. Furthermore, the New
Democratic rhetoric as spoken by Clinton drew a much larger cross-section into the
Democratic Party, at least at voting time, than any Democratic Party agenda since the
Great Society.
There were significant differences between these more pragmatic politicos and the
older Democrats in office. These New Democrats criticized welfare programs, which
they considered negative because they inspired dependency. Policies that neglected to
promote economic growth were hallmarks of a bygone era that needed to be jettisoned.
New Democrats distanced themselves from objects of taxpayer resentment. Thus, by
embracing the New Left, with its cadre of minority racial extremists and militants,
feminists, environmentalists, defendant and prisoner rights advocates, welfare rights
activists, and proponents of sexual rights—including abortion and the right to engage in
sex outside of marriage or with same-sex partners—Democrats had ceded cultural
authority to the Republican Party. Reagan‟s victories symbolized that the Republican
Party—with its enthusiastic support toward and from Evangelicals, traditionalists, gun
rights advocates, anti-communists, classical liberal governance proponents, and workingclass whites—had seized much of the old New Deal coalition. The Democrats had
become associated with minorities, women, and coastal elites.
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The New Democrats saw no path to electoral success in the party‟s current
formation against a unified, disciplined, rhetorically resonant Republican Party.
Northeastern liberals, such as House Speaker Tip O‟Neill, represented a dying past.
Franklin Roosevelt, Harry Truman, John F. Kennedy, and Lyndon Johnson were long
gone. Many within the old Democratic Coalition—labor, conservatives, women,
minorities, anti-communists, and populists—had joined Reagan‟s Revolution. Yet the
old Democrats did not change their party‟s perception.
The 1984 election was the breaking point. By February 1985, the Democratic
Leadership Council was formed. As Kenneth Baer wrote that, “this new institutional
manifestation was interpreted as a break with, if not a direct threat, the party.”21 While
party elders pooh-poohed the creation of the DLC, it soon gained traction with important
people in the party. These supporters included Tennessee Senator Al Gore, Georgia
Senator Sam Nunn, and Louisiana Senator John Breaux. Over the next twenty years, it
would have a tremendous impact on both national policy and Democratic Party
orthodoxy. It reconstructed how the party approached sensitive issues of race and
opportunity.
The legislative successes of the civil rights movement, such as the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, Voting Rights Act of 1965, fair housing laws, education reform, and federal
intervention on behalf of African Americans in areas such as busing, the targeting of the
Ku Klux Klan, and welfare, had sparked a backlash from the citizenry and a “frontlash”
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from elites that reduced the DNC‟s power.22 New Democrats wanted several major
changes to the party‟s platform that had negative consequences for many poor and
working-class African Americans, reflecting the growth of class as a consequential
dividing line in African American politics. This class element meant that middle class
African Americans would distance themselves from their lower class brethren.
Market-Based Solutions
One policy that New Democrats wanted to become central to the party‟s platform
was embracing the free market as the best vehicle for economic progress and opportunity.
In Winning in the Global Economy, one of the founding documents of the DLC,
Chairman Dick Gephardt wrote “the DLC believes that continued inaction in the face of
ballooning budget and massive trade deficits ultimately will put America‟s standard of
living at risk.”23 Recognizing the danger of deficits was only one part of the DLC plans
for reform. They also wanted government to be more active in a Wilsonian manner by
working within the current system to lift America out of its current fiscal problems and
empowering small and middle size businesses, the real engines of economic growth. In
fact, there were strong similarities between President Wilson‟s 1912 campaign and his
promotion of “The New Freedom” and the platform of the Democratic Leadership
22
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Council. Wilson noted in the preface to The New Freedom: A Call For The
Emancipation Of The Generous Energies Of A People that his principle was “an attempt
to express the new spirit of our politics and to set forth, in large terms, which may stick in
the imagination, what it is that must be done if we are to restore our politics to their full
spiritual vigor again, and our national life, whether in trade, in industry, or in what
concerns us only as families and individuals, to its purity, its self-respect, and its pristine
strength and freedom.”24 The DLC wanted the government to “Make strategic
investments in growth and productivity: in literacy and education, research and
innovation, job training and the public facilities that undergird our commerce.”25 The
organization believed that these efforts would help restore America‟s economic viability
and vitality. The DLC rejected Keynesian theories of deficit spending, large domestic
programs, and military spending out of proportion with revenue projections and
international threats. To New Democrats, the 1960s and 1970s showed that the
Democratic Party and the Progressive agenda had to be retooled in order to stay relevant
in an increasingly complex economic age. New Democrats were channeling their
Progressive Era political ancestors and rebalancing the politics of the Democratic Party.
The Progressives at the beginning of the 20th century represented the moderation,
tolerance, and pragmatism that New Democrats hoped the party would embody by the
end of the 20th century. Kenneth Baer argued, “The New Democrats started to draw
parallels between themselves and the Progressive movement active at the beginning of
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the twentieth century.”26 Reforming the system wherever possible was preferable to
government intrusion into the private affairs of business and individuals. The DLC
therefore was crafting solutions to new problems presented by current economic and
social circumstances. As Baer writes, “The New Democrats believed that they faced an
equally significant change: from a national and industrial to a global and postindustrial—
or Information Age—economy, and from a bipolar, Cold War world to an uncertain,
multipolar one.”27 In this way, New Democrats were ahead of the Democratic
Establishment in responding to both the changing political atmosphere and socioeconomic environment. Liberal Democrats such as the Rev. Jesse Jackson criticized the
DLC as opportunistic, poll driven, and primarily concerned with electoral victories, not
principled positions. For many liberals, politics reflected moral authority and
righteousness, not bare electoral concerns. The African American political class,
especially, had a long history of distrust of electoral concerns that dated back to the
Abolitionist movement: political pursuits cheapened and corrupted their cause. The DLC
challenged this thinking. By the end of the 1980s, the Progressive Policy Institute had
been formed to deliver proposals to the DLC and New Democrats around the country. As
then Governor Clinton said in an interview with NBC in 1991, “We have worked very,
very hard to go beyond the sort of established political orthodoxies of both the
Republican and Democratic parties.”28
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Equal Opportunities Not Equal Outcomes
The perception, real or imagined, that the Democratic Party imposed litmus tests
for its national figures troubled the DLC. This was especially true as it related to women
and minorities and thorny issues such as affirmative action. One particular development
of the 1980s made the DLC especially nervous. On November 3, 1983, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson announced the first of his two candidacies for the Democratic nomination for
president of the United States. A black civil rights leader running for the nation‟s highest
office seemed like a pipe dream to most. However, Jackson presented the first semiviable campaign by a racial minority in American history. He collaborated with not only
civil rights organizations and his own organizations, but with organized labor and
progressive organizations around the country. Sensing the mood of millions of
Americans disillusioned by the Reagan era, Jackson tapped into a populist vein that
exposed the unhappiness brought on by conservative social and economic policies, along
with external factors such as globalization, deindustrialization, and economic insecurity.
Those Americans felt that their concerns were not being addressed by the Reagan
Administration. For Jackson, at least, represented major aspects of their concerns. His
platform was a laundry list of liberal solutions to America‟s ills; they included
government guaranteed employment, universal health care, increased taxation to pay for
social programs, neutering the War on Drugs, support for Palestinians, ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment, and increasing the amount of support from the government for
America‟s farmers. Many of these issues were key to the interests of African Americans
and the remnants of the Civil Rights Movement. Since the 1960s, national Democrats
represented many of the solutions that appealed to African Americans. As a
43

consequence, African American politics became increasingly fused with liberal policies.
These policies supported equal opportunity, the use of federal power to stop segregation,
alleviate poverty, improve education, and combat terrorist organizations, such as the Ku
Klux Klan, John Birch Society, and White Citizens‟ Councils. As Reagan came to office
intent on reducing the size of government and social programs, federal power to alleviate
social problems came under serious attack. As Robert M. Collins notes, “The overriding
political consequences of this defining fact of governance was its shattering impact on the
sort of federal activism strongly identified with Democratic liberalism.”29 African
Americans, therefore, were increasingly on the outside looking in, trying to prevent
further erosion of the government‟s commitment to social justice.
In his first campaign, competing against Democratic Party heavyweights Walter
Mondale and Gary Hart, Jackson garnered more than three million total votes. As a
result of his success in 1984, when Jackson ran again in 1988, he had a better
organization and more credibility. Ronald W. Walters notes that the politics of
leverage—demonstrated by his widespread credibility within the African American
community, crossover appeal to the wider progressive community, and appeal to the
liberal roots of the party—gave Jackson incredible political strength.30 However, the
strength shown by Jackson made New Democrats nervous and, as a consequence,
Jackson was disinvited from the DLC‟s convention in 1990. When asked why Jackson
was not invited to speak, as he had been in previous years, DLC leader Al From
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responded that Jackson represented the “old politics.” Jackson‟s direct appeal to
minorities, women, and the working class made many New Democrats uncomfortable
because they were trying to move the Democratic Party away from the liberalism, as
espoused by Jesse Jackson, that they considered so damaging to their electoral interests.
They even tried to use the 1988 primary calendar to dismiss Jackson; according to
Marshall Frady, “The megaprimary of Super Tuesday in the South …had been contrived
as a baffle to filter out any liberal candidacy like Jackson‟s should it still be in the field,
and to ensure that the candidates coming out of it would be of conservative disposition
reflecting the supposed political temperament of that region—and, not incidentally, the
temperament of the inner fraternity of similarly cautious-spirited party figures making up
the Democratic Leadership Council, who had largely invented the strategy.”31 That
Jackson won five states—including the cradle of the Confederacy, South Carolina—
angered New Democrats. Kenneth Baer pointed out that, “The results of the Super
Tuesday effort were destined to weigh on DLC leaders, for they raised fundamental
questions about the New Democratic strategy and the overall viability of the
organization.”32 Jackson‟s campaigns demonstrated that the DLC and New Democrats
were uncomfortable with traditional appeals to African Americans, dismissive of the
concerns of “rights groups,” and programmatically determined to regain the political
offensive by condemning what they considered to be liberal excess. What New
Democrats needed was a politician who could, in a manner of speaking, neutralize Jesse
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Jackson while still able to secure the African American community‟s recent support for
the Democratic Party. Bill Clinton was that man.
In 1984, Walter Mondale made a big show of bringing Dianne Feinstein of
California and Geraldine Ferraro of New York to his Minnesota home, in front of the
media, as he decided which woman he would select for the vice presidency. (Eventually,
Mondale chose Congresswoman Ferraro.) As Elaine Kamarck and William Galston
noted in an influential policy paper for The Progressive Policy Institute, “liberalism has
been transformed. The politics of innovation has been replaced by programmatic
rigidity; the politics of inclusion has been superseded by ideological litmus tests.”33
These litmus tests included such things as diversity, including diversity on the
presidential ticket. One policy that most exemplified New Democrat distrust with
government solutions to social problems was affirmative action. These concerns over
women and minorities undergirded New Democrats opposition to the mainstream
Democratic Party‟s organization and platform.
On affirmative action, liberals and minorities, it seemed, were forcing business
and government to provide assistance unavailable to whites. In addition, affirmative
action and race-based programs had not been constructed in a thoughtful, coherent
manner. As Manning Marable saw it, affirmative action “per se was never a law, or even
a coherently developed set of governmental policies designed to attack institutional
racism and societal discrimination.”34 This inchoate formation of social policy allowed
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conservatives to malign affirmative action. As Marable further argued, conservatives
“cultivated the racist mythology that affirmative action was nothing less than a rigid
system of inflexible quotas which rewarded the incompetent and the unqualified (who
happened to be black) at the expense of hard-working, tax-paying Americans (who
happened to be white).”35 Using the rhetoric of the civil rights movement and the words
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., affirmative action opponents were able to promote a new
racial ideology: the color-blind society. Conservatives such as Abigail and Stephen
Thernstrom, Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, Ward Connerly, and Thomas Sowell
used Dr. King‟s most memorable speech—at The March on Washington in August
1963—to promote their view that only individual measures, not collective measures,
were the best way to promote equality. The colorblind philosophy was incredibly
effective at galvanizing support, putting supporters of affirmative action on the defensive,
and making a mockery out of King‟s dream of racial equality.
Opponents of “collective measures” such as affirmative action failed to put
King‟s remarks in their proper context or take into account King‟s last years, when King
became far more radical in his beliefs and political positions. King became convinced by
1967 that class, not racial prejudice, was the dividing line in America life. The interests
of poor whites, blacks, and browns were the same, yet race was used to ensure that no
interracial cooperation existed. Furthermore, King was advocating for an end to the war
in Vietnam, redistributive measures at home, and greater responsibility and morality by
America in the conduct of its domestic and foreign affairs. So serious were Dr. King‟s
emerging political positions that, as Taylor Branch cited, “J. Edgar Hoover was alerted to
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sensitivities over Vietnam…[when he received] a solicitous call from Attorney General
Katzenbach [who] informed him that President Johnson and Secretary Rusk wanted an
FBI investigation of the emerging King position on Vietnam, including possible
Communist influences.”36 In fact, on April 4, 1967, at Riverside Church in New York,
King delivered a blistering critique on America in a twenty-two minute speech. Dr. King
remarked that “A true revolution of values will soon look uneasily on the glaring contrast
of poverty and wealth. With righteous indignation, it will look across the seas and see
individual capitalists of the West investing huge sums of money in Asia, Africa, and
South America, only to take the profits out with no concern for the social betterment of
the countries, and say, „This is not just.‟”37 King‟s words were prophetic in foretelling
many of the problems of America in the age of globalization.
For the DLC, affirmative action presented a difficult dilemma. They could
support the controversial policy, like the mainstream Democratic Party, and isolate the
very people they needed to persuade to retake the party. Or they could promote a more
nuanced and moderate approach to affirmative action and equal opportunity that would
appeal to moderates, independents, and many liberals. They chose the latter. As Elaine
Kamarck and William Galston tried to argue, New Democrats wanted “an end to
dogmatism, litmus-testing, and finger-pointing that have dominated discussion” about
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affirmative action.38 At the DLC‟s Fourth Annual Meeting in New Orleans in 1990, they
stated unequivocally: “We believe in the protection of civil rights and the broad
movement of minorities into America‟s economic and cultural mainstream, not racial,
gender, or ethnic separatism. We will not tolerate another decade in which the only civil
rights movement is backward.”39 Assimilation was central to New Democrat ideas about
racial progress. Even old liberals such as historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. pushed back
against multiculturalism. In a controversial book written at the height of political
correctness in 1991, Schlesinger wrote, “The ethnic upsurge…began as a gesture of
protest against the Anglocentric culture. It became a cult, and today it threatens to
become a counter-revolution against the original theory of America as „one people,‟ a
common culture, a single nation.”40 Schlesinger, like many New Deal liberals, placed the
impetus for social betterment on the backs of those least able to bear the load.
The idea of “equal opportunity, not equal outcomes” acknowledged the
grievances of white Americans and their growing suspicion of race-based measures to
foster equality, while delivering nominal support to the traditional Democratic base of
African Americans and their demands for equal opportunity. It was a sophisticated
message designed specifically to appease both sides in what has been referred to as a
“Big-Tent strategy.” By embracing much of the color-blind rhetoric, however, the DLC
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conferred legitimacy to conservative arguments that denounced race-conscious measures
to remedy social injustice.
Through Work Comes Salvation
The New Democrat position on welfare deepened the suspicions of many liberals
and African Americans toward New Democrats. The creation of Aid to Dependent
Children (ADC) in 1935, as a part of the Social Security Act, provided cash assistance to
recipients. By the 1960s, the program had been amended several times and expanded to
include more people, especially minorities. As welfare recipients and advocates
organized for more rights and benefits, the nation was experiencing the economic anxiety
and misery of the 1970s. Welfare recipients became an easy target for conservatives,
Republicans, moderates, and even Democrats. After all, welfare flew in the face of
American ideals of rugged individualism and self-initiative.
By the Reagan Revolution of the 1980s, welfare grew synonymous with race.
Reagan had spoken often of “welfare queens” in Chicago and other inner cities sitting on
their duffs collecting multiple welfare checks and driving Cadillacs. Thomas and Susan
Edsall informed the reader that for taxpayers, “taxes had come for many voters to signify
the forcible transfer of hard-earned money away from those who worked, to those who
did not. Taxes had come to be seen as the resource financing a liberal federal judiciary,
granting expanded rights to criminals defendants, to convicted felons, and, in education
and employment, to „less qualified‟ minorities.”41 In addition, “the continuing vitality of
this coded language—a language of „groups,‟ „taxes,‟ „big government,‟ „quotas,‟
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„reverse discrimination,‟ „welfare,‟ and „special interests,‟—became critical to the
maintenance of the conservative presidential majority in the latter half of the 1980s.”42
This was the atmosphere in which Democrats operated during the 1980s.
The Democratic Leadership Council opposed traditional welfare for a number of
reasons. First, New Democrats believed that welfare created a cycle of dependency
among recipients and encouraged laziness. Therefore, it was imperative that America, as
Elaine Kamarck and Will Marshall wrote in 1993, replace “welfare with a work-based
social policy that reinforces mainstream values, rewards individual initiative, and
demands responsible behavior from recipients of public assistance even as it expands
opportunities to achieve self-sufficiency.”43 One of the most popular solutions was
stricter work requirements, a two-year maximum stay on the rolls and five-year lifetime
benefit, and eliminating Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).

Second,

welfare created a two-tiered system that forced taxpayers to care for those less fortunate,
thus breeding resentment and anger that exposed class and racial lines. As Clinton‟s
Secretary of Health and Human Services Donna Shalala later said, the separated and
parallel societies created by welfare were not good for anyone.44 As a result of the
growing economic inequality and political neglect by the Reagan/Bush Administrations,
Kamarck and Marshall write, a “yawning racial chasm that threatens to divide America
into separate, unequal societies” grew dangerous for the future of the American
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Republic.45 Third, government investment in education, crime prevention, and marketbased measures would create opportunity for all Americans. By using market-based
measures, along with limited, targeted government investment in programs such as health
care, job training, and child care, the politically difficult issue could be diffused and the
American underclass could be uplifted.
Growing irritation among taxpaying Americans, as a result of sheer size and
number of Americans receiving benefits, helped make welfare more vulnerable than at
any other time since its creation in 1935. New Democrat and Progressive Policy Institute
founder Will Marshall argued, “People are less concerned about the costs of welfare than
about its failure to encourage and reward the values most Americans live by: work and
saving, marriage and family, individual initiative, and a sense of responsibility to one‟s
community.”46 Marshall, echoing New Democrats around the country, criticized
President Clinton in 1994 for waiting eighteen months to reveal the plan for reform.
Marshall argued that “six shifts” needed to take place in order to reform welfare: (1)
work must pay, (2) job placement through the government, non-profits, and private
businesses would be necessary for recipients coming off welfare, (3) community-service
jobs would have to be available, (4) access to health care would be universal, (5) childsupport enforcement would be vigorous, and (6) people would be prevented from
becoming welfare recipients in the first place.47 Unlike conservatives, who advocated
either completely abolishing welfare or severely restricting it, New Democrats wanted
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government to help those on the dole, but only so far. The market-based economy could
help those who could not help themselves. These are the principles upon which the
Clinton Administration tried to execute welfare reform in 1996.
Welfare caused electoral troubles for the Democratic Party in an era where the
country was clearly disenchanted with liberal solutions to America‟s social problems.
The solutions of Franklin Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson would no longer suffice.
Pulling away from government solutions to societal problems deeply disturbed African
Americans, who, after hundreds of years of government-endorsed abuse and neglect,
were worried about losing the government assistance that had been recently gained over
the last few decades. As Black Enterprise reporter David C. Ruffin noted in 1987,
“Because the DLC is moving away from the liberal traditions of the Democratic Party,
the group is viewed warily by some blacks and progressives.”48
Lock Them Up and Throw Away The Key
To appeal to mainstream voters, Al From and the DLC responded to beliefs that
America‟s cities were crime infested and that the Democratic Party had grown more
interested in protecting the rights of criminals than those of victims. This perception
began in the 1960s when, as a part of the Rights Revolution, the Supreme Court ruled that
those arrested had to be read their Miranda rights. Further, the Supreme Court ruled in
Gideon v. Wainwright that defendants had the right to an attorney regardless of whether
they were charged with a misdemeanor or felony. Pell Grants and financial aid was given
to inmates who wanted to improve themselves.
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The Democratic Leadership Council promoted and embraced toughness against
criminals. Central to the New Democrat approach were mandatory sentencing laws,
victims‟ rights laws, community policing programs, more cops on the streets, gun
restrictions, and drug education. As Ed Kilgore of the Progressive Policy Institute
persuasively argued, “Crime is a cause, as well an effect, of poverty and social
discrimination; and the victims of social injustice tend also to become the preeminent
victims of crime.”49 Since conservatives had made the crime issue symbolic in nature,
New Democrats proposed “real” toughness, through “looking to the streets—where
police officers can deter crime through creating increased risk of apprehension; where the
most immediate causes of crime can be isolated and reduced; and where the community
support critical to any anticrime initiative can be mustered and mobilized.”50 The hard
line approach to crime resonated with many middle-class voters, white and black.
However, it also concerned African Americans who were far more likely to encounter the
criminal justice system than whites. President Reagan‟s War on Drugs, and new
statutory enhancements, such as the Drug Kingpin law, made many blacks Americans
feel as though they were under attack.51 The toughness on crime led to a number of laws,
including the 1994 crime bill that Clinton signed into law, that dramatically increased the
size and scope of the so-called prison industrial complex.
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Blacks in the DLC
In the general perception of the Democratic Leadership Council, it is an
organization for Southern Democrats mediating the political costs of the 1960s Rights
Revolution. Black Democrats, however, have played a role in the organization. In the
beginning, the DLC had “exactly two black members and a mere handful of Hispanics
and women.”52 The initial lack of diversity created uneasy feelings among many liberal
African Americans who were fearful that the DLC were the descendants of the Southern
Democrats of the Jim Crow era. Yet, as Jon F. Hale has written, “Many DLC members
in the first group were themselves liberals. In 1987, forty-eight of one hundred DLC
House members had Americans for Democratic Action (ADA) ratings of more than
75.”53 In addition, “As liberals, most did not want to see the party‟s substantive
positions change; but as elected officials, most saw the wisdom in discussing ways to
make the party positions more palatable to mainstream voters and in making themselves
look more moderate in the eyes of their constituents.”54 The presence of these rather
opportunistic Democrats made it easier for some African Americans to trust the DLC and
its policy agenda, because it appeared to be more a strategy for gaining seats in Congress,
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State Houses, and the White House, rather than an overarching attempt to recreate the
Democratic Party.
Furthermore, the white Southern politicians that made up the DLC were a product
of the “New South.”55 They represented blacks, embraced blacks, and had none of the
racial animus of the old Southern Democrats. Several black Democrats became affiliated
with the DLC. They included Philadelphia Congressman William Gray, Virginia
Governor Douglas Wilder, former head of the National Urban League Vernon Jordan,
Mississippi Congressman Mike Espy, DNC Chair Ron Brown, Georgia Congressman
John Lewis, Louisiana Congressman William Jefferson, Baltimore Mayor Kurt Schmoke,
Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson, and New York Congressman Floyd Flake. Many of
these Democrats came from the South and saw the problems facing the national party.
Ideas and policy agenda items promoting responsibility, opportunity, and community
were not opposite to the interests of African Americans, they were central to their
personal and political positions. The messages of prosperity, opposition to redistributive
measures, support of meaningful welfare reform, and updating the government to be
more responsive and efficient appealed to many middle-class African Americans.
Kenneth Baer notes, “Democrats were able to construct this coalition of the New Rich
and the base of blacks and labor unions because many of them copied the New
Democratic approach proved successful by Clinton.”56 African Americans, proving that
they were not monolithic in their political orientation, reflected the wide range of views
concerning economics, politics, and governance that white Americans did, especially as
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the Black middle class grew significantly. The DLC‟s pronouncements embracing social
justice did, however, assuage some Africans Americans troubled by the vagueness of the
DLC‟s intent.
It helped that starting with a DLC annual meeting in Williamsburg, Virginia, in
1986, former Virginia Governor Charles Robb made overt efforts to include more
African Americans. As former Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson remarked in 1987,
“„There was an original perception, an initial perception that this was sort of a good old
boys group.‟ But he added, there is certainly „no validity‟ to such a notion today. „I don‟t
think the DLC is any more of a risk than the DNC.‟”57 In addition, as Germond and
Witcover wrote in their column, “It is also a product of a growing and pragmatic
recognition among more conservative white Democrats and liberal black Democrats that
they need one another.”58 In other words, there was a real element of political
pragmatism among New Democrats and liberal blacks, such as Andrew Young, John
Lewis, and William Gray, that belied the idea that, (1) blacks were politically monolithic
and (2) that New Democrats were simply reactionaries or what Vermont Governor
Howard Dean would call nearly twenty years later “Republican-lite.”
In 1989, Douglas Wilder, the Democratic nominee for governor in Virginia, made
open efforts to distance himself from Jesse Jackson. While Jackson and Wilder had been
friends for nearly thirty years, they were far apart on political issues. For instance,
Jackson represented the populist, liberal wing of the Democratic Party. Jackson‟s 1984
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and 1988 campaigns for the presidency were reflective of class conflict; conflict between
the haves and have-nots. Jackson wanted to redistribute wealth to lift up America‟s poor
and working-classes regardless of what race they happened to be. Wilder had made his
name as a moderate-conservative Democratic politician from the heart of the Old
Confederacy. In the late 1980s, Jackson was not popular within the commonwealth. R.H
Melton of the Washington Post reported that “Wilder believes there are compelling
political reasons to put as much distance as possible between himself and Jackson as he
stumps for votes in generally conservative Virginia.”59 Further, Melton noted that
“Wilder criticized Jackson‟s Rainbow Coalition for hurting the image and electoral
chances of the national Democratic Party.”60 This episode demonstrated that Wilder and,
by extension, other moderate African American candidates were leery of the liberal
Democrats. In addition, it reinforced the reality that the African American community
was diverse politically and ready to move forward from the intense, often vitriolic
debates of the 1960s about social issues.
Ronald Brown, chairman of the Democratic National Committee and future
Clinton Commerce Secretary, also reflected the unease of moderate African Americans
with the liberal politics of Jesse Jackson and the coastal elites. Brown was a product of a
middle class family and white preparatory schools and colleges. A prominent member of
the National Urban League, Brown worked his way up in Democratic circles. In 1989,
Brown was installed as chairman of the DNC. Brown promised liberals that he would
help soften the appeal of the DLC during his tenure. But Brown also reflected the need
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for a moderate-conservative wing. As Jackson‟s forces and the DLC battled over
convention rules regarding delegate allocation, Brown was forced to act as a bridge
between both parties. E.J. Dionne pointed out, “Another problem, in Mr. [Stan]
Greenberg‟s view, is the Republicans‟ success in using racial politics—President
Reagan‟s opposition to affirmative action, for instance—to divide the Democratic
coalition. That is one reason why the rules battle so rankles Ronald H. Brown, the new
Democratic National Chairman. If the rules battles becomes a fight over Jesse Jackson,
Mr. Brown said, the result could be „bloody.‟”61 Dionne also noted that Ron Brown “sees
himself as a bridge between the party‟s racial and ideological factions and he does not
like confrontations.”62 Process aside, many African Americans, privately or publicly,
agreed with the refocusing of policy and rhetoric that the DLC represented.
A perfect example of the need to refocus the Democratic Party was Harvey Gantt
of North Carolina. A successful mayor of Charlotte, Gantt was the Democrats‟ best hope
of defeating incumbent Jesse Helms in 1990. A series of racist advertisements—the
“white hands” ad was particularly noxious as it characterized Gantt as a liberal black
intent on equal outcomes. Gantt himself stated, as Thomas B. Edsall noted, “the party
must directly address the issues of affirmative action and quotas. Asked how he would
do this, he said Democrats must demonstrate there is not an „epidemic‟ of reverse
discrimination and that all efforts must be made to bring minorities into the work force to
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be internationally competitive.”63 That many African Americans, concerns about various
personalities or rhetoric aside, were attracted to the DLC message and refocusing the
Democratic Party demonstrated that these politicos understood they had to change in
order to be elected and reelected. Further, the intense debates of the 1960s and 1970s had
changed as the nation became more conservative. Lastly, the explosion of the African
American middle class following the Civil Rights Movement left deep divisions between
the working and middle classes that manifested themselves in politics.
As Bill Clinton became the standard bearer of the DLC in 1990, many of these
members knew Clinton or knew of him. They knew his record on racial issues as
governor of Arkansas. Arguably, no other white politician did as much to confer
legitimacy to the DLC among African Americans as Bill Clinton. As early as January
1992, many of these black DLC members and supporters endorsed the candidacy of
Clinton. Thomas Edsall wrote in a Washington Post article in January 1992 that
“Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, who had done considerable groundwork in the past,
emerged yesterday as the immediate beneficiary of the freedom black leaders…Mike
Espy (D-Miss.) said he will endorse Clinton, and two other key black leaders in the
South, Reps. John Lewis (D-Ga.) and William J. Jefferson (D-La.) are expected to
quickly follow suit.”64 In addition, “H. Hartford Brookins, a prominent bishop of the
African Methodist Episcopal Church who has been a major backer of Jesse L. Jackson in
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the past, is expected to endorse Clinton early next week.”65 These African American
supporters would eventually include Jesse Jackson himself, Artur Davis of Alabama,
Harold Ford of Tennessee, Michael Nutter of Philadelphia, and many others attracted to
both a winning political agenda and the substantive agenda items that helped to refocus
the Democratic Party. These politicos helped provide crucial support to Clinton among
African American voters in 1992, especially after difficult issues arose involving a
mentally defective death row inmate, controversial comments by a black rapper, and a
very public tiff with the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
Black Suspicion of the DLC
The DLC embrace of market-based solutions made many African Americans
uneasy, as they had historically been less likely to benefit from moderate-to-conservative
approaches to economic policy. In an era where African Americans still lagged far
behind whites in terms of wealth, educational achievement, occupational achievement,
and health, any talk of limiting the government‟s role in American society conjured up
fears of the devolution of the government‟s responsibility to the poor and working
classes. Ideas such as deficit reduction, tax breaks, and free trade compounded the fears
of a community that has been disproportionately impacted by racial backlash,
globalization, and deindustrialization. Those ideas translated into budget cuts for
domestic programs and agencies. In Black Enterprise National Urban League president
John E. Jacob noted that President Clinton should have focused on job training and
creation for disadvantaged and that “The President [should] press as hard for jobs as he
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did for NAFTA.”66 As William Julius Wilson has noted, many of the problems of the
inner cities resulted from deindustrialization and job losses as much as racism.67 This, in
part, is what prompted the Rev. Jesse Jackson in 1991 to derisively refer to the DLC as
“Democrats for the Leisure Class.”
As early as 1985 Jesse Jackson was complaining about the insurgent Democratic
organization. In a 1985 Washington Post article by Paul Taylor, Jackson was quoted as
saying “that the Democratic Leadership Council...is sending a clear signal‟ by „traveling
around the country as a group of all whites.‟”68 Jackson clearly had his finger on the
pulse of the African American political class when he said that “‟The shadow of Ronald
Reagan hovers over the Democratic Party,‟” and that Reagan “„has intimidated the
Democrats.‟”69 There may have been hyperbole in Jackson‟s remarks; however, it did
convey the feelings of those who felt that the DLC was trying to push the Democratic
Party to the right of the political spectrum. Virginia Lt. Gov. Douglas Wilder remarked
in 1986 that his fellow Virginian, Charles Robb, and the DLC were a “„divisive‟ force in
the national party whose members include „me-too-ists who put on Reagan masks.‟”70
As time passed, however, critics including Wilder joined and/or supported the DLC.
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Public policy issues aside, this was a major reason why many Blacks viewed the DLC
with serious suspicion. They saw a faction of the Democratic Party that was growing
stronger with each passing year that sounded more and more like the Republican Party.
With its message of moderation and responsibility, many blacks saw these remarks as
code for negating the public policy advancements of the previous twenty-five years.
It can be argued that the very presence of the DLC brought on hypersensitivity
with the African American political class. Lt. Gov. Wilder noted at a Richmond hotel
toward the end of 1986 that “„It‟s demeaning to say you‟ve got to appeal to those…to
white southern males…and say to blacks, „Hold still, we‟ll do something for you.‟”71
Concern over the white electorate, especially the Southern white male voter, angered not
just Wilder but others who saw such appeals as sympathetic to racists and a slap in the
face to African Americans. Even Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson, who viewed the
DLC, generally, as positive, still “cautioned that blacks could not be praised for „playing
a key role in the success of the Democratic Party and then be asked to sit over in the
corner and be quiet.‟”72 The perception that the DLC simply wanted all of the various
“interest groups,” especially blacks, to shut up, sit down, and be quiet, was central to
African Americans‟ distrust of the DLC. These criticisms helped to force the DLC to
take more of a big-tent approach to the politics they were trying to represent. His feuding
with Wilder led Robb led to state, “„We need to make room for those citizens who are
now left out…We have an obligation—both to the needy and to society as a whole—to
71
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help the poor move into the social and economic mainstream of our national life.‟”73
Robb‟s public statements at the annual meeting of the DLC in Williamsburg reflected the
need of the DLC to shore up its sagging reputation within the African American political
class. It also demonstrated the need of the DLC to grapple with the presence of Jesse
Jackson and his millions of followers. At this same Williamsburg meeting, reporter John
W. Mashek penned, “In their public discussions, some 70 elected officials will stick to
the issues, but in their private discussions in the corridors of the Williamsburg Inn, a hot
topic will be Jackson and how to deal with him without alienating large numbers of the
black voters who have become so crucial to the success of the party.”74 Further, it
demonstrated the sensitivity of New Democrats to direct and subtle claims of racism from
African Americans. It was this balancing act, along with specific policy positions, such
as welfare, crime, and affirmative action, with which the DLC most struggled.
The DLC‟s treatment of Jesse Jackson angered African Americans most.
Jackson‟s 1984 and 1988 presidential campaigns emphasized the vast disparities between
the rich and poor. It highlighted the growing economic inequality in American society.
Jackson also said, often loudly and vociferously, that lack of commitment to the interest
of America‟s most vulnerable had to be confronted with distinctions between the two
major parties. In political parlance this sounded like the “class warfare” arguments that
Republicans used so well to dismiss concerns for the poor and the downtrodden. Dating
back to the Gilded Age, pronouncements about economic disparities often were
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responded to with cries of “class warfare.” Therefore, any talk of redistribution of wealth
and progressive taxation that would increase the tax liability for high earners resulted in
criticism that progressives and liberals were attempting to destroy domestic harmony by
highlighting these inequities. This issue greatly concerned the DLC, which saw such
rhetoric and politicking as problematic. As Charles Robb said in the spring of 1989,
“Jackson „encouraged the public perception that the Democrats want to divide the
country between the haves and have-nots.‟”75 This divisiveness threatened future
electoral gains, and with it, the potential to change American domestic and foreign
policies. Further, Robb said, “„The real challenge for our party and our country is to find
and elect leaders who offer a practical, appealing, commonsense vision of the future of
our government.‟”76 New Democrats, therefore, wanted to focus on another line of
argument that ignored these inequities and promoted “pro-growth” policies that appealed
to the masses without highlighting such issues. This was a part of the reason the DLC
viewed Jesse Jackson with resentment, and why liberal African Americans viewed the
DLC with suscipion.
When Jackson decided not to run for president in 1992, the DLC reacted with
sheer joy. New Hampshire state chairman, J. Joseph Grandmaison, had already said to
the Washington Post that “If he were to make that decision, there‟d be many Democratic
leaders who would breathe a sigh of relief.”77 His withdrawal helped the DLC in its
effort to present itself as the home of centrist, moderates who could appeal to the so75
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called middle class. Al From drove home the point in 1989 when he was said to the
Washington Post “„When Jackson runs, he gets all the black votes so other candidates
don‟t think it‟s necessary to campaign [for black votes] in the primaries. We have a
challenge…to put together an appeal that unites the interests of middle-income whites
and blacks because we need that kind of biracial coalition to win.‟”78 But millions of
African Americans remained working-class, so such rhetoric about the great middle class
did little to address many black concerns about jobs, health care, education, and
numerous other issues. Yet blacks moving into the middle class and many more that
were close, and aspired to be middle class, found the rhetoric politically resonant.
The DLC‟s opposition to traditional welfare also angered many blacks.
Republicans had long been enemies of welfare; the Democratic Party‟s embrace of
welfare since 1935 had dramatically increased the number of recipients on the dole.
Many of these people were black and had health problems, addiction issues, and little to
no skills. In fact, between 1981 and 1992, as the Clinton Administration pointed out,
“the number of welfare recipients increased by 2.5 million (a 22 percent increase) to 13.6
million people.”79 African American politicians generally thought that reforming welfare
was fine as long as recipients were not thrown off the rolls all together. The embrace of
Republican notions of the alleged dependency and even laziness of recipients angered
blacks who believed that the real aim of reform was not to uplift the poor but to demonize
them. The Democratic Leadership Council believed that all able-bodied Americans
should work. African American politicians and much of the black community felt the
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same; however, they quickly diverged once any details were presented. It appeared to
many blacks that the DLC, and later the Democratic Party, were abdicating their
responsibility to the poor by embracing ideas that promoted reforming and constricting
America‟s safety net. The combination of Clinton‟s rhetorical appeals for responsibility
and community, along with his propensity toward deal-making, sent off alarm bells.
After Bill Clinton delivered his landmark speech to the DLC in Cleveland, where he
outlined much of the DLC platform, he was cornered by many African American DLC
members who demanded answers. A delegate to the convention, Henry Reddy of
Pennsylvania, remarked to Dan Balz of the Washington Post that his “concern is that the
DLC is pushing a wedge between the most loyal faction of the Democratic Party and
themselves…[and] What he said to me is we‟ve got to outdo the Republicans. We don‟t.
We‟ve got to be Democrats.”80 Core Democratic policies and issues, such as welfare,
civil rights, and affirmative action, were central to this skepticism.
In October 1995, after Clinton defended affirmative action, Clinton traveled to
Austin, Texas, where he addressed a mostly white student body about the need to excise
racism from American society. Moreover, the appeal of Louis Farrakhan and the Nation
of Islam and its Million Man March in Washington prompted Clinton to address the
thorny racial issue again. The Washington Post said that in “Preparing for his speech
over the past weekend, aides said, Clinton spoke with such African Americans as Jesse L.
Jackson, Washington lawyer Vernon E. Jordan Jr. and Rep. John Lewis (D-Ga.). Among
the white leaders he spoke with was Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman (D-Conn.), the chairman of
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the moderate Democratic Leadership Council.”81 While the Harris article reported the
president‟s intentions for his speech and the coming of the Million Man March, it also
showed that the president himself, as demonstrated by his own aides‟ comments to
Harris, recognized that interests of the Democratic Leadership Council and the African
American political community were rarely the same. Beyond the DLC‟s “no quota”
position, Clinton himself had argued at the 1991 DLC convention in Cleveland that
affirmative action could lead to a quota system, thus affirming conservative arguments
about the veracity of race-based programs. The DLC and Clinton made the point,
forcefully, that “the role of government is to guarantee equal opportunity, not mandate
equal outcomes…We oppose discrimination of any kind—including quotas.”82 This
ignored all relevant data that contradicted the notion of “reverse discrimination,” bought
into conservative ideas about a “colorblind society,” and appeared to attack one of the
most important policies that expanded the African American middle class.
African Americans had long complained that the Democratic Party had long
taken them for granted. The Democratic Leadership Council had been founded, in part,
to counter the perception that Democrats were too closely associated with minorities and
purposely constructed its platform to appeal to whites, especially Reagan Democrats.
Ultimately this was successful in winning the White House in 1992 and 1996, and
expanding the influence of moderate Democrats around the country. Yet, when
Democrats got into trouble politically, they often turned against one of its most loyal
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constituencies, African Americans. Such was the case in 1998 when President Clinton
found himself in the most serious investigation of his presidency: Monica Lewinsky and
allegations of abuse of power and perjury.
As noted scholar and journalist William Schnieder explained in December 1998,
“Why are liberals so sympathetic to a President who has sold them out again and again?
Because (in their view) he‟s being persecuted? Maybe. But more than that, Clinton is a
hero to liberals because of his values—1960s values. A lot of [Democratic Leadership]
council Democrats share with conservatives a resentment of the 1960s, when the
McGovernite Left started to take over their party.”83 This persecution sentiment is wellknown to African Americans. More important, however, Clinton‟s embrace of much of
the 1960s ethos resonated with African Americans. In fact, this was a major source of
disagreement between Clinton and his colleagues at the DLC. As Schneider also noted,
“In the council‟s view, the liberals‟ cardinal sin was to show disdain for traditional
values. Exactly what Clinton did by his behavior in the White House, Lieberman
argued.”84 Ironically, Clinton‟s peccadilloes and fondness for the social transformation
obscured, for African Americans, many of his actual policies.
The idea of the loyal black constituency lost much of its veracity during Clinton‟s
later years in office. Frustration with Clinton‟s personal flaws and his centrist, DLC
agenda can be gleaned by examining a few pertinent facts. The Joint Center for Political
and Economic Studies found that “There is comparatively little change in black partisan
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identification…The level of Democratic partisanship has remained remarkably stable
since the Joint Center‟s first National Opinion Poll in 1984.”85 These findings masked
growing divisions within the African American community as to the national party
agenda. Moreover, the recalcitrance of the GOP provided cover to Democrats and Bill
Clinton especially. The fluidity within the African American community demonstrated
both frustration and irritation with the New Democratic philosophy and its focus on
“values” issues that often assumed or insinuated that problems within the African
American community were the result of group pathology.
Conclusion
The Democratic Leadership Council was the most important ideological and
intellectual component of the Democratic Party during the Clinton years. It was also a
strategy designed to relieve the Democratic Party of the albatross hung around their necks
by the previous thirty years. As scholar Margaret Weir notes:
This transformative strategy had three components: (1) To counter distrust of the
federal government, policy would work through market mechanisms or the states
and it would „reinvent‟ government; (2) To counter racially-charged „wedge‟
issues, such as crime and welfare, policy would set clear expectations for
individual responsibility and impose sanctions on bad behavior…(3) To counter
arguments that social spending was too expensive, policy would highlight the
long-term benefits of „investing‟ in people so that they could be productive
workers and citizens.86
So important were they that the liberal wing of the party that had dominated its agenda
from the 1960s onward became a marginal factor in political and policy decisions. As
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Ronald Walters explained, “The position of the DLC was a controlling factor in the
selection of campaign issues in the era of Bill Clinton, as witnessed by Clinton‟s
positions as expressed in the crime bill of 1994 and the welfare reform bill of 1996.”87
The DLC became legitimate as Clinton won the White House in 1992 and 1996. In
addition, hundreds of Democrats nationwide credited the DLC as pivotal in their
congressional, senatorial, and gubernatorial races for elective office. The anger of
liberals, minorities, and progressives at the sometimes real and sometimes perceived
retreat from the progress of the 1960s remained at a low-boil. Success begat success.
Acceptance from interparty opponents was reluctant but significant nonetheless.
At any rate, for Democrats nationwide, the centrism of the Democratic Party and
the Clinton White House was better than having a Republican in office. This is
especially true as Newt Gingrich, Bob Dole, Tom Delay, and their allies around the
country became increasingly antagonistic toward Clinton, with investigations of every
part of the Clintons‟ lives. The 1990s explosion of cable news and extreme partisanship
provided a crucial fig leaf for Clinton and his New Democrat agenda by diverting focus
on the real and possible effects of his policies that allayed many of the fears of African
Americans and liberals about the Clinton agenda.
Essentially, the DLC split black politicians into two groups: the old group defined
more by its activism and reliance on government largesse and a new group that
represented the growing class divisions within American society. The older, more
established black politicians tended to view market-based solutions to societal problems
as a copout designed to negate the legitimate concerns of African Americans. Moreover,
87
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their reliance on racial politics—a critical and necessary strategy in the Jim Crow and
1960s eras—put them at odds with an America that had moved on to new challenges.
These challenges included class. An unspoken factor in the post-civil rights era, class
arguably was most clearly seen within the African American community as a significant
part number climbed and clawed their way into the middle class. In addition, as those
people became college graduates, businessmen, professors, and professionals, they felt
the backlash most acutely from civil rights era. By succeeding those blacks changed their
views on numerous political issues, such as crime, affirmative action, welfare, and
government spending and taxation policies. The DLC‟s embrace of a middle approach
appealed to blacks for many of the same reasons that it appealed to whites: compromise,
core principles, progress, and economic self-interest. Finally, the DLC demonstrated the
salience of both class and the rise of a new more centrist political style not only embraced
by Bill Clinton in the 1990s, but also embodied by black politicians such as Artur Davis,
Cory Booker, Kendrick Meek, and, most famously, President Barack Obama.
On June 16, 2009, the Democratic Leadership Council gathered to honor Al
From. Bruce Reed, Clinton‟s former 1992 campaign aide and chair of the Domestic
Policy Council, had taken over the centrist organization. Clinton then stepped up to the
podium. More than eight years after he left office, in a completely changed political
atmosphere, Clinton defended the DLC. Looking at Al From from the platform, Clinton
told everyone that “I would have never become president if it wasn‟t for you.”88 The
Democratic Leadership Council‟s platform of devolution, “racial reductionism,” welfare
reform, values issues, and crime policy would be clearly on display during the eight years
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Clinton was in office. The first six months of Clinton‟s presidency, however, casted
doubt on Clinton‟s commitment to the New Democratic philosophy. The next five
chapters examine the salience of New Democratic ideas as espoused by President
Clinton. First, the nomination of a black, female lawyer to a prominent Justice
Department position tested Clinton‟s mettle, invoked the ire of African Americans, and
drew Clinton back to the New Democratic foundation that he had seemingly abandoned.
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Chapter 2
The Politics of Racial Appointments: The 1993 Nomination of Lani Guinier
At the White House on June 4, 1993, after several weeks of controversy, President
Clinton notified the leader of the Congressional Black Caucus, Kweisi Mfume, that he
was withdrawing Lani Guinier‟s name from consideration for the post of assistant
attorney general for the civil rights division of the Department of Justice. The hamhanded way in which the president handled the nomination was evident in both its rollout
and how it was terminated. As Steven F. Lawson explained, “Clinton tried to assuage the
bitter disappointment of the Congressional Black Caucus, which steadfastly backed
Guinier, by personally telephoning Representative Mfume with his decision even before
he told the nominee.”1 Clinton had not bothered to tell Guinier at their Oval Office
meeting that he had already decided to withdraw her name from Senate consideration,
preferring instead to tell her on the phone less than an hour later. A brutal Senate
confirmation was averted, preventing a vicious confirmation battle that would have
imperiled Clinton‟s legislative agenda.
A little over a month later, at the 84th NAACP annual meeting in Indianapolis,
those in attendance gathered to hear the typical speeches about the state of the race,
progress made, achievements left to realize, and awards to be given. However, this
conference was different. An air of excitement was present due to the changed political
atmosphere in Washington. The most sought after speaker that day was not Ron Brown
or Hazel O‟Leary or Benjamin Hooks, but Lani Guinier. Guinier had been
1
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unceremoniously dismissed by a president that the NAACP had strongly supported in the
1992 presidential election. Guinier had become, as the NAACP magazine Crisis referred
to her, a “Cause Celeb.”2 But questions about was Guinier a victim or another
unfortunate dupe of Bill Clinton miss the meaning of the incident. Her outspokenness,
passionate defense of the Voting Rights Act, and controversial legal theories presented a
conundrum for Clinton. It conjured up images of radical black activists so despised and
distrusted by mainstream white America and conservative activists. Despite her legal
credentials, civil rights legal work, and elite education, Guinier simply did not conform to
class-based expectations for acceptable political nominees, and, in the process, played
into the media narrative of a radical black female circa 1968.
A former attorney for the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, Guinier was a top-notch
attorney and law professor who had served in the Carter Administration, tried numerous
cases involving civil rights and voting rights, and pursued equality in education, the
workplace, and the political arena. The fervor started after her nomination in April 1993
to become the assistant attorney general for the Civil Rights Division of the Department
of Justice. She was to become the nation‟s chief civil rights officer, charged with the
responsibility of monitoring disability issues, criminal issues as they related to civil
rights, housing and civil law enforcement, special litigation, voting rights, employment
fairness, immigration issues related to unfair employment, and educational opportunities.
The Civil Rights Division had been created as a part of the 1957 Civil Rights Act. This
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was the first time that a woman had been nominated to lead the division.3 Yet that
nomination resulted in a media firestorm. Due to her legal opinions, writings, and
previous work as a civil rights attorney, Guinier was labeled a “quota queen.” A quota
queen allegedly determined to take from white Americans for the benefit of black
Americans.
A Brief History of Racial Nominations
Prior to President Clinton‟s first inauguration in January 1993, appointments and
nominations of African Americans had become routine. Racial appointments had
become events in which the incumbent could gain kudos from supporters for their
appearance of inclusion. In addition, it presented the opposition party with a golden
opportunity to score political points with its own supporters by attacking the legitimacy
and credibility of the men and women selected for various positions. Appointing
members of the various factions of his party enabled the president to broaden his
influence, keep a lid on criticism, reward loyal supporters, and score political points with
the American people. This is especially true as it relates to the selection of minorities,
such as Jews, Blacks, Catholics, Hispanics, and women. These appointments, as Clinton
entered office, took on added meaning because Clinton had campaigned, in part, on
creating a government that resembled America. The new president and his spokesmen
noted to news outlets that the Clinton cabinet and White House “„will look like
America,‟” in terms of race and gender.4 The appointments were widely watched since it
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was the first time in twelve years that a Democratic president had been in office, thus
creating excitement for many African Americans that had been shut out of government
service during the Reagan years. There was hope that the new administration would
bring in new people that not only represented the various factions and wings of the
Democratic Party but people who represented Americans diverse population.
Dating back to the administration of Abraham Lincoln, presidents had used elite
blacks to, as historian John Hope Franklin noted, “gauge the pulse of the African
American population through one or more community leaders.”5 This pattern continued
unabated through the Hoover administration. By 1933, this pattern was dramatically
expanded as President Franklin D. Roosevelt brought in his so-called “Black Cabinet.”
While FDR‟s black advisers were numerous in comparison to previous administrations,
he, as Harvard Sitkoff noted, often ignored their advice.6 Their presence was,
nonetheless, a watershed moment for African Americans in politics. By the time John F.
Kennedy was elected president in 1960, African Americans were pushing harder than
ever, not only for civil rights, but for representation at the federal level. President
Kennedy and his brother, Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, brought numerous blacks
into both the administration and the federal judiciary. Kennedy‟s promises and agenda,
as well as that of his successor, Lyndon B. Johnson, demanded greater outreach to
African Americans. This pattern of appointing African Americans often served raw
political purposes. It also, however, gave a select few an entrance into the heady world
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of presidential power and politics. It usually meant that African Americans in those
privileged positions could advocate for the race. As the Carter years came to a close with
the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980, racial appointments would be subject to broader
political concerns, such as ideology, philosophy, and greater policy aims. The incoming
administration would have limited diversity and that diversity would usher in new
policies.
The change began in the 1970s. Combined with the politics of backlash and rage
in the wake of the urban rioting, Black Power, forced busing, and fight over precious
resources, the Modern Right profited off of the resentments boiling within white
America. Furthermore, conservatives used the ethnic, working-class, and suburban anger
to fuel contempt and even hatred toward the state. As scholar Eric Porter has noted, “The
Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations were unable to solve these problems, which
helped fuel attacks on the liberal state in ways that were explicitly or implicitly racially
coded.”7 The growing polarization between the two major political parties, and much of
the electorate, meant that race remained a battlefield in the 1980s. President Carter‟s
support for African Americans, combined with the hostage and energy crises, stagflation,
and disillusionment after years of war and scandal, helped propel Ronald Reagan to the
presidency in 1980. Reagan immediately moved to scale back the liberal state, but he
needed able hands to help him do it. John Ehrman wrote, “Socially conservative and
working-class voters disturbed by urban unrest and unhappy with liberal support for
affirmative action, abortion rights, and other cultural shifts, began to move away from the
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Democrats.”8 As a result, a new schism developed. The old pattern of racial
appointments evolved to accommodate new political concerns such as race and class.
Most African Americans politicos held the Reagan administration in contempt.
To them it was clear that Reagan was trying to roll back the gains of the previous two
decades. In a July 1981 article in Black Enterprise magazine, the venerable black news
source noted, “the „substantive roles‟ blacks have been given in the Administration have
not been in sufficient quantity to satisfy even black Republican supporters of the
President.”9 In addition, the Reagan administration had difficulties trying to find blacks
who would carry out the administration‟s agenda. Black Enterprise also noted, “Another
problem is the Administration‟s controversial approach to issues affecting blacks. Blacks
have turned down jobs for fear that they will be asked to carry out policies that are not in
the best interest of the black community.”10 The blacks that did join the administration
often brought with them a commitment to the new conservatism of the Reagan
Revolution.
Several dozen African Americans served in the Reagan Administration, including
Clarence Thomas, Colin Powell, Anita Hill, Samuel Pierce, Arthur Teele, Melvin
Bradley, and Alan Keyes. These figures, with some exceptions, held several views in
common: lower taxes, opposition to affirmative action, desire for limited government,
criticism of the welfare state, and distrust of liberal, big government solutions to complex
and vexing social problems. Further, they were clean cut, deeply patriotic, devout, and
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closely aligned with the unthreatening “Huxtable” image promoted by the famous 1980s
situational comedy, The Cosby Show. In an era of increasing distrust of liberal solutions
to societal problems, black conservatives promoted the socially and fiscally conservative
brand of Reaganism.
The African American community was becoming more diverse politically. As
Joseph Lowndes argued in From The New Deal To The New Right: Race and the
Southern Origins of Modern Conservatism, the new white conservative movement began
before the ink dried on the New Deal.11 The Great Society was, in certain respects, as
controversial within the black community as it was in the white community.
Traditionally conservative in their personal affairs, many African Americans resented the
increased presence of the government in their lives. By Reagan‟s election in 1980, many
African Americans were emerging from colleges and universities and moving into
professional positions and higher tax brackets. Some middle and upper class blacks were
attracted by Reagan‟s condemnation of taxes, federal intrusion, and regulation. These
blacks disagreed with liberals who believed that government had to play a role in society.
In addition, conservative blacks felt that economic conditions had to be improved in order
to uplift the black community. Black Enterprise reporter Isaiah J. Poole noted in
February 1981, “These blacks do not disagree with their liberal counterparts on the
severity of problems in the black community…Low-skilled black youth, for example, are
not held down so much by racism as by a minimum wage law which makes it
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unprofitable for companies to hire them.”12 Some, such as Clarence Thomas, were
appalled by such well-intentioned programs as affirmative action. The nascent black
conservative movement emerged at a time when the country had realigned with a new
center-right political prospective. The Republican Party embraced these black
conservatives, in part, because they provided crucial political cover. It was hard to label
mainstream conservatives as racist when they often deployed black conservatives to carry
the message.
The new divisions within the black political community also portended
contentious confirmation battles. For instance, Reagan‟s nomination of Robert Bork and
Bush‟s appointment of Clarence Thomas for the Supreme Court in 1987 and 1991,
respectively, meant the nomination of Lani Guinier in 1993 would face stringent scrutiny
from both the media and senators on Capitol Hill. In the so-called “colorblind” era, with
its emphasis on coded language, non-racial rhetoric, and individual rights, conservatives,
both black and white, appeared to favor a more classically liberal form of government.
Someone, such as Guinier, proposing greater enforcement of civil rights law challenged
desires for more limited government.
Past Associations between Clinton and Guinier
In the immediate aftermath of the civil rights victories of the early 1960s,
universities began making concerted efforts to integrate not only their student bodies, but
also their faculties, graduate, and professional schools. For the first time America‟s most
prestigious schools sought African American students with demonstrated potential. Lani
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Guinier, a 1971 graduate of Radcliffe College, was granted admittance to Yale Law
School. Yale during the 1970s was very liberal, both in grading and temperament. Bill
Clinton would later note that “At Yale, the only grades were Honors, Pass, or Fail.”13
Guinier found herself in classes with several figures who would later play a prominent
role in American life. Clarence Thomas, the future U.S. Supreme Court justice, was a
member of her class. Robert Reich, Samuel Alito, Sonia Sotomayor, John Bolton, and
Stephen Carter all graduated during the 1970s. Bill Clinton and Hillary Rodham were
students there, albeit a year and two years ahead of Guinier, respectively. When the
couple headed the Yale Barristers‟ Union, they agreed, at the insistence of a mutual
friend, to give Guinier assistance with a school problem. Guinier reflected, “They were
admired. We looked up to them, respected them because they were known to be fair.
They were among the half dozen or so friends from law school who had attended my
wedding.”14 For Guinier and others, Clinton represented a new generation of Southern,
white males opposed to the racial animus of the past.
After the Clintons departed New Haven in 1973 following graduation, they began
their respective careers. Rodham took a position as a lawyer of the Watergate committee
investigating President Nixon. Clinton became a law professor at the University of
Arkansas and began planning his entrance into electoral politics. Guinier graduated in
1974, and after some early work as a law clerk and juvenile court referee, she took a
position as Special Assistant to the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights
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Division, Drew Days, in the late 1970s.15 Before the age of thirty, Guinier had become a
known figure inside civil rights circles, the fight to preserve hard-won civil rights
advancements, and the Carter Administration.
A Cabinet that looks like America
The newly elected President Clinton had hoped that he could put together a
government more representative of the American people than his predecessors.
Presidents Reagan and Bush, while they did appoint minorities, tended to reflect an
America more representative of the 1950s than America near the end of the 20th century.
This process was ongoing throughout the Clinton presidency. First, Clinton nominating
Zoe Baird, then Kimba Wood, both white women, to the position of Attorney General.
Both were unsuccessful, as tax issues and the revelations that undocumented workers
were in their employ surfaced. Clinton was finally able to get Janet Reno confirmed to
the position.
Clinton appointed a record number of African Americans to other positions in his
cabinet. In fact, Clinton‟s pronouncements about the need for diversity within the
Cabinet and Sub-Cabinet and White House actually served as an albatross around his
political neck. Liberals, eager at the thought of greater inclusion, wanted new faces that
represented their particular race, gender, or ethnicity. Conservatives were watchful for
any sign of quota hiring. In addition, the media closely followed the announcements
coming from the administration about Clinton‟s selections. Washington Post political
journalist David S. Broder remarked in a Christmas 1992 article that “The scramble to
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meet that goal produced a remarkable last-minute shuffle of people and jobs,
demonstrating that for the first Democrat to win the White House in 12 years, the need to
showcase the ethnic, racial, and gender variety of his party overrode any ideological
litmus tests, any concerns about internal policy cohesion and, with few exceptions, any
claims based on political loyalty, interest group or geographical representation.”16 The
very issue which New Democrats abhorred—quotas—seemed to be a priority within the
Clinton Administration.
The media coverage highlighted the concerns of diversity. One article, by M.
Rucci of the Courier Mail (Brisbane), explained that “By opening Cabinet posts to more
women and minorities such as blacks and Hispanics, Mr. Clinton has now answered calls
from special interest groups who demanded his government be more representative.”17
This “call” for greater representation was intense. Joel Kotkin reported in a Washington
Post article, “After a dozen years of smug middle-American cultural domination, the
White House is now besieged by representatives of groups that felt cheated during the
Reagan-Bush years. For some prominent advocates, the issue is no longer simply access
but the „political correctness‟ of those appointed to office.”18 Kotkin was arguing against
the very multiculturalism that many in liberal politics were pushing. Some media
commentary even went so far as to enumerate the alleged failings of white men and their
decline in status in recent years generally, and during the early months of the Clinton era
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specifically. David Gates of Newsweek revealed exactly a month before the Guinier
nomination, “Suddenly white American males are surrounded by feminists,
multiculturalists, P.C. policepersons, affirmative-action employers, rap artists, Native
Americans, Japanese tycoons, Islamic fundamentalists and Third World dictators, all of
them saying the same thing: You‟ve been a bad boy.”19 In this climate of majority
(white) and minority (black, Jew, female, Hispanic) hypersensitivity, Clinton‟s rhetoric
and actions to bring previously ignored groups into high level government positions
served to heighten the collective sensitivities of American populace. Further, it meant
that Clinton had to pay close attention to the records and reputations of the men and
women he was nominating and appointing to office, lest he find himself trapped in the
identity politics of the early 1990s.
As the list of nominations and appointments was rolled out in the weeks before
and after the inauguration, each one was given extra scrutiny to determine both Clinton‟s
governing philosophy and his commitment to centrist politics. These nominations and
appointments included three African American members: Ron Brown as Secretary of
Commerce, Mike Espy as Secretary of Agriculture, and Hazel O‟Leary as Energy
Secretary. All of these people were close friends and political allies of the president and
had supported his campaign in 1992. They were also supportive of and a part of the
Democratic Leadership Council. Clinton would also appoint other minorities to
important cabinet and sub-cabinet posts, such as Joycelyn Elders (Surgeon General),
Jesse Brown (Veterans Affairs), Alexis Herman (Labor), Norman Mineta (Commerce),
Henry Cisneros (Housing and Urban Development), Federico Pena and Rodney Slater
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(Transportation), Bill Richardson (Energy), Togo West (Veteran Affairs), and David
Satcher (Surgeon General). So in these early months of the Clinton Administration, there
was an emphasis on securing minority candidates and fulfilling the campaign pledge
regarding diversity. Unfortunately, that played into the hands of Clinton‟s political
enemies.20 Above all others, Lani Guinier exhibited the very personal and ideological
traits that so infuriated conservatives.
The Nomination of Guinier
One of the great questions surrounding the nomination of Lani Guinier is: Why?
Why did Clinton nominate her in the first place if she and her writings were so
troublesome? The answers are complex. First, the President desired to put people in
office that, generally, shared his center-left positions. Second, Clinton honestly believed
that she was suited to fill the post. Third, the President was convinced by first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton to place her in the Justice Department. It was widely assumed at
the time and confirmed by eyewitness accounts of the early Clinton years that the
president and the first lady tried, in some respects, to have a co-presidency. Hillary
Clinton took an office in the West Wing; a first for a presidential spouse. Furthermore, as
Nigel Hamilton has noted, “Hillary and her cabal of female staffers and associates—
Patsy Thomasson, Susan Thomases, Melanne Verveer, Eleanor Dean Acheson—added
yet another obstacle…[by] proudly picking Lani Guinier.”21
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Clinton never read, according to Taylor Branch, her writings or personally vetted
her for the post.22 On one hand, Clinton was nominating a “friend,” somebody whom he
respected. On the other hand, her educational credentials and middle class orientation
might have relaxed any suspicions that would have normally accompanied a high-level
nomination. In addition, while assistant attorney general is a high-level post, Guinier was
nominated to the sub-cabinet, not a cabinet post. The failed nominations of Zoe Baird
and Kimba Wood for attorney general and the near failure of Webster Hubbell for
associate attorney general consumed tremendous political energy and time. Finally, the
president had promised a “cabinet that looks like America,” and Guinier fit the bill as an
African American woman.
The Furor Ensues
The morning after the announcement, April 30, storm clouds appeared over the
nomination of Lani Guinier. The Wall Street Journal published an op-ed by former
Reagan Administration official Clint Bolick entitled “Clinton‟s Quota Queen.”23
Immediately questioning Clinton‟s judgment, Bolick noted “‟New Democrat‟ Bill
Clinton has taken a sharp left turn by appointing two civil rights ideologues to major
posts.”24 Lani Guinier was appointed to head the Civil Rights Division of the Justice
Department and Norma Cantu, counsel for the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund (MALDEF), had been nominated for assistant secretary for civil rights
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in the Department of Education. Bolick acknowledged the intellectual “firepower” of
Guinier and Cantu as well as the depth of their experiences in law and advocacy.
However, Bolick attacked numerous academic articles that Guinier had written as a law
professor at the University of Pennsylvania.
Bolick argued that Guinier‟s writings called for “racial quotas in judicial
appointments.” Further, Bolick argued that Guinier wanted to make health care,
employment, job training, and other social needs as permanent entitlements for all
Americans. If Guinier was confirmed, she would “graft onto the existing system a
complex racial spoils system that would further polarize an already divided nation.”25
Bolick also claimed that Guinier wanted to expand, revise, and augment the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. Using her own words against her, he suggested that if confirmed,
she would eliminate the principle of one-man, one vote. “Whether or not these proposals
have merit as public policy, Ms. Guinier clearly believes they are compelled by the
Voting Rights Act, which she would be charged with enforcing as assistant attorney
general.” Finally, Bolick closed the piece by not-so-subtly saying that Clinton‟s
appointment of Guinier and Cantu would “blur the lines between advocacy groups and
government agencies, as they were in the pre-Reagan years.” They would bring back the
“in your face civil rights agenda” of the 1960s.26
Rarely does one media piece, the nation‟s premier economic daily no less, attract
as much attention or have as much impact as did Clint Bolick‟s op-ed piece in the Wall
Street Journal. Within hours the media in Washington and New York had picked up the
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piece and began reporting on it. An obscure, former bureaucrat and current think tank
fellow was driving the media cycle. Other conservatives sensed an opportunity to shake
the new president on the third rail of American politics: race. A fusillade of media
coverage and written pieces followed about the president, Guinier, and quotas that
completely caught the Clinton White House by surprise. The New York Times reported
that groups such as the Judicial Selection Monitoring Project saw Guinier as a “radical
whose impatience with „one-person, one-vote‟ can be used to make her unacceptable to
most Americans.”27 The Washington Times pointed out that, “She called for racial
quotas, and committee sources said the White House is concerned over challenges to the
Guinier nomination.”28 USA Today said, “She says the system thwarts the goal of the
Voting Rights Act to deliver more political power to minorities. The 1965 federal law
was meant to guarantee legislative success for minority interests, she says, not just the
election of more minority candidates.”29 Now the nomination was in peril and the media
was complicit in driving the story.
The story sparked old debates about affirmative action and important questions
about the role of government and the law in extending equal opportunity and full
citizenship rights. The use of the term “quota queen” took off on Ronald Reagan‟s
rhetoric of “welfare queens,” lighting a fuse of racial resentment and anger. The New
York Times published an article with the title “Lani Guinier‟s Agenda Provokes Old
27
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Enemies.” Guinier did not help her cause when she responded to a question about who
was responsible for the lack of activism during the Reagan/Bush years by saying
“William Bradford Reynolds.”30 Reynolds had been the assistant attorney general during
the Reagan years. He was also the mentor of Clint Bolick, the author of the op-ed that
ignited this great brouhaha. The Times article conveyed the sense that the “countercounter-revolution‟” that Guinier was allegedly planning would somehow wreck the
country and exacerbate the deep fault-line of race in America. It helped to implant the
notion that there was something untoward about Guinier‟s views. Further, the Times
article revealed that there was more to the story than simply a controversial nomination.
There were harsh feelings between Guinier and her conservative tormentors. Her fierce
criticism of the Reagan and his civil rights legacy reflected the personal animus between
the two camps. In addition, Guinier represented the liberal-leaning circle of civil rights
activists that conservatives blamed, in part, for the growth of the federal government and,
in part, the redistribution of resources by the federal government that discriminated
against white Americans. It is noteworthy that most of the news stories did little to
explore the tangled relationships between Clinton‟s nominee and the conservative
activists until after the nomination was over. In fact, the confrontation was more
interesting than focusing on the back story that clearly showed more personal and
philosophical differences between the two camps.
Michael Isikoff of the Washington Post became a prominent reporter on the
nomination. On May 21, 1993, Isikoff published an article entitled “Confirmation Battle
Looms Over Guinier; Critics Target „Extreme‟ Views in Law Review Articles by Justice
30
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Dept. Civil Rights Nominee.”31 This article, among others, helped to plant seeds of doubt
in the minds of members of the Senate. As Isikoff wrote, “in recent weeks, conservative
activists, mirroring the tactics of liberal groups during confirmation fights over Supreme
Court nominees Robert H. Bork and Clarence Thomas, have combed Guinier‟s writings,
extracting passages they say reveal her as an „extreme‟ left-wing activist with a farreaching social agenda.”32 Isikoff hit on an important point—the desire to seek revenge
after the defeat of Bork and near-defeat of Thomas, all within the previous six years.
Isikoff then left his perch as journalist and attempted to become a constitutional and legal
scholar. He wrote:
In one controversial 1992 Virginia Law Review article, Guinier argued that the
mere election of more black lawmakers is an insufficient measure of voting rights
success if those lawmakers have little influence in the state legislatures.33
This analysis resulted from Isikoff‟s scant review of Guinier‟s writings. As Laurel Leff
noted, Isikoff “defended his use of the quotations, saying he spent „about an hour‟ with
the two law review articles, totaling 119 pages, to get „enough of a flavor‟ to make sure
the „quotes in there were not twisted out of context.‟”34 Isikoff‟s reporting lent credence
to the political attacks coming from Clint Bolick and the Wall Street Journal. Los
Angeles Times reporter David Savage, quoted in the Columbia Journalism Review,
remarked that “The Wall Street Journal and Clint Bolick really went after her and
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managed to kill off this nomination.”35 If it was only Bolick, then this argument would
have fallen apart, but others piled on. In an op-ed on May 7, 1993, Paul Gigot of the
Wall Street Journal quoted, often out of context, Guinier‟s writings in ways which made
her appear extreme.36
All of the news networks—ABC, CBS, NBC, and CNN—picked up the story,
adding to a media circus that put the nomination in jeopardy before confirmation hearings
could even be scheduled. Journalists fed off the two-dimensional battles between the
president and his political opponents. It made for great copy. As Laurel Leff notes:
Too many reporters uncritically accepted Bolick‟s and other conservatives‟
depictions of her views, the same quotes appearing over and over again in such
publications as Newsweek, the Los Angeles Times, and U.S. News & World
Report…And too many reporters substituted code words, such as „quotas,‟
„affirmative action,‟ and „reverse discrimination,‟ for a genuine dialogue on the
sensitive subject upon which her writings focus-the continuing effort to thwart
blacks‟ effective participation in the political process.37
Numerous stories about the controversial nomination focused mainly on her
alleged radicalism. Only afterward did the media focus any attention on the organized
opposition to the nomination. For example, while Isikoff had been part of what Laurel
Leff called “that drumbeat” of opposition, he subsequently revealed, after the fact, that
there were powerful enemies behind the campaign against her.38 On June 6, 1993, in a
Washington Post article entitled “Power Behind the Thrown Nominee: Activist With
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Score to Settle,” Isikoff wrote “They produced a drumbeat of press releases, reports, and
op-ed articles that portrayed the University of Pennsylvania law professor as a pro-quota,
left-wing „extremist‟ bent on undermining democratic principles—labels that stuck and
helped frame the debate over the Guinier nomination in terms that made it difficult for
her allies.”39 In addition, Isikoff revealed that Abigail Thernstrom, a conservative
activist, had tipped Bolick off to the nomination two months before it was announced,
thereby giving Bolick and his conservative allies ample time to prepare the campaign
against Guinier. (Speculation swirled since the election about who would be nominated
for important posts in the new administration.) Thernstrom was quoted by Isikoff as
telling Bolick at a D.C. hotel near the White House “Clint, you‟re going to love her.”40
The opponents of the president certainly were pleased. With the cooperation of the press,
unexpected assistance from the president, and little time to sort the issue out, opponents
had accomplished in fewer than thirty-five days what it took other opponents of other
nominations months to accomplish.
As the media drove the story, President Clinton felt increasing pressure from both
liberals and centrists to make a decision. Consequently, some of the most influential
people within the Democratic Caucus, also spooked by the media coverage and more
concerned with the economy and pressing international events, encouraged the president
to drop the nominee.
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The Actual Writings And Ideas
Lani Guinier‟s work under Assistant Attorney General Drew Days III in the
Carter Administration and her sterling reputation as an attorney for the NAACP‟s Legal
Defense Fund made her a target for conservatives. Her vociferous attacks on President
Reagan‟s civil rights record as well as his chief civil rights officer, William Bradford
Reynolds, quickly drew the attention of conservatives once she was nominated. Her
academic musings, combined with her strong advocacy for the Voting Rights Act of 1965
and fierce challenges through legal advocacy, provided opponents of her nomination with
ammunition to exploit fears of racial radicalism.
As an untenured law professor at the University of Pennsylvania, Guinier had
engaged in extensive research and writing. This was not the first time that a nominee‟s
intellectual opinions had gotten them in trouble. In 1987, Judge Robert H. Bork, a former
Nixon Solicitor General and Acting Attorney General, had carried out Nixon‟s orders to
fire Archibald Cox during the “Saturday Night Massacre.” It was his legal opinions and
writings that provided liberals with the ammunition to defeat his nomination to the
Supreme Court. Led by Senator Edward M. Kennedy, liberals tore the nominee apart by
arguing that Bork opposed the rights of women and minorities. Further, Bork‟s ideas
about original intent and privacy rights, once disseminated to the nation, destroyed any
chance Bork had of being seated on the Supreme Court. After the Bork hearings,
“Borking,” as it came to be known, became an expected part of the confirmation process.
Clarence Thomas upon his nomination in 1991 for the Supreme Court, found himself and
some of his ideas subject to “Borking” by liberals in the Senate and women‟s groups
outside of Congress. The Guinier nomination followed the model created by the Bork
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hearings in 1987. Abigail Thernstrom, the Wall Street Journal editorial board, and
congressional Republicans picked out the most easily manipulated passages from her
writings to warn the American public that Guinier was a dangerous radical who would
subvert American democracy and the principle of “one man, one vote.”
Central to conservatives‟ opposition to Guinier came from her fervent support for
the Voting Rights Act of 1965.41 The landmark civil rights law provided protections and
mechanisms that ensured African Americans would have the right to vote. The law
provided federal supervision of elections in the South, and targeted especially notorious
places in the South that historically denied African Americans the right to vote.
Combined with passage of the 24th amendment, which prohibited the use of poll taxes,
conservatives and Southerners felt that the federal government had overstepped its proper
boundaries; thus fueling the antistatist fervor percolating throughout conservative
intellectual circles. By the 1990s, however, the Voting Rights Act was settled law.
Conservatives were no longer challenging the legitimacy of the landmark law. They
were challenging new interpretations that would extend the reach of the law. When
Reagan was running for president the heart of the arguments was that the Voting Rights
Act was an extralegal step. As Earl Ofari Hutchinson noted that in, “1980 Ronald
Reagan told biography Laurence Barrett that the 1965 Voting Rights Act was
„humiliating to the South.‟”42 This humiliation resulted from the supervision of the
federal government over the electoral process that was traditionally that domain of the
states. In 1993, the argument against Guinier was that she would dramatically expand the
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power of the Voting Rights Act; thus extending its enforcement power. For
conservatives traditionally, the Voting Rights Act was both an affront and an unnecessary
intrusion of the federal government into the internal workings of Southern states.
However, by the 1990s, the fight was no longer about the legitimacy of the law, but the
use of the law. Guinier‟s support for the measure and her fight in 1982, along with many
others in the civil rights community, to preserve its most important provisions and
possibly re-conceptualize how to fulfill its intent, had contributed to some of the harshest
criticism of her.
On August 6, 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Voting Rights Act of
1965 into law. The VRA finally addressed the shortcomings of the 15th amendment by
enforcing its provisions with the assistance of the Justice Department and his Civil Rights
Division. Federal examiners were authorized to oversee elections in the South, especially
in areas that had a history of voting intimidation, denying citizens the right to vote, and
using mechanisms such as poll taxes, literacy exams, property-holding rules, or other
forms of obstruction. Moreover, penalties, such as fines of up five thousand dollars and
five years in prison, were all authorized by the Act. In the eyes of white southerners
opposed to equal rights, U.S. District Courts were given jurisdiction to enforce both the
act, generally, and key provisions such as section five, prohibition on voting
qualifications, and twelve, financial penalties for denial of voting rights, specifically.
The centrality of voting rights to effective and meaningful citizenship was enshrined in
the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and informed the work of activists such as Guinier.
Political and legislative schemes created by white lawmakers to dilute minority voting
strength signaled, for Guinier, the need to re-conceptualize voting rights, legislative
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effectiveness, and equal political representation. Her writings as a University of
Pennsylvania professor of law tried to tackle these continued political inequalities.
Guinier outlined three distinct generations of political and legal activism. The
first generation agitated and bled for the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 in
places such as Selma. The second generation fought against what Guinier called
“qualitative vote dilution.” This meant that white officials shifted political power from
district or precincts to at-large districts, thus accepting the presence of black politicians
and groups yet denying them any influence over the political and legislative process. In
essence, black votes were diluted by a process that prevented minorities to receive
effective political representation. The third generation fought against the logical next
step in stifling the legislative interests of African Americans. As African Americans
gained more seats in representative bodies, white incumbents shifted and changed the
legislative rules by which legislators could be effective. By changing legislative rules,
the majority, which tended to be white, could prevent minority legislators from
effectively representing their constituents by preventing votes and legislation, denying
chairmanships, and a variety of other things. Guinier noted that the effects of these subtle
actions taken by the majority undermined the intentions and spirit of the Voting Rights
Act of 1965. Krista Helfferich remarked that Guinier‟s work and proposals to correct
these problems resulted from her belief in the “Madisonian Majority,” a reference to
James Madison‟s belief that when the majority is constant, unmovable, and will crush the
interests of the minority. Therefore, the majority should be continuously shifting based
on the issue at hand. Helfferich continues, “This „rule of shifting majorities‟ means that
sometimes individuals will win and sometimes they will lose. But the participants‟
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ability to take turns deepens faith in the fairness of the system.”43 As Guinier herself
explained in a 1991 article in the Michigan Law Review, “My purpose has been to
attempt to conceive of a deliberative process in which racism does not control all
outcomes.”44
Guinier promoted the idea of cumulative voting. Cumulative voting strengthens
the political position of the minority by helping them to elect representatives. Voters
would be allowed to cast several votes depending on the size of the district in order to
demonstrate their respective preferences. For instance, if a district has ten seats, then
each voter would be given ten votes. With ten votes to cast the voter could concentrate
all his/her votes on one candidate or divide them between several candidates, thereby
intensifying and empowering the voter who otherwise would be at a disadvantage in
seeking effective representation. This would empower the minority voters in any district
regardless of their race. Further, the process would require candidates for public office to
pay close attention to the needs and political desires of the constituents they seek to
represent. Doing away with specific districts or precincts, at-large seats would become
the norm, thereby creating more realistic political communities instead of heavily
weighted conservative or liberal communities of which the representative has little to no
need to concern himself with the needs and interests of the other half of the district.
Guinier wrote, “It is even more consistent with some notions of one person/one vote than
geographically based districting because it equalizes the number of votes each
43
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representative represents without gerrymandering or artificially creating communities of
interest.”45 Moreover, Guinier noted that this strategy “fulfills the dual vision of the
Voting Rights Act that minority groups should enjoy equal voting weight and equal
voting power.”46 If implemented, such a strategy would displace serious vested interests
not only by allowing voters to register the intensity of the political preferences, but also
allow the minority community to have some meaningful influence in the electoral and
legislative process. She also argued that “the remedy at the electoral stage would be a
modified at-large voting scheme, and its counterpart at the legislative phase would be
rules that allow cumulative voting and encourage consensus decisions.”47 To change the
procedures and mechanisms of American political behavior, Guinier argued for a more
utopian, fairer system in which communities—African American, Jewish, Hispanic,
White, or Other—would have an equal opportunity to not only participate but effect
change in the manner in which a governing body at the local, state, or federal level
represents its constituents.
A central tenet of the U.S. political system is the concept of “one man, one vote.”
Another central element is the concept of winner-take-all. In a winner-take-all system,
the winner of the election need not represent all 100 percent of the electorate; he only
needs a represent a plurality or 50.1%. Under this system, a minimum of 49.9% of the
electorate could be ignored and their political and legislative interests submerged. Since
upwards of half the electorate at any given time has no meaningful political and
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legislative representation, democracy itself is negated as well as the promise of equal
protection clause of the 14th Amendment to the Constitution. While many disagreed with
this interpretation, Guinier argued that was precisely what occurred when almost half the
population, or various racial and ethnic groups, had no effective political voice. In fact,
this tension between the majority and the minority dates back at least to Alexis de
Tocqueville.48 African Americans and other minorities are the most vulnerable to this
type of voting system. As African Americans represent less than fifteen percent of the
population, they are far less likely to receive adequate and equal representation and
influence in the decision-making process. This is the principal concern of Guinier and
the target of her written ideas.
In order to address these concerns Guinier proposed “proportionate interest
representation.” For instance, if a state has ten congressional districts and African
Americans constitute ten percent of the state, then African Americans would get one seat;
which would be equal to ten percent. Moreover, this translates into proportional power
within the legislative branch of the federal and state governments. As Guinier noted,
“Proportional interest representation contains strategies for reform at both the electoral
and legislative level to address some of the process defects in black electoral success
theory that have failed to yield substantive justice.”49 Proportional interest
representation, if implemented, would threaten vested interests in political power.
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These ideas of cumulative voting and proportional interest representation were not
new ideas. They were used, Guinier noted, in both foreign countries and Wall Street.50
However, to use these strategies in politics and voting would not just upset traditional
norms, but play into the arguments of conservatives that Guinier represented black
radicalism. The esoteric and dense nature of her writings did not lend itself to simple
interpretations. In fact, the writings seemed only to confirm what her opponents had
already said about her: she was a radical who would use the power of her office to
eliminate one-man, one-vote and institute a system in which equal outcomes would be the
goal.
Guinier believed that her ideas followed the democratic tradition of the Voting
Rights Act. She believed that the Voting Rights Act‟s purpose was to extend and protect
representative democracy to America‟s most vulnerable communities. Using new
methods to ensure access to power and a voice in American politics were justified by the
enforcement provisions of the Voting Right Act, according to Guinier. However, the
complex nature of her proposals, along with the concept of each voter holding multiple
votes, disturbed many Americans. The concepts of one-man, one-vote and winner-takeall were hallmarks of American democracy. To change that seemed un-American to most
people. But the controversy placed them in another, more negative light. Georgetown
law professor Mari Matsuda reflected that, “the deeply racist and misogynist
underpinnings of the pejorative label „quota queen‟ with „its linguistic predecessor,
„welfare queen,‟” was a major component of the conservative attack on her nomination.51
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Regardless of whether Guinier‟s ideas had merit, they provided ammunition for Clinton‟s
political enemies. She had become the Sister Souljah of the early Clinton administration.
The Nervous New Democrats
Republicans lined up to oppose Guinier‟s nomination. Senate Minority Leader
Robert Dole had warned that Guinier was, “hostile to the principle of one person-one
vote, consistently hostile to majority rule and a consistent supporter not only of quotas
but vote-rigging schemes that make quotas look mild.”52 Democrats were also nervous
about the nomination. The media version of her writings made Guinier appear to be a
dangerous legal scholar intent on radically changing America‟s political institutions and
systems. After months of contentious confirmation battles over Janet Reno, Zoe Baird,
and Webster Hubbell, Democrats had little appetite for another long, damaging
confirmation over a woman who appeared to be so outside the mainstream.
Guinier also seemed to conflict with New Democratic attempts to downplay the
importance of race in American life. Placing conciliatory approaches above
confrontational ones, New Democrats saw Guinier‟s full-throated support for innovative
approaches to problems of racial equality at the end of the twentieth century as
destructive to the policy and electoral interests of the Democratic Party. Strongly
supportive of equality rights, New Democrats saw her overt, controversial approaches as
not only problematic, but representative of the old racial politics that preferred
confrontation rather than cooperative approaches to equality. Like conservatives, New
Democrats were not disturbed by the Voting Rights Act; however, they were concerned
52
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about an enforcement of the Voting Rights Act that challenged mainstream views of
American democracy. Delaware Senator, and chairman of the Judiciary Committee, Joe
Biden remarked to reporters that she had “to come prepared to defend her writings,” and
that those writings gave him “great concern.”53 In an U.S. News & World Report article
published just after the nomination was withdrawn, Donald Baer noted that “The White
House had no reason to be caught off guard…Senate Democrats warned Clinton aides
before the nomination about Guinier‟s articles. Aware that she was a friend of both the
president and Hillary Rodham Clinton, the White House counsel‟s office cautioned them
about the articles. The Clintons insisted on the nomination anyway.”54 These Senate
Democrats included moderates such as Dennis DeConcini, Howell Heflin, Herb Kohl,
liberals such as Carol Moseley-Braun, and strong conservative Republicans such as
Strom Thurmond, Orrin Hatch, Alan Simpson, and Chuck Grassley. All expressed
serious doubts about the nomination. Even liberal titans such as Edward M. Kennedy,
Paul Simon, and Howard M. Metzenbaum were skeptical of Guinier and her writings.
Clinton himself reported to Taylor Branch that Kennedy, Biden, and others in the Senate
were advising him that the nomination could not survive.55
The leaders of the New Democrats, such as Al From and Will Marshall,
advocated replacing Guinier with a more moderate and acceptable nominee. The politics
of race and class—enveloped as it was in the colorblind rhetoric of the last two decades
of the twentieth century—suggested that open displays of racial recognition were out of
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step with both cultural and political realities. From acknowledged such realities in an oped in the New York Times, saying that the civil rights groups had “rightly pressed their
interest in her nomination. But the president has a different and greater responsibility—
to represent the interests of not just the civil rights community but everyone in the
American community.”56 Five years later From summarized the views of New Democrats
by writing, “The tension created by the nomination reflects a fundamental difference
between new and old Democrats on the issue of equality. Whether the issue is education
or employment, New Democrats believe equality should be defined in terms of
opportunity, not outcomes.”57 Will Marshall told the New York Times that if Guinier had
succeeded in her quest to become assistant attorney general for civil rights, it “would
have had a devastating effect on race relations.”58 Vermont Senator Patrick J. Leahy
said, “If the writings I‟ve seen so far reflect the way she feels about how the Civil Rights
Division should be run, then it would be a complete aberration and in no way would be
acceptable to me.”59 Oklahoma Representative Dave McCurdy, a prominent member of
the DLC, told the Washington Post, “I don‟t think she‟ll get through. She‟ll become such
an incredible lightning rod that either she or the administration will be discredited.
Majority rule is what this country was built on. This is not South Africa.”60
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Views as strong as these, from the president‟s friends no less, could not and
would not lend themselves to compromise. In a rare display of bipartisan unity,
Republicans and Democrats alike lined up to oppose this nomination, leaving the
president with little room to maneuver if he wanted central aspects of his agenda to pass.
Death By A Thousand Cuts: The Withdrawal
By the end of May, the unraveling nomination had become a serious
embarrassment and distraction to the Clinton White House. President Clinton‟s few
attempts to save his own nominee did little to change the perceptions implanted in the
public‟s mind. Guinier herself did not do herself any favors once she was finally given
the opportunity to express and defend her positions in the media. Previously denied the
opportunity to speak directly to reporters, she went on Ted Koppel‟s Nightline. The
venerable newsman peppered her with questions about the meanings of her numerous
writings. Guinier believed that the White House staff “felt that I should have used the
Nightline forum to talk about my views in instead of my feelings, but that I shouldn‟t
have asked for a hearing. I kept talking about the need for a hearing in order to express
my views fully and that was inappropriate. That made them angry. They had concluded
that I was not a team player. As a result, the next morning, I was forbidden to do more
interviews.”61 Guinier‟s performance, while lauded by her friends and colleagues, came
across as sanctimonious to those in the White House. Her decision to stand her ground
and defend herself rankled those within the administration who believed she should have
fallen on her sword. Taylor Branch explained that, “She emphasized her opinions rather
61
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than her willingness to represent the administration, arguing that she could convince the
senators… Regardless of the outcome, her hearings would guarantee several weeks of
bad publicity when the administration already was „bleeding in the water.‟”62 While
Guinier may have been right on the merits of defending her position, she was, in the
White House‟s opinion, wrong on the politics. There were larger issues to contend with,
such as the economy, other nominations, and the stimulus, that demanded more attention.
It appeared as though Guinier had forgotten the cardinal rule of politics: thou shall not
injure the boss.
Guinier‟s seeming lack of political awareness continued as she prepared to meet
President Clinton in the oval office. The president‟s aide Ricki Seidman informed
Guinier on the morning of June 3 that she had lost any hope of being confirmed. She
asked Guinier to withdraw. It was clear that the president and his staff were trying to cut
their losses. It was also apparent that Seidman was given the uncomfortable task of
getting Guinier to voluntarily withdraw herself for the administration and the president.
Guinier refused to consider withdrawing. In a tense conversation, Seidman told Guinier
that, “„I think maybe some of these people are right that you are not a team player and
you weren‟t the right person for this job.‟”63 Guinier snapped and informed her that no
one at the White House had lifted a finger to help her and that she didn‟t trust “any of you
to be acting in my best interest or in the interest of the administration or frankly in the
interest of effective civil rights enforcement.”64 But as Guinier arrived at the White
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House later that afternoon for a meeting with the president, the mood became surreal.
Photographers camped outside the White House, waiting for word of the president‟s
decision and to get reactions, if possible, from Guinier.
Finally, in the Oval Office, the two began to discuss the controversy. The
president was troubled by some of her writings. He informed her that the issue of
proportional interest representation, one of the articles that provoked the ire of
conservatives, was “balkanizing.”65 The president did not like that appearance of an usversus-them approach to civil rights policy. Guinier tried to inform the president that
while she understood his perspective, he had misunderstood the main thrusts of her
writings, particularly in the context of her nomination. In addition, as Guinier notes, the
remedies of Super majorities and minority rights had already been applied in the U.S.
Senate, public corporations, and certain counties in the South to achieve fairer electoral
and legislative results.66 The president was unmoved by her arguments. He told her that
key senators, including Edward Kennedy, Joe Biden, Herb Kohl, and majority leader
George Mitchell, had also pleaded with him to drop the nomination, especially if he
wanted to get an economic program passed.67 President Clinton confided as much to
Branch, who wrote that “He would have defended the nomination and Guinier had it not
been for the bruising Senate politics.”68 The president informed her that if the process
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was to continue then it would be death by a thousand cuts.69 In less than an hour the
meeting was over. Guinier did not know what was going to happen next. However, she
felt confident that she had made her case and given the president some important things
to think about. Surely, President Clinton would not abandon her and would allow her
time and space to defend herself.
Within a half hour of returning to the Justice Department, Guinier received a call
from the president. The nomination would be withdrawn. At a press conference at the
White House, Clinton said that “At the time of the nomination I had not read her writings.
In retrospect, I wish I had. Today, as a matter of fairness to her, I read some of them
again in good detail. They clearly lend themselves to interpretations that do not represent
the views that I expressed on civil rights during my campaign and views that I hold very
dearly, even though there is much in them with which I agree.”70 Echoing the DLC
philosophy, Clinton argued that “My campaign for the Presidency was based on trying to
unite Americans on the basis of race, opportunity, and responsibility, the idea that we
could all work together to reach common solutions. And I regret very much the
bitterness and the divisiveness which has occurred already.”71 What was not said, and
what was at the heart of the DLC vision on racial issues, was that equal opportunity was
the primary goal: but if that goal created strenuous political difficulties, then it would be
dispensed with.
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Aftermath/Conclusion
In the weeks, months, and years following the Lani Guinier episode, much has
been made of the President Clinton‟s decision to “abandon” her. The NAACP awarded
Guinier the “Torch of Courage” award in July 1993, in part because of her distinguished
career and in part because of her ordeal with the Clinton White House. By 1998, Guinier
had been hired as the first black female tenured faculty member at Harvard Law School.
She continued to write articles, op-eds, and books. In 1994, Guinier published The
Tyranny of the Majority: Fundamental Fairness in Representative Democracy, a
compilation of her previous works. She also published Lift Every Voice: Turning a Civil
Rights Setback into a New Vision of Social Justice, which examined the nomination and
her vision of social justice. Guinier also became more involved in the push for equality
and democracy. In 2002, she published The Miner’s Canary: Enlisting Race, Resisting
Power, Transforming Democracy and, in 2011, published Tyranny of the Meritocracy:
How Wealth Became Merit, Class Became Race and Higher Education Became a Gift
from the Poor to the Rich.72 She has maintained her public presence in the nearly twenty
years since the nomination failed. She has never expressed any doubts about the
righteous nature of her position.
Yes, the president was right to withdraw her name. The politics of the process in
the Senate would have drained precious political capital and possibly endangered the
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president‟s legislative agenda. But the withdrawal nevertheless demonstrated that
Clinton lacked a certain gravitas, a demonstrative political toughness. That perceived
lack of conviction was seized upon by many African Americans, his most loyal
supporters. They felt betrayed by his actions. For some, it was a signal that he could not
be trusted. An editorial in Crisis, an organ of the NAACP, summed up the sentiments of
many African Americans. After allegedly ignoring the plight of poor Haitians trying to
escape a brutal regime and implementing the reviled “Don‟t Ask, Don‟t Tell” policy,
“Clinton suffered a triple dose of amnesia after backing-off on his appointment of the
outstanding Black lawyer Lani Guinier…How many more „snow jobs‟ will the
disenfranchised, the working class folks of color, and others who are oppressed, have to
see and hear before they come to the conclusion that many Americans truly cast their
votes for a Slick Willie.”73 For the African American political class it was signal that
their interests would be submerged in the interests of political reality.
African American support for President Clinton remained high throughout the
1990s. His belief in equality and justice resonated with African Americans. Yet, like the
Sister Souljah moment of 1992, the Lani Guinier nomination, and subsequent withdrawal,
led to the perception that under pressure, the president could be steamrolled. As Eleanor
Clift noted after the debacle, “abandoning Guinier looks less like a shrewd move than a
Clintonesque cave in to conservative pressure.”74 This is perhaps what so angered the
CBC and liberals around the country: if the president cannot stand for a friend on a
routine nomination, then how can he stand up against stiff opposition to other elements of
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the Democratic and progressive agenda? Kweisi Mfume, head of the Congressional
Black Caucus, noted that “the incident would create problems for Clinton‟s future
relations with the 38-member Caucus.”75 That is precisely what happened. From the
crime bill of 1994 to welfare reform of 1996 to the race initiative of 1997-98, the CBC
and its allies in the media attacked Clinton and many of his proposals. In the end,
however, Clinton knew that the CBC would stick with him. As Clift noted, when Clinton
called Mfume and other CBC members, he was engaging in “a ritual laying on of hands
with the knowledge that they have nowhere else to go.”76
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Chapter 3
Responsibility and Accountability: The Politics of Crime
In 1981, Rickey Ray Rector, a poor black man from Conway, Arkansas, murdered
a man at a dance. Following days of searching for the widely acknowledged dim-witted
man, Rector‟s sister called the Conway Police Department to report that her brother
wanted to turn himself in. Officer Robert Martin entered the home of Rector‟s mother,
where he was staying, and talked casually with Mrs. Rector. Suddenly Rector walked
into the room. Martin noticed him and asked him how he was doing. When Rector said
“Hi, Mr. Bob,” Martin returned to his conversation. Without warning or provocation,
Rector shot the officer.
Officer Martin was mortally wounded. Rector ran out of the back of the house
into the yard. Perhaps realizing for the first time what he had done, or resigned that he
might be murdered himself, or perhaps fearful of returning to prison, Rector took the
loaded firearm, pointed it to his head, and fired. The resulting wound was nearly fatal.
Emergency room physicians and nurses in Little Rock worked to save the cop killer.
They were successful. But in order to save his life the doctors had to remove three inches
of brain tissue, from the forehead to nearly the middle of his head. Effectively, Rector
had given himself a crude frontal lobotomy. What Rector did not take care of, the
doctors did. He was left with the capacity of a five to seven year old. Subsequently,
Rector was declared competent to stand trial by a white Arkansas judge and convicted by
an all-white jury. The sentence: death.
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For years, Rector went through the long winding road of appeals with no results.
But in 1992, Governor Bill Clinton needed to demonstrate his toughness on crime.
Despite the pleas from doctors, civil rights groups, and Rector‟s attorneys, Clinton
refused to budge. Clinton even flew back to Little Rock from New Hampshire to oversee
the last few days of Rector‟s life. It is also noteworthy that this occurred at the same time
that Clinton‟s long-time paramour, Gennifer Flowers, was revealing their affair and the
Clinton campaign was reeling. On January 24, 1992, Rector was put to death by lethal
injection in Cummins, Arkansas. Many argued, then and later, that it was clear, given the
circumstances, that Rector should have been given a stay of execution and his
punishment reduced to life imprisonment. Even those who had examined Rector
admitted to one degree or another that Rector was childlike and of questionable
competence. Years later Clinton continued to maintain that the execution was legitimate.
In an interview on National Public Radio with Amy Goodman on Election Day 2000,
Clinton argued that Rector “was not mentally impaired when he committed the crime.
He became mentally impaired because he was wounded after he murdered
somebody…Had he been mentally impaired when he committed, I would never have
carried out the death penalty, because he was not in a position to know what he was
doing. That is not what the facts were.”1 For Clinton this was a “value” issue: Rector
murdered someone, a cop no less. The fact that Rector gravely injured himself after the
fact did not absolve him from the crime of murdering a police office.
Clinton‟s actions followed the New Democrat philosophy on crime: compassion
for victims, tough on criminals. Rector‟s alleged incompetence was not a factor in
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Clinton‟s decision, since he was fully competent when the crime took place. That
Clinton was willing to allow this execution to proceed, despite the widespread pleas
coming in from across the nation, was a notice about the direction in which he would take
the Democratic Party and the nation in the years to come. The Rector case is a window
through which Clinton can be understood. Older notions that argued environmental
concerns helped dictate behavior—somewhat an article of faith among liberals—divided
America between criminals and victims, thus tearing at the fabric of society and
destroying the community, opportunity, and responsibility vision Clinton was advocating.
In 1994, Congress passed and President Clinton signed the Violent Crime Control
and Law Enforcement Act. The law implemented federal restrictions on assault weapons,
increased penalties for domestic violence, and provided funding for crime prevention.
The legislation also put more than a hundred thousand police officers on the streets,
provided billions for new prisons, and expanded the federal death penalty. The tougher
approach to the issue of crime resonated with white, middle-class Americans who were
central to Clinton‟s electoral coalition and his fight against stiff Republican opposition to
his legislative agenda.
Many in the African American community, especially clergy and the middle and
upper classes, were receptive to the new law and supported its passage. Blacks,
statistically, were far more likely to be victims of crime, especially violent crime. Their
support was illustrative of the class divisions within the African American community.
The effects of the law continue to be felt a decade and a half after it was signed into law.
President Clinton‟s political skill in manipulating black class divisions through valuesoriented rhetoric helped lead to the passage of this controversial piece of crime
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legislation. It had a disproportionate impact on the poor African Americans who were
further stigmatized, harassed, and imprisoned by the new law and those chosen to enforce
it.
William Julius Wilson has written in When Work Disappears: The World of the
New Urban Poor about how the loss of jobs due to outsourcing, the information age, and
deindustrialization have contributed to crime and poverty.2 In Streetwise: Race, Class,
and Change in an Urban Community, Elijah Anderson examines the travails of blacks
and whites in the inner city.3 Andrew Hacker writes in Two Nations: Black & White,
Separate, Hostile, Unequal about racial and class divisions, inequality, inequity, politics,
and crime.4 Another important contribution to the literature has been David B. Holian‟s
“He‟s Stealing My Issues! Clinton‟s Crime Rhetoric and the Dynamics of Issue
Ownership.” This important article in Political Behavior demonstrates how “Clinton not
only changed the dimension over which the parties discussed crime, from a focus on
punishment to stressing prevention, but also served as an agenda setter for media
coverage of crime using this new emphasis.”5
Both Republicans and Democrats historically used the volatile issue of crime to
persuade voters to pull the lever next to their name at the ballot box. After the civil rights
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movement ended with the burning of American cities, Black Power, and the assassination
of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., crime became synonymous with supposed black
pathology. As Ishmael Reed has noted, “network news shows have become „profit
centers,‟ news producers have found a lucrative market in exhibiting black pathology,
while coverage of pathologies such as drug addiction, child abuse, spousal battering, and
crime among whites and their „model minorities‟ is negligible.”6 Richard Nixon, Ronald
Reagan, and George H.W. Bush exploited Americans‟ fear of crime to win a combined
five of the six previous presidential elections leading up to 1992. It was within this
atmosphere that Bill Clinton emerged from the political shadows in 1992. He promised
to be a New Democrat. He vowed to center his administration on the principles of
“opportunity, responsibility, and community.” Unlike New Deal liberals who focused on
the quantitative reasons for social breakdown and Great Society liberals who sought
answers to our national problems through qualitative and empirical research, Clinton took
a middle of the road approach to social policy. He attempted to balance the competing
interests and tensions between traditional Democratic orthodoxy and the centrism of the
New Democrats after concluding that many parts of the national Democratic orthodoxy
had failed to achieve the desired results in American society. As he proclaimed
repeatedly, “the old debate between prevention and punishment is a false choice; we need
both.”7
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Reasons to Refocus Democratic Party on Crime Issues
In 1980, then Governor Clinton lost his reelection bid in large part because of his
perceived left-of-center politics and policies regarding crime, education, taxes, and the
death penalty. He had raised taxes, moved to modernize the education system of
Arkansas, been reluctant to use the death penalty, and failed to prevent President Jimmy
Carter from putting Cuban immigrants in the state. This unfortunate episode in his life
was a seminal moment in his political career. Losing that race forced Clinton to
rediscover the middle ground in American politics. When he ran for governor again in
1982, Clinton demonstrated a new willingness to adhere to the popular winds as reflected
in polls, focus groups, and media opinions. Moderation on political issues such as race,
crime, and social policy reflected the growing consensus among many Democrats that the
coastal elites and special interest groups had for far too long controlled the Democratic
Party, with disastrous results for the nation and for the party. Following the thumping of
Governor Dukakis in 1988, Clinton began to position himself for a presidential run of his
own in 1992. He started making speeches around the country on critical domestic policy
issues such as crime. Ostensibly, this was to promote the Democratic Leadership
Council. For Clinton, it was something more: it was the beginning of his taking over of
the levers of power and thought within the Democratic Party. In addition, Clinton
advocated for victim‟s rights and the use of the death penalty. Reluctant to use
punishment with as much finality as execution in his first term as governor from 19791981, Clinton demonstrated little reluctance in his subsequent terms. From 1983 to 1993,
he repeatedly ordered the Arkansas Department of Corrections to schedule execution
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dates for Arkansas Death Row inmates. As David Maraniss noted, Clinton had stated as
early as 1976 that “he supported the death penalty” and that the real question was not “is
this the right thing to do, but it is always the wrong thing to do.”8 Clinton was struggling
with both the moral and politically implications of using the death penalty.
Crime on a National Level
Among the central policy positions of then-governor Bill Clinton in 1991-92 was
crime. Public safety and social order are necessary elements of any successful
presidential campaign, as the previous Democratic presidential nominee, Michael
Dukakis, learned the hard way. In 1988, after the spectacular collapse of Colorado
Senator Gary Hart amid revelations of marital infidelity, Massachusetts Governor
Michael Dukakis secured the nomination. Governor Dukakis had long supported a littleknown benefit program in Massachusetts law that allowed prisoners to be furloughed for
days at a time. According to a New York Times report, most states had a furlough
program and for the most part, they were considered successful.9 Some inmates had to be
arrested again for not returning on time. Other inmates committed crimes—these
including both misdemeanors and felonies—while on furlough. The most notorious of
these felons was a man by the name of William R. Horton. Horton, black and menacinglooking in mug shots, became one of the central domestic issues of the 1988 presidential
campaign. In 1974, William Horton and a friend robbed and murdered a cashier at a gas
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station in Massachusetts. Horton was given a furlough in 1986 and he fled to Maryland,
where he assaulted a man and raped his wife. Opposition research by the Bush campaign
staff revealed Dukakis‟s support for the soon-to-be controversial program. Previously,
the Horton case had been of little interest outside of Massachusetts and Maryland; it was
just another local crime.
Vice President George H.W. Bush‟s campaign strategist Lee Atwater, considered
by many in both the political and media worlds as a brilliant and dirty operative, ran a
campaign ad featuring William Horton and Governor Dukakis‟s support for the
controversial program. Governor Dukakis had supported the program throughout his
tenure in office. However, in 1987 he finally gave up supporting it as he was running for
president, but it was too late. The damage had been done. The ad was condemned by
many as racist but was very effective in labeling Dukakis as weak on crime. After the ad
ran, his poll numbers dropped precipitously, while Bush‟s rose. During a fall presidential
debate, CNN‟s Bernard Shaw asked Governor Dukakis whether he would still support the
death penalty if his wife, Kitty, was raped and murdered. Dukakis responded by saying,
“I have opposed the death penalty during all of my life. I don‟t see any evidence that it is
a deterrent.”10 The response, while in line with his views on the volatile issue, helped to
implant serious misgivings about his judgment and manhood. As historian Michael
Schaller has noted, “Without making overt racial statements, the Bush campaign linked
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Dukakis to white fear of black crime and sexual assaults.”11 In November Bush
overwhelmed Dukakis at the polls to win the nation‟s highest office. It was this legacy
with which Clinton most urgently had to reckon.
Anticrime Efforts Take Center Stage In The Clinton Administration’s Domestic
Agenda
Among the many things the newly minted President Clinton wanted to do upon
taking office in 1993 was crime prevention. He had talked about it throughout the
campaign. That Clinton put crime at the top of his domestic agenda—along with health
care reform, welfare reform, and economic stimulus—signaled a dramatic shift in
Democratic priorities. Unlike the Estes Kefauver and Robert Kennedy organized crime
hearings of the 1950s, Clinton actually sat at the head of the Democratic Party, thereby
forcing Democrats to place crime prevention at the top of their domestic agenda. At the
heart of Clinton‟s efforts were controlling assault weapons by supporting the pending
Brady Bill, community policing of neighborhoods, cutting the size of federal law
enforcement, and additions of more than a hundred thousand police officers on the
streets.12
Major metropolitan areas such as Los Angeles, Chicago, New York, and Boston
had seen their violent crime rates skyrocket by the beginning of the 1990s. Many whites
who had not already abandoned the cities by the late 1980s were leaving in droves by the
time Clinton took office. The reasons for the exodus were three-fold: the allure of life in
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the suburbs, dwindling property values, and fear of crime. Black crime and lingering
opposition to integration combined with the prospect of high quality, overwhelmingly
white public schools contributed greatly to the phenomenon known as white flight.
Beginning in the late 1960s white middle class families left the cities for the suburbs to
enjoy not only single family homes but avoid integration at all costs. Historian Kevin
Kruse, in White Flight: Atlanta and the Making of Modern Conservatism, uses Atlanta as
a window through which one can view the response to the end of segregation, examining
how regular, everyday whites developed a social movement to escape the coming of
integration.13 Kruse‟s work demonstrates the continuing relevance of race at the center of
conservatism. Scholar Matthew Lassiter, in The Silent Majority: Suburban Politics In
The Sunbelt South, convincingly demonstrates how race-neutral strategies of white
resistance led to densely populated urban centers that were overwhelming black and how
the growth of the suburbs became nearly completely white.14 The suburbs were at the
center, as Lassiter argues, and the suburbs transcended the South. Gang violence spurred
on by the crack cocaine epidemic, along with growing class divisions within the black
community, served to entrap the inhabitants of these forsaken communities. As William
Julius Wilson has written, the plight of the inner city is directly linked to the lack of
affordable health care, quality education, decent housing, and well paying jobs.15
Further, the seismic forces of globalization and outsourcing ate away at blacks‟ hard
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fought economic gains since World War II and the civil rights movement. “Crime”
became a code word for “black.” Travis L. Dixon has explained that, “An accumulating
body of research has provided evidence that television news commonly depicts African
Americans as criminals while portraying Whites as officers and victims…Conversely,
Whites were underrepresented as perpetrators on television news compared to crime
reports while being overrepresented as officers compared to employment records.”16
Mentioning drugs, gangs, murder, and rape triggered images of black thugs to the average
media consumer, including many middle class and upper class blacks. In order to
maintain his hold on the middle class, Clinton had to dedicate significant energies to
putting a stop to criminal behavior.
Clinton argued that more money, energy, and focus had to be put on community
policing, passing the Brady Bill to prevent gun violence, starting Boot Camps for young
offenders, reforming drug addicts, passing Safe School legislation, implementing antigang initiatives within the Department of Justice and state/law enforcement, initiating
national service, and creating economic incentives for distressed communities. Finally,
Clinton wanted to use the “Bully Pulpit to call attention to crime, violence, and the
collapse of social institutions essential to civilized life: family, community, and work.” 17
By couching his rhetoric and plans in the language of family, community, work, and
responsibility, Clinton was able to appeal to a broad cross section of the electorate. A
January 1994 strategy memo from the president‟s aide Rahm Emanuel says, “the crime
16
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bill is a means to a further end. The crime bill is also a vehicle to communicate to the
public a set of strongly-held values that the President embraces, as well as the President‟s
tough stance on crime and criminals.”18 The president toured the nation to talk about
crime and prevention, hitting all of the regular hot spots: schools, public housing projects,
and churches. At a meeting of senior officials, such as Bruce Reed, Jose Cerda, and
Domestic Policy Council staffers, in the Roosevelt room of the White House on
November 15, 1993, participants discussed ideas and made plans. The purpose was to
build up a head of steam going into 1994 and the new legislative session. Included in the
discussions were plans to have the president travel around the country promoting the
crime package. Some of the major suggestions issued at this important meeting included:
grants in the amount of $150 million from a spring supplemental for community policing,
restrictions on the importation of firearms of a military nature, consolidation of drug
grants, movement of former soldiers to law enforcement, and the formation of a Midnight
Basketball League.19 The bill itself, with the exception of the ban on assault weapons,
was relatively uncontroversial as most Americans recognized the need for greater control
of the crime plaguing America‟s streets. However, one part of the bill, the Racial Justice
Act, provoked tremendous controversy.
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Congressman Don Edwards of California introduced the Racial Justice Act on
March 11, 1994. H.R. 4017, to prevent racially discriminatory capital sentencing, was
designed to prohibit the execution of a defendant because of race and to provide access to
death penalty case data. The most controversial aspect was Section 2921, “Prohibition
against the execution of a sentence of death imposed on the basis of race.” Further, the
bill allowed individual defendants to present evidence that “race was a statistically
significant factor in decisions to seek or to impose the sentence of death in the
jurisdiction.” If the defendant could present such evidence, then “the death sentence may
not be carried out unless the government rebuts the inference by a preponderance of the
evidence.”20 Since there was ample evidence of racial discrimination in applying the
death penalty, as demonstrated by the Baldus study, African American politicians wanted
to bring parity to the judicial process. Most conservatives, however, saw the issue in a
polar opposite way. They saw any type of racial justice act as an attempt to defy the will
of the people. It would be a give-away to criminals who had harmed others.
Conservatives saw it as fundamentally unfair to law-abiding citizens who followed the
rules and simply wanted to protect themselves, their families, and their property. Like
affirmative action, conservatives saw the Racial Justice Act as discriminatory against the
majority of Americans by giving special consideration to defendants over victims. In
fact, throughout the 1990s, conservatives and President Clinton debated the
appropriateness of a Victims Rights Amendment that would ensure that inmates served
their time and that victims could pursue monetary damages against the offender(s).
Implicit in this argument was race. Since African Americans were far more likely to be
standing in front of a judge, trumpeting victims‟ rights was a way in which politicians
20
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could play not only to their base supporters, but play on the fear of white Americans of
black-on-white crime.
Although the Racial Justice Act ultimately failed to pass, the debates it generated
are a window through which one can understand the complexity of race in the Age of
Clinton. The origins of the proposed Racial Justice Act dated back to a 1987 decision by
the United States Supreme Court. In 1978, Warren McCleskey, an African American,
murdered a white police officer in Georgia during a furniture store robbery. He was
convicted and sentenced to death. In court McCleskey argued that racial bias
predetermined his sentence, and therefore was unconstitutional under the 14th
amendment‟s equal protection clause. The Supreme Court‟s ruling, in a decision written
by Justice Lewis Powell, affirmed the decision of the District Court and the Eleventh
Circuit Court of Appeals. Justice Powell wrote that “It is not the responsibility—or
indeed even the right—of this Court to determine the appropriate punishment for
particular crimes.”21 As Senator Carol Moseley-Braun of Illinois noted on the Senate
floor, “the Racial Justice Act was developed after the U.S. Supreme Court explicitly
stated in the case of McCleskey versus Kemp that the evidence of racial discrimination in
that case was, and I quote, „best presented to the legislative bodies,‟ who could develop
the appropriate solutions.”22 During the proceedings a report—The Baldus Study—
proved that blacks were more likely to be sentenced to death than whites, especially when
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the victim was white.23 In the aftermath of the Court‟s decision, a progressive coalition
that included African American politicians sought to remedy the situation through the
legislative process. This meant that the Court‟s ruling had to be challenged. Moreover, it
had to become easier for defendants to introduce evidence of bias and abuse by
prosecutors.
The second case leading to the push for the Racial Justice Act was the Anti-Drug
Abuse Act of 1988.24 One part of the act, the so-called “Drug Kingpin Death Penalty,”
created the death penalty for those guilty of committing murder in the act of drug
trafficking.25 According to a Staff Report by the Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights of the Judiciary Committee, with the assistance of the Death
Penalty Information Center, “Analysis of prosecutions under the federal death penalty
provisions of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 reveals that 89% of the defendants
selected for capital prosecution have been either African American or MexicanAmerican.”26 These were staggering numbers that did not even have a veneer of parity.
Death penalty opponents tried to get the Racial Justice Act passed following the Supreme
Court‟s decision in McCleskey. But it was always rebuffed by the Senate and Republican
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Presidents, Reagan and Bush. When the 1994 crime bill came to the forefront of the
legislative calendar, there was a Democratic president in the White House, a strong
Congressional Black Caucus, and the support of many white Democrats. The Racial
Justice Act seemed to be a major part of the final bill.
In the 103rd Congress, Democrats controlled an overwhelming majority in the
House and a very robust majority in the Senate.27 House Democrats were easily able to
pass the Racial Justice Act in April 1994 to the pleasure of African American leaders and
death penalty opponents around the country. While Republicans could do little in the
House, they waited for the bill to move to the Senate to produce the final bill. There they
seized on the measure as a giveaway for violent, dangerous criminals. In a “Sense of the
Senate” rebuttal to the provision, Senator Alfonse D‟Amato of New York, speaking for
himself and Senators Slade Gorton and Pete Domenici, urged that the Racial Justice Act
be removed from the final crime bill.28 That suggestion was mild compared to those of
others in the Senate and in the media. Congressman Steven Horn of California argued
that the Racial Justice Act “would result in the effective abolition of capital
punishment.”29 One of the most vociferous opponents was Florida Congressman Bill
McCollum, who said that the Racial Justice Act “would abolish the death penalty in
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America.”30 At a time when crime was considered one of the nation‟s most important
problems, such visceral language served as red meat for a public terrified of crime,
violence, and the prospect of black thugs coming to visit violence and destruction upon
them. Inflaming the issue further was the language that framed it.
In a report published just four years before the signing of the crime bill, the
General Accounting Office released a report detailing widespread disparities in death
penalty sentencing.31 Testimony from the director of Administration of Justice Issues,
Lowell Dodge, before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House
Judiciary Committee revealed that “In 82 percent, or 23 of the 28 studies, race of victim
was found to correlate with being charged with capital murder or receiving the death
penalty.”32 The purpose of the Racial Justice Act was to allow defendants to present
credible evidence of racial disparity at sentencing and on death row.33 Liberals in the
House, with the strong and enthusiastic endorsement of the Congressional Black Caucus,
pushed the measure through over the objections of more conservative Democrats.
But President Clinton, along with Senate Democrats and moderate House
Democrats, managed to drop the measure during the formulation of the conference report.
Arguably, it could have passed the Senate; however, such a legislative fight would have
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damaged the president and vulnerable Democrats even further as the midterm elections
neared. Many liberals were quite angry over the removal of the Racial Justice Act from
the final bill. A New York Times editorial summed up the frustration with the president
and Senate Democrats by saying, “The last straw was President Clinton‟s surrender to the
Senate conservatives who oppose a provision to allow minority defendants to introduce
statistical evidence of racial bias in the application of the death penalty. Compromising
is always a part of lawmaking, but the abandonment of the racial justice provision tips the
scale.”34 There is no federal statutory language addressing the disparity in death penalty
cases today.
The Congressional Black Caucus represented the black middle and upper classes,
while also trying to represent the interests of the poor and vulnerable. As demographics
of the black community changed after the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 and the various programs of the Great Society, the black
leadership shifted from its activist roots. They chose inclusion and access instead of
exclusion and agitation. At the same time, however, they tried to pay due respect to
traditional concerns about equality and justice; hence both their fervent support for the
Racial Justice Act and eventual capitulation to the Clinton White House.
The civil rights movement hierarchy became more pragmatic and concerned with
the issues of the new middle and upper class blacks, such as higher educational access,
property values, occupational achievement, and social mobility. Black members of
Congress in large part represented this new “civil rights leadership.” It is why, in the end,
they ended up supporting the crime bill. In addition, these new concerns and priorities
34
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were well received by many blacks who considered themselves apolitical. This is not to
say that these politicians and leaders abandoned their political responsibilities, but that as
the black community became more diverse and invested in mainstream America, its aims,
concerns, and values changed to reflect such diversity.
When the Racial Justice Act of 1994 was discovered in the massive crime bill, the
public fervor was immense. The Democratic Leadership Council along with the Clinton
White House did not want to see the crime bill fail and thus give the Republicans more
ammunition for the fall elections. In July, after the bill cleared the House and Senate in
the late spring and early summer, and as conferees were trying to reconcile the bill, the
Racial Justice Act of 1994 was dropped in July. Fierce Republican opposition as well as
concerns from moderate and conservative Democrats that the provision would create an
unfair privilege for minorities. The Congressional Black Caucus was bitterly
disappointed and proved a roadblock, albeit a temporary one, to passage of the crime bill.
In the end the majority of the Congressional Black Caucus supported the bill. They also
supported the bill because it contained preventative spending and the assault weapons
ban. As CBC chair Kweisi Mfume noted, “People accused us of being obstructionists
and said it would be detrimental to the party and we would never get the assault-weapons
ban—but we got it…We threatened again to tie up the entire process if we didn‟t get a
narrowing of the „three strikes and you‟re out‟ provision, because it was too broadly
applied…We forced it, because it was a matter of principle, and we won.”35 By
narrowing their losses and securing some small victories, the Congressional Black
Caucus could secure a moral victory on the Racial Justice Act and a substantive victory
35
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on the other hand. Their victory derived from the ability to take on a president of their
own party, hold his feet to the fire, and secure some compromise on other issues. Lastly,
helping to pass the crime bill would insulate its members from political attacks and build
goodwill with the Clinton White House.
The Racial Justice Act was defeated after it became associated in the public‟s
mind with African American criminality. As Darren Wheelock and Douglas Hartmann
have argued, “deeply entrenched images and ideas associating crime with young African
American men had the rhetorical effect of heightening the threat of crime and raising
serious questions about preventative programs. This ultimately shifted the balance
between punitive and preventative appropriations in the bill.”36 After Republican
exploitation of this issue and the willingness of the Democratic leadership in Congress to
drop the measure, the president himself decided to abandon the program, thus politically
slapping African Americans in the face. As Democratic Party strategist Donna Brazile
has noted generally, “Prior to the 1996 election, there was a lot of dissatisfaction with
him [Clinton] over some of his policies…about his backing of some conservative
initiatives.”37 The crime bill was a perfect example of their dissatisfaction. At the very
least, he demonstrated political caution when it came to matters of race.
Conservatives and pro-death penalty advocates, such as Congressman McCollum,
argued that the Racial Justice Act amounted to a quota system for justice. Despite efforts
to correct the perception of the bill, members of the Congressional Black Caucus and
36
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liberal Democrats found that they had little support from the Clinton White House.
President Clinton refused to signal his support for the controversial measure despite the
pleadings of members of Congress and the media. As the New York Times urged in an
editorial when the bill stalled in July, “It is time for President Clinton to take a stand for
racial justice in administering the death penalty…[and] the president is silent about it.”38
Politically it was understandable that the Clinton White House would support the removal
of the controversial provision. As senior advisor George Stephanopoulos remarked, “We
didn‟t have a choice; in a rabidly pro-death penalty Congress, the „Racial Justice Act‟
was a poison bill.”39 Yet Clinton also wanted a bill that could be signed into law and
addressed the troubling issue of crime. He would not allow himself to be dragged into
the thorny issue of racial equality. In addition, securing half a loaf was better than getting
nothing. Here was the New Democrat philosophy on social policy: focused on popular,
values oriented solutions to complex problems. As Clinton discussed with his in-house
historian Taylor Branch in late August 1994, “By concentrating on the more popular
elements—100,000 new community police officers, plus more prisons, prevention and
treatment programs, and tougher penalties for terrorist crimes—they sought to recapture
members from those rural districts most vulnerable to the gun lobby.”40 The Racial
Justice Act was dropped from the final bill.
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On July 21, 1994, the administration tried to work out a deal with members of the
Congressional Black Caucus on the Racial Justice Act provision. According to The New
York Times, “The Administration offered two alternatives to the Racial Justice Act. One
would have President Clinton issue an executive order to prosecutors to use extra caution
in seeking the death penalty and demand that various checks and balances be used before
it is applied. The other would set up a commission to study the death penalty.”41 As the
Times article noted, there was already a study proving the disparity in sentencing, thus
nullifying the need for a second one. According to the Report to Senate and House
Committees on the Judiciary, “more than three-fourths of the studies that identified a race
of defendant effect found that black defendants were more likely to receive the death
penalty.”42 Leon Panetta, White House Chief of Staff, approached members of the CBC
to try to work out a deal on studying the issue further. It was a weak and unserious
gesture on Panetta‟s part, as reflected by Congressman Charlie Rangel‟s remark after the
meeting that the “death penalty section was „dead as a doornail.‟”43
Ultimately, on August 11, 1994, the conference bill, without the Racial Justice
Act, was brought before the House for a procedural vote on the rule.44 In a stunning
defeat for the White House, members of the Congressional Black Caucus, led by John
Lewis and Kweisi Mfume, joined with Republicans to defeat the rule 225-210. This was
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a protest vote on the part of African Americans. There was little else the Congressional
Black Caucus could do to demonstrate their displeasure with the final bill other than to
vote against allowing the bill to come to a final vote.
One week later, the Clinton White House was able to pick up the tepid support of
Representatives Lewis and Rangel, as well as others, who had voted against the rule.
Heavy political pressure from the president and the Congressional leadership coerced
members of the Congressional Black Caucus to vote for the rule, allowing the bill to
come for a final vote. Members of the Congressional Black Caucus had many reasons to
switch their vote on the second round of voting. A defeat of one of the president‟s
signature legislative items would have delivered a devastating blow to Clinton less than
three months before the midterm elections. In addition, the CBC recognized that the bill
did contain significant monies for preventative measures. Therefore, the political
survival of the president and the billions of dollars in aid for cities to fight crime with
preventative efforts forced many black members of the House, reluctantly, to change their
votes to let the bill pass. African American bitterness remained, however, as the Clinton
administration was willing to deal with conservative Democrats and Republicans to get
the deal passed.
The Congressional Black Caucus, as Clinton himself had done, did what it had to
do to protect its interests against the deal-making of President Clinton and his New
Democratic agenda. The political exigencies of race in an overly racialized era
compelled Clinton to move in a more pragmatic manner. As Harry Chernoff, Christopher
Kelly, and John Kroger pointed out, “The administration seemed to go back and forth on
whether such a provision was in any way acceptable, but [Senator Joe] Biden was quite
134

clear, eventually saying: „We don‟t have the votes for anything that has „racial justice‟ in
it, even the word „racial.‟”45 “An eventual compromise on a racial justice executive order
was worked out,” according to Chernoff, Kelly, and Kroger, who had knowledge of the
inner workings of the Clinton White House.46 In an interview with the Los Angeles
Times, Congressman and CBC chair, Kweisi Mfume, explained such a compromise by
stating that “What we were going to get was an executive order by the President and a
commission.”47 The purpose of this gesture was to placate the CBC by drawing attention
to racial disparities in sentencing and trying to persuade law enforcement and the courts
to not discriminate against African Americans. The president‟s promise to look further
into this critical issue and to direct his administration to monitor such disparities in the
future led to the vast majority of the Congressional Black Caucus changing their votes
from no to yes on the final bill.
The crime bill also included the expansion of the death penalty, dramatic
increases in construction and funding of prisons, truth-in-sentencing requirements, and
financial support for prosecutors. These had a mostly negative impact on the lives of
poor and working class African Americans. The new programs and the money allotted to
them gave police even more of an impetus for incarcerating African Americans. 48
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African Americans went to prison at a rate that was disproportionate to whites. For the
year 1999, Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, based in San Francisco, showed
that African Americans represented 12.7% of the population but 48.2% “of American
adults in state, and federal prisons and local jails and 42.5% of prisoners under sentence
of death.”49 In 1993, the year before the passage of the crime bill, there were more than
500,000 African Americans behind bars, according to the Department of Justice‟s Bureau
of Statistics. Ten years after the passage of the crime bill that number rose to more than
800,000.
The president‟s stance on this issue demonstrated the potency of the New
Democrat message and policy positions as embodied by President Clinton. It was yet
again a disappointing event for racial progressives, as the president supported a crime bill
that was more draconian than constructive. After the Racial Justice Act was dropped and
some Democrats joined with the Republicans to prevent the conference bill from coming
to the floor, the bill finally passed the House on August 21 and the Senate on August 25.
President Clinton signed the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994
into law.50
The Rest of the Crime Bill
The Violent Crime Control and Enforcement Act of 1994 was designed to
alleviate the problems of crime in the inner cities. Spurred on by the crack-cocaine
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epidemic of the late 1970s and 1980s, as well as gang violence and the use of automatic
weapons, assaults, shootings, rapes, murders and other assorted crimes, the fabric of
urban life was ripped apart. To complicate matters further, as whites fled to the suburbs
in the wake of the civil rights movement and integration, the major cities saw their tax
revenue dwindle. As white, middle class residents sought the comfort of the suburbs,
blacks who historically had been enticed to migrate to metropolitan areas found
themselves stuck in the muck and mire of an urban landscape stripped of high quality
educational opportunities, good paying jobs, and political attention. Poverty-bred crime
and the loss of local, state, and federal funding during the Reagan/Bush era left many
areas in disrepair. Funding that once went to combat poverty now went to law
enforcement. Shortly after the Reagan administration was sworn into office, Michelle
Alexander argued, “the Justice Department announced its intentions to cut in half the
number of specialists assigned to identify and prosecute white-collar criminals and to
shift its attention to street crime, especially drug-law enforcement.”51
President Clinton argued that the common sense approach to crime should be
more community policing, more officers on the streets, and more money for drug courts
and prisons. In remarks at a town hall meeting in Detroit on February 10, 1993, Clinton
argued that three things needed to be done: (1) pass the crime bill that failed in Congress
in 1992, (2) pass the Brady Bill, and (3) enact Governor Douglas Wilder‟s plan to limit
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the purchasing of handguns to one a month.52 In a major speech delivered to the
Convocation of the Church of God in Christ in Memphis in November 1993, Clinton
chastised African Americans were accepted violence and bad behavior, to the shock and
applause of those in attendance, by saying “the freedom to die before you‟re a teenager is
not what Martin Luther King lived and died for.”53 The ability to combine a preacher
cadence with the tough-love message of an older brother was a powerful and authentic
voice of hope for those in the audience that day and for others around the country, as
Clinton pleaded for the passage of the crime bill.
Such messages of tough love resonated with African Americans precisely because
Clinton had tapped into a vein of popular discontent. The drugs, HIV-AIDS, gangs,
youth pregnancies, and family breakdown of the previous quarter of a century had
devastated the inner cities. As some African Americans moved from poverty to working
class to middle class, their realization of the self-destructive behavior became acute.
Clinton understood just how powerful these concerns were for African Americans and
used them to promote crime legislation. The president tapped into a pulse of the African
American community and its concerns, desires, fears, and obstacles; however, he
genuinely wanted to rectify the situation and help provide the security and opportunity
that he knew the African American community had never enjoyed. This is where the
New Democratic rhetoric paid dividends with those African Americans who were largely
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non-ideological, partisan only in reaction to Republican policies, and worried about the
future of the race.
The crime bill also called for community policing, grants for correctional
facilities, truth-in-sentencing grants, punishment for young offenders, the incarceration of
illegal aliens, prohibition of Pell grants for prisoners, the utilization of the private sector,
grants for prosecutors, federal penalties for sex crimes, penalties for violence against
women, a National Domestic Violence Hotline, Drug Courts, mandatory life
imprisonment (Three Strikes) for certain felonies, enhancement of penalties for drug
trafficking and dealing drugs in drug free zones, increased penalties for drunk driving,
gun crimes, terrorism, the prosecution of youth offenders as adults for crimes of violence,
funding for law enforcement training, and increased penalties for assault, manslaughter,
civil rights violations, trafficking in counterfeit goods and services, conspiracy to commit
murder for hire, arson, and drug trafficking near public housing.54 Most of those
elements were solid policy for crime control. Others, however, demonstrated a punitive
focus. As this legislation concerned African Americans, several of these rules and laws
had an adverse impact.
Under Sec. 1701, the Attorney General was given the power to make grants to the
states for the purposes of increasing police presence and addressing crime problems. In
addition, grants were to include funding for former servicemen to be hired as police
officers in their local communities. This had a positive effect in that many former
servicemen and women were hired, greater police presence reduced criminal offenses,
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and violent statistics collected by the Department of Justice revealed that crime reached
all-time lows during the Clinton presidency. Its downside, however, was the repeated
arrests of criminals and suspected criminals. It led to a dramatic increase in the prison
population and the scourge of police brutality. That police presence sent clear signals,
from government officials, to law enforcement that criminals or suspected criminals were
to be pursued vigorously. As more officers were put on the beat the higher the likelihood
of violations of peoples‟ civil and constitutional rights.
Under section 20411, the bill prohibited Pell Grants to prisoners. This stripped
the right of prisoners to receive educational assistance from the federal government. In
this section, the Higher Education Act of 1965 was amended.55 Congress and the
Johnson Administration saw rehabilitation as crucial in order to create the Great Society.
Pell Grants were created in 1972 to address the disparity in educational funding by
creating the Basic Opportunity Grant Program—in 1980 it was changed to the Pell Grant
Program in honor of its chief sponsor, Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island.56 A major
argument for including prisoners in this program was the belief that education helped
inmates rehabilitate and prevented subsequent returns to prison. While Pell Grants were
not the only way for inmates to finance an education, the overwhelming majority of
inmates had little access to other sources of funding. Taking student loans, with little
opportunity to repay them, was not practical. For African Americans, this new law meant
that those who were inclined to take classes to better themselves could no longer find the
means to do so. As a result, these inmates were left with little else to do in prison but
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sink deeper into the morass of the criminal lifestyle, often with repeated trips to prison.
Michelle Alexander explained that “30 percent of released prisoners in its sample were
rearrested within six months of release. Within three years, nearly 68 percent were
rearrested at least once for a new offense.”57
The Three Strikes law meant that criminals were now subject to mandatory life
sentences for three or more criminal offenses that result in conviction. While this law
was reserved for federal offenders, many states also took up the rule in the rush to
demonstrate their toughness against criminals. African Americans disproportionately
faced the brunt of this law as they were statistically more likely to be arrested, convicted,
and sentenced to prison. William L. Sabol wrote in his analysis that black males were six
times “more likely to be held in custody than white males.”58 As Bill Moffitt of the
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers remarked in testimony before the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, “Our „war on drugs‟ virtually guarantees that three
strikes sentencing will fall primarily on African Americans, because drug sales count as
prior felonies…The federal “three strikes” law enacted in the 1994 Crime Act seeks to
politically „fix‟ a system that is not broken.”59
The Federal Death Penalty was expanded to include about sixty offenses,
including those convicted of crimes resulting in the death of a police officer, drug
trafficking, and drive-by shootings and carjackings resulting in death; in other words,
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crimes typically associated with African Americans. It also impacted minority
communities more than others. As the Justice Department‟s own records have shown,
between 1995-2000, there were thirteen African Americans sentenced to death, compared
to four whites. At the state level the statistics were grim. The American Civil Liberties
Union noted in 2003 that “People of color have accounted for a disproportionate 43% of
total executions since 1976 and 55% of those currently awaiting execution.” In
Pennsylvania, Louisiana, and Colorado, that number was to 70%, 72%, and 80%
respectively.60 The federal impetus on the use of the death penalty encouraged state
prosecutors to seek the death penalty and governors to sign the death warrants. While
such organizations as the Innocence Project were proving hundreds of defendants
innocent through the use of DNA evidence, there was no pause from the Clinton White
House or other New Democrats. What did concern them was inequity within the system,
not the death penalty or incarceration itself. Discussing the horrific dragging death of
James Byrd in 1998, Taylor Branch uncomfortably cited, Clinton “perceived a side
benefit for the death penalty in the fair and impartial conviction of white supremacists for
capital crimes against black victims. Such progress would reduce the empirical bias in
executions—a victimization by race, controlling for all other factors—which could
answer a principal line of argument against capital punishment.”61 This is not to say that
the president was untroubled by innocent people going to prison or being put to death. In
fact, he was concerned about it; however, the need to foster safe communities where
parents could work and raise their children was more important. Like affirmative action,
welfare reform, and other social issues, the system would get better over time.
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The bill also demanded more prison time for offenders, block grants to the states
for local and state governments to construct prisons, and Truth In Sentencing Incentive
Grants. The use of block grants dated back to the New Federalism of President Nixon,
who followed the conservative doctrine that the states were better equipped to spend
taxpayers‟ dollars than the denizens of Washington. The aim of this measure was to
encourage states to sentence defendants and force them to serve at least 85% of the time
handed down. While comforting to the victims and their families, it did little to
ameliorate the prison overcrowding issue. The block grants program was a response to
the growing distrust of some Americans with the federal government. Instead of the
Department of Justice and Federal Bureau of Investigation acting on their own authority,
the Justice Department would simply act as administrators in dispersing federal dollars to
states that met certain criteria. These arrangements gave greater control to the states but
also allowed for states to make optimal use of private corporations to build and run these
prisons. At the same time, using convict labor to make a profit helped serve the financial
interests of the prisons, states, and private citizens alike. The International Committee of
the Fourth International (ICFI) reported in May 2000 that there were more than “80,000
inmates in the US employed in commercial activity, some earning as little as 21 cents an
hour. The US government program Federal Prison Industries (FPI) currently employs
21,000 inmates, an increase of 14 percent in the last two years alone.”62 In fact, Clinton
did not so much as pivot from the Reagan era as he simply reconfigured it to serve the
Democratic Party‟s needs. This was the DLC‟s New Democrat philosophy at work.
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How It Passed
Passing the crime bill was not easy. Many interests vied for the opportunity to
influence the bill: Democrats and Republicans, law-enforcement and defendant rights
organizations. During his late first term, Clinton had entered a tenuous position as his
political capital was waning. The original bill dated back to the previous Congress,
where it had failed to secure enough votes. The combination of bans on assault weapons,
increased spending for preventive programs, and the perception that the bill would force
the government to take an increasingly active role in the American life made it difficult to
pass. On January 25, 1994, President Clinton stood before the House of Representatives
to deliver the annual State of the Union address. Acting from a position of moral
strength, Clinton asked that Congress shed political and ideological differences and pass
a crime bill that would reduce violence, save children, and restore the American
community. Expounding upon old Reagan themes against the government, the president
informed the Congress and American people that “our problems go way beyond the reach
of Government. They‟re rooted in the loss of values, in the disappearance of work, and
the breakdown of our families and our communities.”63 The values message was
designed to resonate with an American public concerned with the disintegration of
societal norms and institutions.
Afterward, the president‟s staff considered scheduling events that underscored the
“values” discussed by the president during the State of the Union in such venues as town
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hall meetings, interviews with the media, and National Town Hall meetings.64 Already,
groups and politicians were lining up against the bill. Most prominent was the National
Rifle Association. Zealous opponents of any type of gun control, the NRA mounted an
expensive campaign to undermine the bill‟s assault weapons ban section. This campaign
helped to weaken the bill, distract voters, and scare conservative and vulnerable
Democrats in both houses of Congress who knew that they would face harsh attack ads in
their fall reelection campaigns.65 Like many advocacy groups, the NRA published voting
records and ratings of members of Congress that influenced elections. Christopher
Kenny, Michael McBurnett, and David Bordua note that the NRA was particularly
successful in influencing the midterm elections of 1994 as a result of the “electoral
prowess” and favorable political conditions, in part, created by the passage of the crime
bill.66 While the crime bill would pass, along with the assault weapons ban, the NRA and
gun advocates were able to gain revenge in the fall elections. Finally, the White House
staff wanted to present the president as “tough on crime by highlighting specific
components of his crime bill proposal [and] identify the president as a person of deeply-
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held values, a moral leader for this country.”67 By May the House and Senate had passed
their respective versions of the bill and the Congress went into conference committee to
reconcile the final bill for a vote in late July or early August.
The issue that served as a racial lightning rod was the addition of the Midnight
Basketball league program. In July and early August 1994, as conferees were trying to
finish the bill, conservatives heavily criticized this program. Pilot programs in
California, Maryland, and other areas in the late 1980s and early 1990s demonstrated
promising results in helping young, predominately black males stay out of trouble and
gangs by providing operating funds for basketball courts. The prevailing notion was that
if high risk children and young adults had a place to go where they could blow off steam,
engage friends, and participate in a healthy and popular activity such as basketball, they
would be less likely to engage in drug use, crime, and/or gang activity. As Darren
Wheelock and Douglas Hartmann have noted, “Midnight basketball accounted for $50
million of the original $33 billion bill, barely a tenth of a percentage point of the funding,
a mere fraction of a fraction.”68 As Wheelock and Hartmann also note, “midnight
basketball represented…a symbol for something else.”69 The symbol was taxpayer
dollars spent on undeserving and dangerous youth. Implicit in that symbolism were the
ghosts of government programs past. Harkening back to the 1960s, specifically the Great
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Society, programs that sought to address inequality and poverty were seen as a failure.
Buttressing such arguments were facts, such as the increase in crime, violence, disorder,
and the failure to eradicate poverty in the 1960s, that suggested government spending on
social programs did little to dispense with the problem(s). Actually conservatives
contributed to the problem, making a bad situation worse at taxpayer expense. Race and
partisan politics were very much at work here. Democrats scarcely put up a fight.
Mainly, Democratic arguments said that the bill was simply preventative in nature and
not solely designed for poor, young urban people.
Funding for such preventive programs as Midnight Basketball was dramatically
reduced. The Congressional Black Caucus, angry over the changes in the bill and the
reluctance of prominent Democrats to fight against the distortions by opponents of the
bill, joined Republicans in voting against its passage on August 11, 1994, in a key
procedural vote. This was a setback for President Clinton. By August 21, 1994,
however, the House of Representatives passed the conference report by a recorded vote
of 235-195. Four days later, on the 25th, the Senate passed the conference report 61-38.
The bill, now passed by both Houses of Congress, was presented to President Clinton on
September 12 and he signed it into law on the next day.70
African American Support
Why did African American members of Congress and the African American
community at large support this legislation? The answer reveals the complexity of
African American life at the end of the 20th century. Most Americans, black and white,
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believed crime was a major problem at the beginning of the 1990s. The impact of
suburbanization, deindustrialization, crack cocaine, gangs, and dwindling tax revenues
created a crisis for American cities. Furthermore, the impact of integration dislodged
some of the black support for preventative cures to urban problems. As more and more
African Americans removed themselves from black communities to attend better
secondary schools, integrated universities, and integrated residential communities, they
became attracted to the anticrime rhetoric emanating out of Washington. Historian
Steven F. Lawson notes that “the economic recovery that had accompanied Clinton‟s
program of increasing taxes and reducing the deficit benefitted middle-class African
Americans, for whom the results of the civil rights movement and affirmative action were
finally paying off.”71 Polls showed African American support for anticrime measures to
be at least equal to that of whites. As Gwen Ifill noted in a prescient article in late 1993,
“Representative Charles B. Rangel, the New York Democrat who has been pressing the
Administration to spend more time addressing narcotics and crime, said the speech
touched a chord in the black community. We have not spoken out about the cancers we
have in our own bodies…But the violence has reached a point where we need help.”72 In
1990, in a speech at City Hall in New York City, Mayor David N. Dinkins said:
Fear is the ugliest of emotions. It is the child of ignorance and the father
of hatred. It can spawn intolerance, greed, and disorder. Unchecked it
may become the greatest criminal of all, robbing us of every freedom,
crushing our birthright and burning our future before us. And fear has
seized American cities this summer. In Los Angeles and Atlanta, in
71
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Chicago and Milwaukee and Dallas, in Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and here in New York as we know all too well, we have
shattered all previous records for carnage in our streets.73
Along with concerned community groups and clergy, African Americans were in many
ways just as concerned as whites with the issue of crime. It is here that President Clinton,
who possessed credibility within the African American community, could find support
for a crime bill that had a disproportionate impact on the very community that supported
him most. A perfect example was Clinton‟s actions following the bill‟s first defeat in
early August 1994. The president made two crucial speeches in the wake of that setback,
one in Minneapolis and one in Maryland. On August 12, 1994, the president flew to
Minneapolis to speak at the National Association of Police Organizations convention.
There the president tried to pressure law enforcement, and by proxy, members of
Congress, to support the crime bill by driving home the message of toughness on
criminals. “We never had a bill before that was endorsed by every major law
enforcement group in the entire United States.”74 Two days later Clinton traveled to a
black church, Full Gospel A.M.E. Zion Church in Temple Hills, Maryland, to work on
his most loyal constituency. Instead of simply discussing law enforcement, like he did in
Minneapolis, Clinton focused on values, community, and the urgency created by the
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nation‟s moral decay. Clinton praised the church for “filling that void from the ground
up and from the inside out.”75 Then he drove the message home:
There are children in this church who have been gunned down: I know it.
The least we can do is to help you to be protected. The least we can do is
to put people on the streets who cannot only catch criminals but prevent
crime as good law enforcement officers. The least we can do if people are
totally hopeless is to get them out of your hair so they won‟t be bothering
you. And the least we can do is to, yes, give your children more things
they can say yes to, not just things they can say no to.76
Clinton was able to drive the point home with aplomb. He candidly discussed the
problems facing America, especially Black America. Few white politicians could walk
into a black church, and with the rhetorical cadence of a black minister, speak on such
sensitive issues. Thirty religious leaders, including the minister at Full Gospel A.M.E.
Zion Church in Temple Hills, gave a strong statement in support of the bill released by
the White House on August 16. In part, they said, “While we do not agree with every
provision in the crime bill, we do believe and emphatically support the bill‟s goal to save
our communities, and most importantly, our children.”77 African Americans religious
leaders strongly voiced their support.78
Despite the absence of the Racial Justice Act, the president persuaded African
American politicians and regular citizens on the moral dimensions of the legislation. The
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irony is that New Democrat rhetoric, with its mixed impact upon the African American
community, was so persuasive. It is also indicative of the progress of African Americans,
in terms of class achievement, that a bill heavy on punishment was so receptive to many
African Americans. Sadly, the impact of the legislation paled in comparison to the
rhetoric and promises Clinton delivered. As the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
reported at the end of the Clinton presidency, “An agonizing reality exists alongside
statistics showing a decrease in the use of deadly force by police officers and a reduction
of crime in many communities: the persistence of police misconduct.”79 The pressure to
address the troubling rise in racial profiling and misconduct led Clinton to meet with
thirty members of the civil rights and legal communities to discuss the problem. In a
February 1999 letter, Mary Frances Berry, chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
urged and hoped that the president would get “the Attorney General…involved in the
investigations of the latest incidents.”80 In addition, many members of Congress
continued to press for new crime control measures, often with the support of the
administration, throughout the remainder of the Clinton years.
African American members of Congress finally supported the bill because it
authorized $7.9 billion dollars for such preventive efforts as drug treatment, midnight
basketball, anti-gang initiatives, and programs for children in the summer. This provided
political cover for them in that the crime bill was not just a punitive action directed
towards criminals, minorities, and the poor. As Steven A. Holmes of The New York
79
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Times noted, “that money—and the prospect that an even more draconian crime bill could
be enacted, with less money for social programs and without a ban on 19 different types
of assault weapons—was enough to induce 28 of the 38 black Democrats to vote…to
allow the bill to be considered by the full House.”81 Some of the most powerful CBC
members, such as Cleo Fields of Louisiana, John Lewis of Georgia, and Charlie Rangel
of New York, switched their support because of the so-called sweeteners in the bill. It
was better to get half-a-loaf than to get nothing.
The Crime Bill’s Impact on African Americans
The Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 has had myriad
and long powerful repercussions on African Americans. This law helped to dramatically
increase in the prison population, increased police harassment and brutality, devastating
destabilization of the African American family and community, and a measurable
reduction in educational and occupational achievement. These developments occurred
during a time in history when global forces, market pressures, and growing international
interdependence made capturing the so-called American Dream more and more difficult.
While some of the effects of the bill were invisible, others, such as racial profiling, were
apparent and so widespread that the Clinton Administration was forced to address the
issue within a few years.
The prison population rose dramatically as a result of this major piece of social
legislation. The Executive Office of the President, Office of National Drug Control
Policy reported that “From 1990 to 1998, the Federal prison population almost doubled,
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reaching 123,041 offenders. The State prison population also increased significantly
between 1990 and 1998, from 708,393 to 1,178,978 inmates.82 While these statistics
examined drug-related offenses and offenders, they are indicative of a larger trend
pervading the criminal justice system: dramatic increases in the number of persons who
have encountered it; especially African Americans. Ten years after enactment of the law,
blacks accounted for 2,531 per 100,000 in prison, among the highest of any racial
group.83 Whites only accounted for 393 per 100,000 in prison.84 Ronald Kramer and
Raymond Michalowski argued that Clinton‟s rhetoric and actions, which included
billions for punishment led to what Elliott Currie called a „stunning imbalance between
punishment and prevention.‟”85 The build-up of prisons ignored fundamental and
underlying problems affecting African Americans: joblessness, poverty, and lack of
opportunity. While being disadvantaged is not an excuse for bad behavior, failing to
address the mitigating circumstances that led to crime in the first place is a recipe for
social disaster. As Kramer and Michalowski have noted, “the flaw in conceptualization
is that violence is a problem rooted in personal or group traits that can be corrected
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independent of the social structure.”86 One obvious effect was the disruption it caused in
the lives of young black men.
Sociologists Bruce Western and Becky Petit, using patterns of social integration,
argued that imprisonment “further delay[s] entry into the conventional adult roles of
worker, spouse and parents. They [ex-cons] are also less likely to get married or cohabit
with the mothers of their children. By eroding employment and marriage opportunities,
incarceration may also provide a pathway back into crime.”87 This had a disproportionate
impact on African Americans as they were sent to prison at a higher rate than whites. As
legal scholar Dorothy E. Roberts notes, “Because poor black men and women tend to live
in racially and economically segregated neighborhoods, these neighborhoods feel the
brunt of the staggering prison figures. Research in several cities reveals that the exit and
reentry of inmates is geographically concentrated in the poorest, minority neighborhoods.
As many as 1 in 8 of the adult male residents of these urban areas is sent to prison each
year and 1 in 4 is behind bars on any given day.”88 No other group of Americans had
such experience with the criminal justice system. Lacking social integration and located
in heavily populated urban areas, the African American community felt the impact of
these incarcerations more than other racial/ethnic groups.
To complicate matters, such predicaments caused a particular problem for black
women: the lack of available, unencumbered mates. Black women were outnumbered
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black men as a part of the population by 1,727,820 in 2000. Numerically, there fewer
mates for black women compared to white women. There are 96.4 white males for every
hundred whites females. The ratio for black men was 90.5 for every hundred black
women.89 According to a special report by Lisa Thomas-Laury of WPVI-TV of
Philadelphia, by the beginning of March 2010, “There are 1.8 million more African
American women than black men.”90 The dearth of eligible black men has forced some
black women to remain single or date outside the race. While there is nothing wrong
with interracial relationships, it is troubling that black women who want to date and
marry black men are compelled to look elsewhere. As Thomas-Laury notes, “Statistics
now show that the number of black women married to white men or someone other than a
black man has doubled in the last decade.”91 Black women in general also have higher
educational levels, and often higher occupational earnings, than many black men.
According to a recent report from the Census Bureau; out of 8,463,809 black households,
more than 3,872,192 were headed by women. Furthermore, only 3,787,030 of the total
were married, making up nearly 46% of all black households. For whites, nearly 80% of
their households had a married couple.92 So many black men are either in prison, on
probation, or on parole that legislation such as the 1994 crime bill has poured gasoline on
a growing fire within the black community. As black men fall farther behind other men
and often live with the belief that they will have a criminal record, rates of domestic
89
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violence towards their mates has increased. According to the National Organization of
Women, “When we consider race, African American women face higher rates of
domestic violence than white women.”93 These types of issues were supposed to be
curtailed by the Violence Against Women Act that was a part of the omnibus crime
package of 1994. That it has accelerated in the decade after passage suggests that a onestop crime policy that is overly focused on punishment over prevention can help lead to
violence within the homes of America‟s most vulnerable communities.
By December 31, 1998, more than four years after the enactment of the law,
African Americans accounted for 616,106 of the 1,299,096 prisoners in both state and
federal prison.94 Of that number, 577, 289 were black males. By 2007 the prison
population increased from 992,000 in 1994 to 2.3 million in 2007; African Americans‟
presence in state and federal prisons increased from 501,672 to 814,700 inmates. By
2007, African American men represented the largest percentage (35.4%) of inmates held
in custody, followed by white males (32.9%) and Hispanic males (17.9%).95 The spike in
immigration, especially from poor Latinos, prevented the percentage of black males in
prison from increasing because law enforcement has redirected their resources to address
the growing diversity. Clinton‟s and Congress‟ failure to address the disparities in drug
crimes, convictions, and sentencing made a bad situation worse.
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The 1994 Crime Bill failed to reduce the growing gap in the sentencing of
defendants for possession, use, and sale of powder and crack cocaine. The United States
Sentencing Commission recommended in April 1995 that disparities between prison
terms for crack cocaine and powder cocaine be reduced to a more equal level. As
Timothy Messer-Kruse has noted, “In 1994, 90 percent of people convicted of possession
of crack were jailed, whereas fewer than one-third of those convicted of possession of
powder cocaine were jailed…African Americans composed only 13 percent of regular
drug users in the nation, but represented nearly three-quarters of those given prison
sentences.”96 Those statistics represented data collected through 1995. All too often the
targets of criminal investigations and prosecutions were black dealers and users, not those
responsible for the major trafficking operations that brought the drugs to foot soldiers in
the illicit trade. As Dorothy E. Roberts has noted, “The explosion of both the prison
population and its racial disparity are largely attributable to aggressive street-level
enforcement of the drugs laws and harsh sentencing for drug offenders…The War on
Drugs became its own prisoner-generating machine, producing incarcerations rates that
„defy gravity and continue to grow even as crime rates are dropping.”97 The 1994 crime
legislation did nothing to alleviate this problem. In fact it compounded the issue by
focusing on putting 100,000 police officers on the street and moving in favor of state
control. In a report prepared for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Marc Mauer,
assistant director of The Sentencing Project, argued that “Much of this legislation has
been not just mean-spirited but counterproductive as well, by limiting prisoners‟ access to
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the acquisition of skills that might be used constructively upon their return to the
community.”98 The War on Drugs failed to stop the growing drug trade in the United
States and, in fact, helped to accelerated it. The so-called revolving door of prison
contributed to undermining the African American community since they were the ones
who were usually caught in law enforcement‟s dragnet.
African-Americans continued to suffer police brutality, an issue unaddressed by
the 1994 crime bill. One of the most infamous instances of police brutality occurred
shortly before the passage of the crime bill, the beating of Rodney King by Los Angeles
Police officers during a traffic stop. Other incidents, however, occurred on Clinton‟s
watch that shocked the nation‟s conscience. On August 9, 1997, Haitian immigrant
Abner Louima was arrested by New York City police officers and then transported to a
police station in Brooklyn. There the thirty one year old was sodomized with a toilet
plunger and beaten savagely. Tyisha Miller, a nineteen-year-old woman, sitting in her
car in Riverside, California, was shot to death by four Riverside police officers in
December 1998. Amadou Diallo was murdered when New York police officers shot him
nineteen times in the foyer of his apartment in the Bronx on February 4, 1999. He was
unarmed. So voluminous were the problems associated with racial profiling and police
brutality that the Clinton Administration had to publicly condemn those and other actions
and encourage stricter enforcement of standards and procedures. Polling in 1996 found
that 42.7% of the black population believed that police brutality was a serious problem
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where they lived. Only 12.9% of the white population believed the same.99 Those
opinions correlate with a 2002 Justice Department report that stated “During a traffic stop
in 2002, police were more likely to use force against a black (2.7%) or Hispanic (2.4)
driver than a white (0.8%) driver.”100 In 1997, there were 10,516,707 arrests in the
United States, according to the FBI‟s Crime in the United States records. However,
blacks accounted for 3,201,014 of those arrests while whites made up 7, 061,083
arrests.101 At first glance this numbers suggest that whites were more likely to encounter
law enforcement. Taking in population percentages, however, blacks made up 30.4 of
the arrests that year while only 12% of the entire population.102 African Americans in
general were more likely to not only confront law enforcement, but also be searched,
confined, arrested, and convicted. Since African Americans were more likely to have
contact with law enforcement meant a higher likelihood of police brutality or other
misconduct.
The 1994 crime bill also failed to address these issues of racial profiling and the
often resulting violence toward suspects. In later years, the Clinton Administration was
forced to notice the concerns of civil rights leaders Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton.
Further, Mary Frances Berry, chairperson of the United States Commission on Civil
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Rights, sent a letter to President Clinton in February 1999 urging him to “once again to
clear the atmosphere of the underlying bigoted assumptions that appear to have taken on
new strength in our land.”103 Although 1994 crime bill required the Attorney General to
collect accurate data on excessive force by law enforcement officers (apparently with the
hope of curtailing such abuses of power), a culture of police misconduct was allowed to
persist at all levels of American society. In fact, a 1999 report by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics noted that “Police were more likely to search a vehicle driven by a black (8.5%)
or Hispanic (9.7%) than a white (4.3%).”104 President Clinton‟s enthusiastic support for
such a punitive piece social legislation compounded a bad situation for those subject or
potentially subject to the criminal justice system.
The impact of incarcerations, prosecutions, and violence perpetrated upon African
Americans at the hands of the police has also had a catastrophic effect upon working and
lower class African American families. As Demico Boothe, a former inmate from
Memphis, Tennessee, has noted, the lack of available men and jobs has led to black
women to go on welfare. In addition, once those inmates were released, paroled, or given
probation, they had extremely difficult experiences trying to rebuild their lives. Often
those inmates found themselves, since their first conviction, repeat guests of the prison
systems. The Bureau of Justice Statistics found that black men who reached the age of
twenty had a 28.5% percent chance of going to prison during their life. Further, between
the ages of twenty-five and thirty black men had a 25.3% and 17.3% chance of going to
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prison, respectively.105 Lastly, incarceration itself often did little to redeem the person,
often setting the inmate up for prison violence, rape, contraction of HIV-AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseases, and improvement on whatever criminal skills they already
possessed. Sexual violence in prison, long a joke to those never incarcerated, was
prevalent within the walls of America‟s prisons. According to the Bureau of Justice
Statistics National Inmate Survey for 2008-09, at least 49.4% of male inmates who spent
more than thirty days in prison experienced some form of sexual victimization. Women
experienced some form of sexual victimization, according to the same criteria, at
65.7%.106 At a time of globalization, removal of trade and regulatory barriers, and
stagnant or declining wages, African Americans caught in the grip of the criminal justice
system were, generally speaking, consigned to America‟s permanent underclass.
African American imprisonment takes a major toll on the inmates‟ parents,
children, and spouses or cohabitants. Professor Rose M. Brewer has found that “Over
half of incarcerated Black men with children lived with those children before
incarceration. Any emotional and economic support provided by the fathers has been
removed.”107 Without the presence of both parents many children fall between the
cracks. Scholars of the criminal justice system refer to this phenomena as “collateral
consequences.” In testimony before the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime,
Terrorism, and Homeland Security in June 2010, Marc Mauer reported the tragedies that
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befall these communities. Mauer testified that “The conglomeration of collateral
consequences can now touch every aspect of an individual‟s life, affecting employment,
housing, education, military service, public benefits, driver‟s licenses, child custody,
voting, and jury service, among others.”108 Far-ranging consequences of imprisonment
on the individual, the family, and the community meant that society‟s most vulnerable
children often fall into poverty and dangerous personal behavior. African American men
were far likelier to go to prison, especially between the ages of 14 and 34, which
obviously is during the peak childbearing and rearing years. Because of the fact that
those men are not there to help raise those children, those youngsters were more likely to
fall into crime, poverty, and prison.
Making the situation worse were spatial considerations. As Dorothy Roberts
notes, “Because poor black men and women tend to live in racially and economically
segregated neighborhoods, these neighborhoods feel the brunt of the staggering prison
figures…As many as 1 in 8 of the adult male residents of these urban areas is sent to
prison each year and 1 in 4 is behind bars on any given day.”109 Therefore, mass
incarceration contributed to the break-down of African American communities. As might
be expected, the vast majority of these convicts come from poor backgrounds. Race and
class often condemned these inmates by raising obstacles that they could not possibly
overcome.
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Once those inmates were released from prison, they found themselves in the often
impossible position of trying to find a job. Recent studies demonstrate that minorities,
especially black men, have extreme difficulties finding full-time jobs after their release
from prison. Many cannot even get a call back from prospective employers for an
interview. Even when they do, they find white applicants, sometimes with similar
records and credentials, get the jobs. The build-up of the so-called prison industrial
complex, strengthened by Clinton‟s 1994 crime bill, made a bad situation even worse.
The effects of imprisonment on lower class black men are staggering. Becky Pettit and
Bruce Western have discovered that “among black men born between 1965 and 1969 “30
percent of those without college education and nearly 60 percent of high school dropouts
went to prison by 1999. The novel pervasiveness of imprisonment indicates the
emergence of incarceration as a new stage in the life course of young low-skill black
men.”110 Further, Devah Pager wrote that “A criminal record presents a major barrier to
employment, with important implications for racial disparities.”111 Beyond employment
difficulties, if drugs were at least part of the reason for their incarceration, then they
could lose their access to public housing. As Michelle Alexander explained, “Clinton
also made it easier for federally-assisted public housing projects to exclude anyone with a
criminal history—an extraordinary harsh step in the midst of a drug war aimed at racial
and ethnic minorities.”112 Ex-convicts found themselves without jobs or a home in many
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instances, which, according to Pettit, Western, and Pager, prevented them from moving
into adulthood, with all the responsibilities that apply.
Occupational hurdles such as the attachment of felony records to defendants, had
long lasting repercussions for the entire society. Jeff Manza and Christopher Uggen point
out that “the case of felon disenfranchisement is a powerful reminder that even the most
basic elements of democratic governance, such as a universal right to vote, can still be
threatened in a polity otherwise asserting its democratic credentials.”113 The crime bill,
ironically, helped shape the 2000 presidential election because hundreds of thousands
were denied the right to vote because of prior criminal acts. As Steve F. Lawson argued,
“the first presidential election of the twenty-first century underlined both the importance
and the vulnerability of black ballots…[and] the ensuing struggle [in Florida] revealed
new forms of black disenfranchisement, though revelations of injustices failed to reverse
the results of the election.”114
With incarceration spiking, the troubling impact on families and former convicts,
and growing domestic and international economic competition, which African Americans
found themselves even further from the so-called American Dream. Other minority
groups, such as Asians and in some cases Latinos, were surpassing African Americans
politically, economically, educationally, and socially for prominence as the 21st century
dawned. Finally, to add insult to injury, the dramatic increase of African Americans in
prison, on probation, or parole, political participation is diminished. Marc Mauer
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testified that “As a result of laws that disenfranchise felons and ex-felons in various
states, an estimated 1.4 million African American males, or 13% of the black male adult
population, is either currently or permanently disenfranchised as a result of a felony
conviction…Thus, not only are criminal justice policies contributing to the
disproportionate incarceration of African Americans, but imprisonment itself then
reduces the collective political ability to influence these policies.”115 Without greater
participation in the political process, African Americans collectively were placed at a
significant disadvantage to improve their position through the political process. In both
presidential elections of 2000 and 2004, thousands of potential African Americans voters
could not vote because of felony convictions. In states such as Florida and Ohio,
Republican George W. Bush was able to declare victory, and the presidency, because of,
in part, the lack of higher voting participation among African Americans. It was a cruel
irony for Al Gore and John Kerry that their strong support for get-tough crime legislation
helped to deny them the White House. Lastly, the decision to support such legislation
and not to reform already existing drug laws contributed to Republicans reaching the
zenith of political power between 2001 and 2007 in all three branches of government,
two decades after the Reagan Revolution.
Conclusion
Presidential authority is a vague concept. Scholars in the fields of history and
political science and government spend entire careers examining the trends, various
events, and empirical data searching for the source of a particular president‟s power and
authority. While it is true that a president does not pass legislation, it is equally true that
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a president can and often does hold great sway. The 1994 crime bill did include such
measures as the Violence Against Women Act and an increased focus on terrorists. But
the New Democratic philosophy of the Clinton White House helped contribute to the
mass imprisonment of millions of African Americans. As legal scholar Michelle
Alexander notes, “This move, like his „get tough‟ rhetoric and policies, was part of a
grand strategy articulated by the „new democrats‟ to appeal to the elusive white swing
voters. In so doing, Clinton—more than any other president—created the current racial
undercaste.”116 It destroyed too many lives by putting forth the solution of building more
prisons over rehabilitative measures that might actually increase security, save lives, and
improve American society. President Clinton‟s endorsement of the withdrawal of the
Racial Justice Act, and his cynical manipulation of the American public‟s fears, led to the
passage of a bill that was punitive in scope and intent, as well as demonstrative of the
pernicious effects of a “values” agenda. Clinton, as well versed as anyone in the various
theories on crime, knew or should have known that simple solutions, such as locking
them up and throwing away the key, were not only inadequate but often compounded the
problem. Violent crime had actually been dropping since the beginning of the decade,
without serious investigation into why violent crime was decreasing during the 1990s to
all-time lows. It was simply believed that the 1994 bill, combined with a booming
economy and lower deficits, were the reasons for the decline. In fact, the Clinton White
House‟s rationale for the decline was simply more funding, more enforcement, and
prioritizing crime as a major issue. Bruce Reed, senior advisor and head of President
Clinton‟s Domestic Policy Council, wrote in Blueprint, a New Democrat magazine, in the
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early months after Clinton left office that “The Justice budget doubled under Clinton
because the nation chose to confront crime as a national problem.”117
Some pundits have compared the often unruly American electorate to an irrational
mob; even some of the founding fathers sought to diminish the influence of those socalled commoners. America‟s often hysterical reaction to crime, as spurred on by
politicians and the media, provided President Clinton with the wiggle room to push the
Congress to pass this legislation. As Vesla M. Weaver has argued in a prescient article
on the development of crime policy after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Voting Rights
Act of 1965, “punitive policy intervention was not merely an exercise in crime fighting; it
both responded to and moved the agenda on racial equality.”118 This concept of
frontlash, as presented by Weaver, is a policy whereby “formerly defeated groups may
become dominant issue entrepreneurs in light of the development of a new issue
campaign.”119 Clinton played, willingly, into the hands of those groups that sought to
criminalize, demonize, or otherwise ostracize African Americans. In his determination to
keep his coalition together, he pushed crime policies that rarely took into consideration
other avenues to crime prevention.
President Clinton held strong majorities in both the House of Representatives and
Senate, the trust of the African American and white communities, and the personal ability
to craft legislation in a more progressive fashion. While he had those majorities in
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Congress, as Randall Kennedy wrote, “he had made it plain that his sympathies lay
predominately with „the middle class.‟ For those below it, he offered chastising lectures
that legitimated the essentially conservative notion that the predicament of the poor
results primarily from their own conduct and not from the deformative deprivations
imposed on them by a grievously unfair social order that is in large part a class hierarchy
and in smaller part a pigmentocracy.”120 In The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in
the Age of Colorblindness, Michelle Alexander argues that the “law and order
perspective, first introduced during the peak of the Civil Rights Movement by rabid
segregationists, had become nearly hegemonic two decades later.” Further, “Ninety
percent of those admitted to prison for drug offenses in many states were black or Latino,
yet the mass incarceration of communities of color was explained in race-neutral terms,
an adaptation to the needs and demands of the current political climate.”121 This
adaptation, as Alexander calls it, was found in the political rhetoric, political behavior,
and, ultimately, the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994. Clinton
did not cave into Republican demands for punishment so much as he fulfilled the New
Democratic vision of crime policy. In the process, he helped to create what Alexander
called a “new racial caste system.” President Clinton‟s good-intentions were at odds with
the often horrific consequences. Since crime policy overwhelmingly impacted poor
African Americans, it was more acceptable to the American public. Besides, as many
politicians remarked at the time, those people only had themselves to blame for their lot
in life and they to be held accountable. However, on another controversial issue,
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affirmative action, Clinton‟s actions would win back support from the African American
political class that he had sacrificed to get Congress to pass the Violent Crime Control
and Law Enforcement of 1994 passed into law.
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Chapter 4
“Mend It, Don’t End It:” The Politics of Affirmative Action
Affirmative Action! Rarely in American politics does a two-word phrase conjure
up so many different meanings, so much resentment, and so much passion. Opponents of
affirmative action argued that it promotes division, acts as reverse racism, and is
antithetical to American ideals of individualism, fairness, and merit-based opportunity.
Supporters of affirmative action consider the program a necessary step to ensure equal
opportunity in the workplace and education because of persistent racism and
discrimination. It has been a favorite target of campaigning politicians since President
Nixon began implementing the Philadelphia Plan in the late 1960s and early 1970s. By
the beginning of the Clinton Administration in 1993, the politics of affirmative action had
reached a boiling point.
Since 1978, when the U.S. Supreme Court decided Regents of the University of
California v. Bakke and forced the admission of Allan Bakke to its medical school,
opponents of affirmative action had looked to the courts, as well as to the political
process, to eliminate these programs.1 President Clinton‟s support of affirmative action,
however, had been a critical link to his African American supporters. He campaigned on
supporting the program in spite of a New Democratic philosophy which viewed
affirmative action suspiciously. As New Democrats noted in the New Orleans
Declaration of 1990, “We believe the promise of America is equal opportunity, not equal
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outcome.”2 In the wake of the president‟s withdrawal of Lani Guinier from consideration
for assistant attorney general for civil rights and the passage of the crime bill without a
racial justice provision, Clinton had a fresh opportunity to demonstrate his civil rights
bona fides by supporting the controversial program after the Supreme Court delivered its
decision in Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena.3 The Supreme Court‟s ruling that racebased programs must be able to survive “strict scrutiny” compelled President Clinton to
defend the program while also adhering to the law. His response galvanized his
supporters and angered his opponents. The president‟s strong defense of affirmative
action unveiled critical answers as to the politics of race and class during the 1990s.
Brief History of Affirmative Action
The principle of affirmative action dates back to the Kennedy Administration in
the early 1960s. President John F. Kennedy signed executive order 10925 on March 6,
1961, establishing the Presidential committee on Equal Employment Opportunity. In
section 201, Kennedy ordered that the committee “scrutinize and study employment
practices of the Government of the United States, and to consider and recommend
additional affirmative steps which should be taken by executive departments and
agencies to realize more fully the national policy of nondiscrimination within the
executive branch of the Government.”4 In other words, the origins of affirmative action
would start at the federal level, with emphasis placed on dislodging discrimination and
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opening opportunity to African Americans in employment. Further, federal contractors
were targeted by the Kennedy Administration for biased practices. In section 301 of
Kennedy‟s executive order, he ordered that contractors “will take affirmative action to
ensure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during employment,
without regard to their race, creed, color, or national origin.”5 These major steps toward
equal opportunity took on a new meaning after President Kennedy‟s assassination in
November 1963.
Lyndon B. Johnson promised to carry on Kennedy‟s efforts in the civil rights
arena. Beyond pushing for the passage of the Civil Rights of 1964 and Voting Rights
Acts of 1965, Johnson assessed race relations in the 1960s and concluded that laws were
not enough. In one of his most important speeches on race at the commencement
exercises at Howard University, President Johnson outlined the rationale that would be
used by supporters ever since:
Freedom is the right to share, share fully and equally, in American society—to
vote, to hold a job, to enter a public place, to go to school. It is the right to be
treated in every part of our national life as a person equal in dignity and promise
to all others. But freedom is not enough. You do not wipe away the scars of
centuries by saying: Now you are free to go where you want, and do as you
desire, and choose the leaders you please. You do not take a person who, for
years, has been hobbled by chains and liberate him, bring him up to the starting
line of a race and then say, “you are free to compete with all the others,” and still
justly believe that you have been completely fair.6
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Historian David C. Carter has noted that “the increased attention that the Howard address
paid to glaring and persistent economic inequalities faced by the majority of African
Americans served as the harbinger of passionate and often angry debates over what
historian Hugh Davis Graham has labeled „compensatory justice.‟”7 What Graham called
“compensatory justice,” or affirmative action, and what David C. Carter called the
Johnson Administration‟s increased concern over “persistent economic inequalities,” was
the real concern that laws were not enough to rectify the situation. Essentially race and
racism were coded into the American DNA. Laws could deter or prevent lynchings,
beatings, and intimidation, but laws, by themselves, could not compel white Americans to
treat African Americans fairly in education or the workplace. Therefore at the heart of
Johnson‟s message was the recognition that America‟s racial past and present presented
significant barriers to equal opportunity and economic, social, educational, and political
mobility. In order to address this conundrum, “affirmative” steps must be taken to give
those without privilege an opportunity to realize their potential. The government would
coerce employers doing business with the government to open opportunity to minorities.
Educational institutions, spurred on by the Rights Revolution and the governments‟
example, by the end of the 1960s were admitting African Americans to their student
ranks.8 These changes, part and parcel of the Civil Rights Movement, led to dramatic
changes in American society.
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President Johnson‟s desires to eradicate poverty, educate the uneducated, and
bring equality to blacks eventually were at odds with his foreign policy. The morass of
Vietnam however, put increasing pressure on Johnson to choose priorities. On one side
Martin Luther King Jr., A. Phillip Randolph, most of organized labor and Chicanos, and
Johnson aide Walter Heller argued that the war was a threat to the Great Society. The
other side, pushing Johnson for escalation in Vietnam, included Mississippi Senator John
Stennis, Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater, and conservative foreign policy hawks in his
own administration determined to prevent communist advances in Southeast Asia.
Further, as David C. Carter noted, “more conservative forces were pressuring the
administration to go slow on antipoverty programs. Some like Mississippi‟s John
Stennis, had even threatened to hold Vietnam appropriations hostage.”9 In the wake of
the recent assassination of John F. Kennedy, Johnson felt compelled, as historians
Maurice Isserman and Michael Kazin argue, “to prove to the Republicans that he was
tough on communism, he also had to prove to his own party that he was as strong a leader
as the slain president.”10 So Johnson was confronted with a combination of pressures
from conservatives, liberals, rights‟ activists, and his own conscience. As far as
affirmative action and the Great Society were concerned, Johnson “felt a challenge in
gaining support from black America for the Vietnam War, and the conflict cast a long
shadow over the relationships between the Johnson Administration and black protest
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movements in this period.”11 The growth of peace activism within the civil rights
community increasingly put activists at odds with Johnson, thereby creating an almost
unbearable situation of tension, resentment, and mistrust. LBJ‟s decision to escalate the
Vietnam War spelled the end of the Great Society and contributed to growing animosity
between him and the supporters of progressive domestic policies. The heavy lifting
regarding affirmative action, therefore, was left to his successor, Richard Milhous Nixon.
President Nixon rode a wave of resentment and anger into the White House in
1968. While he appealed to racists with his law-and-order rhetoric, he also viewed
America as an upward running escalator where there was room for more middle class
people. Nixon, like many of his contemporaries, believed in the idea of a full
employment economy. Besides a growing black middle class, the Republican Party
could garner support from a voting bloc that by 1964 had become solidly Democratic,
thereby further splintering the old New Deal coalition. Christopher Edley wrote that
“The Nixon Administration introduced affirmative action goals and timetables…precisely
because the nondiscrimination command alone had not changed job patterns at firms with
federal contracts.”12 In essence, Nixon envisioned room for blacks and whites to move
beyond their present condition. Arthur Fletcher, who was black and assistant secretary of
labor, developed the “Philadelphia Plan.” Building upon the Kennedy and Johnson
initiatives, Fletcher and his superiors decided that those engaged in work on behalf of the
federal government had to develop hiring goals for blacks. If they failed to meet those
goals, then they would be penalized. It became the model for affirmative action in
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business programs. Compelling businesses to comply with all applicable laws and to
foster an atmosphere of inclusion and equal opportunity, Fletcher‟s design brought more
African Americans into the mainstream. Yet, it was also a cynical tool to split the
Democratic coalition of black and white labor, taking from one to give to the other. The
carrot-and-stick approach used for the rest of the century to create equal opportunity and
full employment practices by the business community often fostered division. By
accepting and promoting diversity in the workplace, corporations could boost that they
were open-minded and inoculate themselves from potential lawsuits alleging racial or
sexual bias. However, conservative complaints about Nixon‟s affirmative action plans
and his liberal social policies forced Nixon to roll back his public support for programs
that helped minorities as he ramped up his campaign for reelection in 1972.
By the 1990s, affirmative action was responsible, in part, for the growth of the
black middle class. Sharon Collins noted in a 1983 study that as a result of government
efforts to “improve the economic and social position of blacks…blacks have moved into
a wider range of professions and higher income brackets, creating a black middle
class.”13 Yet this growth remained inferior to the white middle class, deepening the
support from African American politicians, middle class professionals, and activists for a
policy that had provided significant gains toward economic stability. As Mary PattilloMcCoy notes, “Unlike most whites, middle-class black families must contend with the
crime, dilapidated housing, and social disorder in the deteriorating poor neighborhoods
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that continue to grow in their direction.”14 Ironically, as a result of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, women of all colors benefitted—white women most of all—from affirmative
action. The result of this social experiment was not only greater opportunities for those
previously excluded, but also debates as to its fairness and constitutionality. Those
opposed looked to the courts when a young, white prospective medical student
challenged a state university‟s decision to reject his application.
Legal Challenges to Affirmative Action
By the 1970s most institutions of higher education were eagerly seeking minority
students for undergraduate, graduate, and professional programs. While businesses were
compelled to provide equal opportunity to minority applicants, higher education officials,
prompted by pressure for cultural diversity, created intricate admissions systems that set
aside seats for minority students. The main argument for creating what amounted to a
two-tiered system was that the presence of minorities, especially African Americans,
enriched the intellectual atmosphere on campus. In addition, the education provided to
the student body would increase from different life experiences of minorities and women.
While these systems made significant improvements in integrating African Americans
into white institutions, they also provoked resentment from white applicants who
believed that they were denied admission based on race.
In 1973, and again in 1974, Allan Bakke was denied admission into the School of
Medicine at the University of California at Davis. Bakke sued the university and its
governing body, the Regents of the University of California, seeking relief from the
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courts in the form of admission into the medical school. Central to his case was the
argument that the point system and special preferences of the medical school violated his
constitutional rights, specifically the 14th amendment and the Equal Protection Clause.
Sixteen out of one hundred seats at UC Davis were set-aside for minorities; the courts
ruled that the policy therefore, constituted a quota system. UC Davis was ordered to
admit Bakke forthwith. Justice Lewis Powell, who wrote the majority opinion for the
Supreme Court, argued:
Racial and ethnic classifications of any sort are inherently suspect and call for the
most exacting judicial scrutiny. While the goal of achieving a diverse student
body is sufficiently compelling to justify consideration of race in admissions
decisions under some circumstances, petitioner‟s special admissions programs,
which forecloses consideration to persons like respondent, is unnecessary to the
achievement of this compelling goal, and therefore invalid under the Equal
Protection Clause.15
In laymen‟s terms, the Court ruled that quotas were illegal and a violation of the 14th
amendment. The decision, however, was a partial win for proponents of affirmative
action as it upheld the underlying motivation—to increase diversity in higher education
and professional schools because it served a compelling societal interest.
In Fullilove v. Klutznick, the Court heard “several associations of construction
contractors and subcontractors and a firm engaged in heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning work, [who] filed suit for declaratory and injunctive relief in Federal
District Court, alleging that they had sustained economic injury due to enforcement of the
MBE…violated, inter alia, the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment and the
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equal protection component of the Due Process Clause of the 5th Amendment.”16 It was
argued by the government that the set-asides were legitimate and constitutional because
they did not discriminate against non-minorities and narrowly focused on a small
percentage of the business community. Chief Justice Warren Burger, writing the
majority opinion for the court, opined that “the MBE provision of the 1977 Act, on its
face, does not violate the Constitution.”17 In a victory for affirmative action supporters,
the Court declared the quotas were permissible in business and that the 1977 Public
Works Employment Act‟s MBE was constitutional.
In what came to be called Wygant v. Jackson Board of Education in 1986, the
plaintiffs appealed the decision of the Sixth Court of Appeals to the Supreme Court for
certiorari.18 As the Supreme Court notes, the District Court upheld the constitutionality
of the provision “as an attempt to remedy societal discrimination by providing „role
models‟ for minority schoolchildren” an appellate court affirmed the decision.19 Once
again Justice Powell wrote the opinion for the court, saying that “Societal discrimination
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is too amorphous a basis for finding race-conscious state action and for imposing a
racially classified remedy.”20
In 1988, a case in which the plaintiff had been denied a contract based on
Richmond, Virginia‟s Minority Business Utilization Plan, reached the high court. This
case came to be known as City of Richmond v. Croson.21 The Minority Business
Utilization Plan was designed to include businesses in which at least 51% was owned by
minorities. While African Americans were the principal target, Latinos, Asians, and
Indians were also included in the plan. Richmond, being the former capital of the
Confederacy, certainly had a racial history steeped in discrimination against African
Americans. However, none of this history, or any empirical data, was presented to justify
the city‟s plan to set-aside 30% of each contract. Instead the city declared the plan to
simply be a “remedial effort” to correct past wrongs. The J.A. Croson Company sued for
relief after being denied a contract despite being the only bidder. The lower federal
courts upheld the plan as constitutional; following the city‟s reasoning that Fullilove v.
Klutznick allowed such plans. The Supreme Court, however, saw the case differently and
ruled the plan was unconstitutional and in violation of the 14th amendment‟s Equal
Protection Clause. Justice O‟Connor wrote that “the city has failed to demonstrate a
compelling governmental interest justifying the Plan, since the factual predicate
supporting the Plan does not establish the type of identified past discrimination in the
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city‟s construction industry that would authorize race-based relief under the 14th
Amendment‟s Equal Protection Clause.”22
While the public remains skeptical of race-based programs such as affirmative
action, they have been supportive of programs that do not exclude whites altogether. As
a result of the right of Modern Conservatism, hundreds of magistrates, district court
judges, appellate judges, and Supreme Court justices have been appointed and confirm,
thereby guaranteeing more conservative interpretations the law.
The Reagan and Bush I administrations, with their power to nominate judges and
justices, were presenting a major challenge to traditional Democratic orthodoxy about the
legitimacy of race-based solutions to complex societal problems. The color-blind
philosophy, however, was not only appealing to conservatives and Republicans but to
moderate Democrats and Democratic advocacy groups, such as the Democratic
Leadership Council, suspicious of such programs and eager to retake the American
center.
The Color-Blind Philosophy
Affirmative action has come to mean different things to different people. For
some it is a well-intended effort to help those historically disadvantaged by racism and
discrimination, often with positive results for the beneficiaries as well as society. Others
have viewed it as a form of reverse discrimination against whites, taking away from
whites for the benefit of unqualified blacks. Since there is no general consensus on what
affirmative action actually is, even by experts, the policy has been vulnerable to
22
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mischaracterization and vilification. Despite the confusion over this controversial policy,
there are some ways to describe it. Affirmative action is a policy which allows educators,
bureaucrats, and businessmen to take race into consideration when a minority applies for
a job, seeks admittance into school, or attempts to build his company by obtaining
government contracts for goods and services. Furthermore, it was clear by the passage of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the Court‟s decision in Brown v. Board of Education that
mainstream, white America would not integrate willingly. This is evidenced by the
thousands of “private academies” and “Christian schools” that were created in the fifteen
years after Brown. Yet, beyond attempts to maintain separation, whites—especially
Southern whites—tended not to hire African Americans for anything except manual labor
or low-level work. So affirmative action was seen as the remedy to such entrenched
racism. Thus, the government would compel mainstream society to accord equal
opportunities to blacks. This, however, was not the first time the government had acted
in such a provocative and deliberate manner. Ira Katznelson notes that the federal
government, after the Civil War, has passed the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments to the
Constitution, enacted civil rights laws to protect those rights guaranteed by the civil rights
amendments, and even created new institutions, such as the Freedmen‟s Bureau, to
encourage and offer “remedial support to African Americans.”23 The end of
Reconstruction and the implementation of Jim Crow laws, along with eventual
government approval, prevented those initial steps toward equality from taking place. A
hundred years later those questions of equality were still taking place in what historian C.
Vann Woodward called the Second Reconstruction. As such, race-conscious measures
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developed in the 1960s would be questioned by many—whites and blacks, Republicans
and Democrats—as to their veracity and legitimacy in the 1980s and 1990s.
Conservatives and moderate Democrats responded to the social transformation of
the 1960s by adopting the language of various movements, especially the civil rights
movement. As legal scholar and Clinton aide Christopher Edley explained that “Critics
of race-conscious measures often invoke Martin Luther King, Jr.‟s „content of their
character‟ passage in urging that we hasten the realization of a color-blind society by
insisting on color-blind practices now.”24 It is too much to say that opposition to
affirmative action is solely based on tribal concerns. Edley also wrote, “A more sensible
notion is that color should not be a consideration in public or private decisions about
important economic and social opportunities.”25 Thomas Sowell, a black economist,
argues that affirmative action takes away from those who benefit from it.26 Supreme
Court Justice Clarence Thomas, a beneficiary of affirmative action during his
undergraduate and law school years, came to view affirmative action as detrimental to the
very people it was suppose to help. In his autobiography, Justice Thomas explained that
“I‟d long believed that the best thing to do was to stop government-sanctioned
segregation, then concentrate on education and equal employment opportunities.”27
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Government efforts, such as affirmative action, were misguided to Thomas.
Colorblindness was the most desirable goal.
Thomas and Sowell were not alone in viewing race-conscious measures as
suspect. The growth of the black middle class in the 1970s and 1980s led to division
within Black America as to what policies should be pursued. Hoover Institution scholar
Shelby Steele refers to the affirmative action arrangement as one where blacks gain
power through such “entitlement programs,” while whites who support affirmative action
can assuage themselves of guilt and gain innocence.28 In The Content of Our Character,
Steele argues that “what was wrong was that both races focused more on the goals of
these mandates than on the means to the goals. Blacks can have no real power without
taking responsibility for their own educational and economic development.”29 This is at
the heart of much of the colorblind philosophy: equality of opportunity, fairness, meritbased selection, and personal and communal responsibility.
Yale law professor Stephen L. Carter, in Reflections of an Affirmative Action
Baby, writes at length about his experiences in school and the workplace. Criticism of
black professionals who benefited from affirmative action and suspicion of their
credentials pervades the American landscape. Carter argues that affirmative action is the
reason for such suspicion. Further, Carter argues that such programs not only complicate
the lives of those who benefit from it, but also instill hostility from mainstream white
America. In addition, Carter notes that affirmative action programs are redistributive,
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which interferes with American notions of self-reliance and equal opportunity. 30 Yet
Carter touches on one of the important, but unspoken, gripes that conservatives often
have against affirmative action: affirmative action has the ability to build a more
inclusive society through the largesse of others, thereby eliminating individual initiative
and increasing the role of government in the lives of the American people.
Former University of California-Berkeley professor and Manhattan Institute
fellow John McWhorter has also been a vocal critic of affirmative action. Equally
important, he has been an articulate critic of black culture and its impact on young
blacks‟ chances for success. Neatly summarizing his and other affirmative action
opponents‟ views in 2003, McWhorter noted that “People who recognize the folly of
racial preferences are no more opposed to diversity in this sense than critics of „gangsta‟
rap are opposed to music. What they do reject is the condescending notion that a diverse
campus demands lower admissions standards for brown students, and that, in 2003
America, brown students need crutches to make it.”31 The difference between black
critics such as Thomas, McWhorter, Sowell, and Steele and their white peers is that they
can criticize affirmative action without being tarred as a racist.
Liberals and many African Americans, especially in the political class, have used
any opposition to affirmative action as grounds to denounce someone as racist.
Particularly noteworthy is the fierce response from the Congressional Black Caucus,
NAACP, National Urban League, and many black academics. Whites opposed to
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affirmative action promote like-minded black public intellectuals and politicians,
demonstrating that colorblindness is not some nefarious plot to deny equal opportunity.
As noted political scientist Andrew Hacker points out, “To support their position, they
cite black conservatives—Thomas Sowell, Clarence Thomas, Shelby Steele—who assure
them that blacks have played the victim too long and must be judged by the same
standards as other Americans.”32 This does not deny the veracity of their position; in fact
it is demonstrative of the passionate debate raging within American society during the
1990s. That debate cannot be as easily characterized as pro-minority or anti-minority; it
is a dialectic over the progress of the civil rights movement and its implications for the
present and future. The promotion of colorblindness has been embraced by both those
opposed to racial progress and regular, average Americans of all colors and political
leanings. The rise of black conservatives is demonstrative of the fact that perceptions of
race-conscious remedies were no longer held in near universal acceptance within the
African American community. Lastly, neo-conservatives and neo-liberals, both groups
dissatisfied with the 1960s, found that much of their earlier support for liberal racial
policies were misguided. Georgetown University sociologist and popular progressive
writer E.J. Dionne has noted that these neoconservatives blamed the liberalism of the
1950s and 1960s—with its focus on rights, minorities, women, and diversity—for the
problems of America in the 1970s and 1980s.33 By promoting diversity, along with
programs and initiatives that do not benefit all Americans a schism is created with
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American society. Those who benefit from such programs are, therefore, forever tainted
as suspect.
In fact, it is this conundrum that confronted President Clinton and the Democratic
Leadership Council during the late 1980s through the 1990s. As the Third Way faction
of the Democratic Party, it had to straddle the line: embracing the ascendant colorblind
philosophy while recognizing the benefits that affirmative action had provided to both
African Americans and women. This understanding was grounded in acceptance of
different popular views of affirmative action. Ward Connerly, an African American
member of the Regents of the University of California and opponent of affirmative
action, argued that “state and federal policies should not be dictated by the assumption
that college enrollments must reflect the population patterns of a state.”34 Civil rights
icon and George Mason University history professor Roger Wilkins countered, “The fact
is that the successful public relations assault on affirmative action flows on a river of
racism that is as broad, powerful and American as the Mississippi.”35 Polling data from
1997 demonstrated that 82% of African Americans thought affirmative action should be
increased or kept the same, while 51% of whites believed the same.36 But the presence
of a growing cabal of black conservative/anti-affirmative action advocates presented a
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new dynamic in the debate of the controversial issue. The DLC was ahead of the national
Democrats in this regard.
The DLC‟s moderate position attracted middle class African Americans who were
also skeptical of such measures. The DLC adopted a resolution at their meeting in
Cleveland, Ohio, in May 1991, that stated, “We believe the role of government is to
guarantee equal opportunity, not mandate equal outcomes. We reaffirm the Democratic
Party‟s historic commitment to secure civil, equal, and human rights. We oppose
discrimination of any kind—including quotas…Where others seek to exploit racial
differences for political advantage, we support a broad opportunity agenda to give all
Americans the tools to get ahead.”37 Clinton argued five days later that colorblind vs.
race-conscious solutions was a “bogus debate,” because “the Republicans have set it up
so that, if you are for the civil rights bill [of 1991], you have got to be for quotas, so that
if you are not for quotas we have to say you are for discrimination.”38 Clinton argued
instead for a middle approach that recognized the grievances of whites while endorsing
the need to help those discriminated against because of race. The colorblind philosophy,
appealing to many, was politically dicey as numerous academics, intellectuals, and
politicos used the affirmative action issue to support their own causes. This contentious
debate confronted President Clinton head-on when the Supreme Court of the United
States handed down a rigid ruling that forced his hand.
The Critical Case: Adarand Constuctors, Inc. v. Pena (1995)
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In early 1995 the Supreme Court heard a case brought by a construction company,
Adarand Constructors. Adarand Constructors sought relief through summary judgment
because the Small Business Administration maintained a special clause in its contracts, as
did most of the federal government, to give incentives to companies to hire minority
subcontractors determined to be disadvantaged by the SBA. According to the syllabus
attached to the court‟s decision, “The District Court granted respondents summary
judgment. In affirming, the Court of Appeals assessed the constitutionality of the federal
race-based action under a lenient standard, resembling intermediate scrutiny, which it
determined was required by Fullilove v. Klutznick, 448 U.S. 448, and Metro
Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC, 497 U.S. 547.”39 The plaintiffs claimed that the SBA‟s plans,
specifically sections 8 (a) and 8(d), violated the Fifth Amendment‟s Due Process clause.40
Justice Sandra Day O‟Connor wrote the majority opinion for the court. The lower courts‟
verdicts were vacated and the case was remanded. O‟Connor stated that Adarand “has
met the requirements necessary to maintain its claim by alleging an invasion of a legally
protected interest in a particularized manner, and by showing that it is very likely to bid,
in the relatively near future, on another Government contract offering financial incentives
to a prime contractor for hiring disadvantaged subcontractors.”41 The court rejected the
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“intermediate scrutiny” argument of the lower courts, saying that “All racial
classifications, imposed by whatever federal, state, or local governmental actor, must be
analyzed by a reviewing court under strict scrutiny.”42 Therefore, the less stringent
standard of intermediate scrutiny used up to that point, was no longer valid; the courts
had to ascertain whether or not the program in question was not only constitutional, in a
broad sense, but whether or not it served a “compelling governmental interest.”
The reality of this decision was that the Clinton Administration would have to
reevaluate all 130 affirmative action programs at the federal level to make sure that they
complied with the Supreme Court‟s latest decision. In addition, the use of the “strict
scrutiny” standard delivered a harsh blow to affirmative action proponents and made it
more difficult to sustain affirmative action programs. Using the intermediate standard to
judge whether an affirmative action program was constitutionally viable allowed
government, business, and education officials more latitude in implementing their own
programs. The court‟s determination that programs must be able to survive “strict
scrutiny” marked a turning point in jurisprudence. It narrowed the ability of these actors
to install such programs and pushed them to find more race neutral measures to secure
equal opportunity. As a result, openly race-conscious programs fell off as various actors
tried to conform to the court‟s new position. African Americans, therefore, faced fewer
opportunities to gain a foothold into mainstream society. Affirmative Action was
imperiled and African American members of Congress, advocacy groups, and liberals
demanded a strong response from President Clinton. Anticipating the court‟s ruling,
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President Clinton ordered, on March 7, 1995, a comprehensive review of affirmative
action programs in the federal government.
White House Affirmative Action Review (1995)
As the Supreme Court pondered the arguments presented in Adarand v. Pena, the
Clinton Administration began to consider the implications of the court‟s decision on the
future of affirmative action. President Clinton asked for three specific questions to his
administration in evaluating federal affirmative action programs: (1) what are these
programs? (2) are they working? (3) is there some other way we can reach any objective
without giving a preference by race or gender in some of these programs?43 The
president was looking for the review to be “a valuable starting point for a national
conversation on the challenges of creating truly equal opportunity.”44 The White House
staff saw the issue as one where the president could fulfill his commitment to diversity, to
equal opportunity, and to the African American political community. Also, the
affirmative action review would give the Administration a chance to reform preference
programs ahead of possible challenges to their legitimacy.
In order to accomplish these tasks, the report produced by George Stephanopoulos
and Christopher Edley “summarizes that evidence and, where appropriate, offers
preliminary conclusions of fact based on that evidence.”45 The specific policy objectives
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and challenges presented by the president included to “restore the American Dream of
opportunity,” find “common ground,” and “bring the American people together into a
stronger community.”46 Whereas the president and the DLC crowd were being criticized
from both the Left and Right for practicing a politics based on consensus, the affirmative
action issue for Clinton became a matter of opportunity. If the president could engage the
public in a civil discussion on the benefits of affirmative action in ensuring equal
opportunity, then a program considered by most African Americans and independents as
more helpful, or at least more benign, than destructive could be defused of its politically
divisive nature. If it could be defused, then a major fault line in late 20th century race
relations could be neutralized.
A memo written more than a year earlier illustrates that the administration was
concerned about substance as well as appearances. On January 28, 1994 Alexis Herman,
advisor to the president, sent a memo to President Clinton regarding civil rights policy.
Trying to make the best of the president‟s upcoming nominee for assistant attorney
general for the civil rights division of the Department of Justice in the wake of the
Guinier episode, Herman pointed out that the lack of a head for the civil rights division
had “heightened the discussion that the Administration lacks a coordinated civil rights
policy. We have an opportunity to articulate a framework/philosophy when you
announce the intent to nominate the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights next
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week.”47 While the ruminations about the nomination of a subcabinet official at first
glance bears little in common with the review of affirmative action, this memo is
revealing for its emphasis on moving past just enforcing the law to actually promoting the
very type of opportunity that affirmative action could provide. As Herman explained,
“even after we eliminate barriers to justice and create opportunities, we must still
empower people to help themselves.”48 Affirmative Action, conducted properly, was a
policy President Clinton embraced because it could be based on themes central to his
political persona: responsibility, opportunity, and community. In essence, people doing
what they should be doing should be helped by the federal government, especially when
evidence demonstrated that African Americans often were discriminated against in
education and the workplace. For most African Americans, as well as the Clinton
Administration, affirmative action was a civil rights issue.
As the administration began its review, academics, journalists, pundits, and
governmental agencies trained their lenses on whether or not affirmative action actually
worked as advertised by its supporters. An internal report by the Department of Labor
concluded that “there is „no widespread abuse‟ of affirmative action programs in
employment and that there are only a small number of reported reverse discrimination
cases by white males—a high proportion of which have been dismissed by federal
courts.”49 The report also concluded that based on an analysis of four years of federal
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court cases involving job and employment discrimination, between only “1 and 3% of
some 3,000 reported employment discrimination cases between 1990 and 1994” involved
reverse discrimination.50 This type of empirical data was important for an administration
trying to debunk allegations that affirmative action led to “reverse discrimination” and
that race-based programs were inherently biased, which was one of the central tenets of a
conservative, colorblind orthodoxy. Opponents further argue that race-based preferences
seek to correct a historical wrong at the expense of white Americans who had no role in
the oppression of African Americans and women, and they contend that affirmative
action unnecessarily penalizes those it is designed to help the most: minorities and
women. The affirmative action review, however, revealed that “before the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, the median black male worker earned only about 60 percent as much as the
median white male worker; by 1993, the median black male earned 74 percent as much as
the median white male. The male-female wage gap has also narrowed since the 1960s:
median female earnings relative to median male earnings rose from about 60 percent
during the 1960s to 72 percent in 1993.”51 The Glass Ceiling Commission, created by
President Bush in 1991, concluded that “the fears and prejudices of lower-rung white
male executives were listed as a principal barrier to the advancement of women and
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minorities.”52 The Glass Ceiling Commission only confirmed what empirical data had
already proven: whites had an almost insurmountable advantage in access to education,
employment opportunities, and upward mobility.53 In general, the review found that
affirmative measures, along with statutory enhancements such as the Civil Rights Act of
1964, had contributed substantially to the growth of the black middle class. These
improvements led to the perception that whatever the drawbacks of such programs, their
existence had to be protected from judicial revision and political acts by affirmative
actions‟ opponents.
While charges of abuse and inefficiency plagued affirmative action and hurt nonminorities, the Clinton Administration review revealed that:
There is no systemic qualitative evidence that productivity is lower in contracting
firms as a result of OFCCP. The one systematic study found that contractors do
not appear to have lower productivity, suggesting that OFCCP has not caused
firms to hire or promote less qualified workers.54
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The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, which ensures that companies
doing business with the government do not discriminate against minorities and
administers federal affirmative action programs, disabused the notion that affirmative
action resulted in lower quality work and lower productivity from companies engaged in
race-based measures.55 Further, “OFFCP administers and enforces three legal authorities
that require equal employment opportunity: Executive Order 11246 as amended; Section
503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended; and the Vietnam Veterans‟
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974, as amended, 38 U.S.C. 4212…[and] require
Federal contractors and subcontractors to take affirmative action.”56 What the
affirmative action review revealed was that it did not lead to blatant discrimination. In
fact, it was as good for business as it was for minorities. Business often needed those
minority faces in order to attract customers, shoppers, and consideration from local, state,
and federal agencies to secure contracts.
The affirmative action review urged that government agencies “establish a
process to review the effective and fairness of affirmative action programs on a
continuing basis, using the principles described in this report.”57 The report demanded
the elimination of any program that “creates a quota; creates preferences for unqualified
individuals; creates reverse discrimination; or continues even after its equal opportunity
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purposes have been achieved.”58 Clinton himself went much further in a memorandum to
the administration dated the same day as he delivered an address at the National
Archives. He wrote that “in every instance, we will seek reasonable ways to achieve the
objectives of inclusion and antidiscrimination without specific reliance on group
membership. But where our legitimate objectives cannot be achieved through such
means, the Federal Government will continue to support lawful consideration of race,
ethnicity, and gender under programs that are flexible, realistic, subject to reevaluation,
and fair.”59 To protect against a knee jerk reaction on the part of government agencies,
Assistant Attorney General Walter Dellinger, in a memorandum to general counsels
throughout the government, warned that “No affirmative action program should be
suspended prior to such an evaluation” to determine if they “comport with the strict
scrutiny standard” set by the Supreme Court in Adarand v. Pena.60 With the review
concluded and the orders sent government-wide, now it was the president‟s turn to
publicly state his, and the government‟s, position. This position would deepen America‟s
commitment to affirmation action while acknowledging that they were some flaws.
President Clinton’s Support For Affirmative Action
The fight to preserve affirmative action reveals the importance President Clinton
placed on merit-based opportunity for all Americans. As the child of a lower middle
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class family, Clinton was acutely aware of the importance of affirmative action programs
for historically disadvantaged groups. There is arguably no group of Americans—aside
from Native Americans—more historically disadvantaged than African Americans.
When the review of affirmative action concluded with the final report presented to the
president in July 1995, Clinton delivered a major speech on affirmative action at the
National Archives and Records Administration in Washington, D.C. On July 19, 1995,
Clinton spoke unequivocally in favor of the controversial program.
Justifying his support for affirmative action, the president told the audience that:
The purpose of affirmative action is to give our Nation a way to finally address
the systemic exclusion of individuals of talent on the basis of their gender or race,
from opportunities to develop, perform, achieve, and contribute. Affirmative
action is an effort to develop a systematic approach to open the doors of
education, employment, and business development opportunities to qualified
individuals who happen to be members of groups that have experienced
longstanding and persistent discrimination.61
Beyond stating what many already knew and giving the obligatory tip-of-the-hat to
slaves, women, and civil rights heroes, Clinton defended race-based programs by trying
to dispel the notion that quotas and unqualified people were being given unfair
advantages. He said that “they employers “may cut corners and treat a flexible goal as a
quota. They may give opportunities to people who are unqualified instead of those who
deserve it…But it isn‟t affirmative action, and it is not legal.”62 In acknowledging that
some whites may have legitimate claims that such programs hurt them, Clinton was able
to straddle the proverbial fence by relieving the doubts of many whites that his
61
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administration would fight against such illegal actions, while defending a program
considered sacrosanct by members of the Congressional Black Caucus and the broader
African American community.
President Clinton said that “most economists who study it agree that affirmative
action has also been an important part of closing gaps in economic opportunity in our
society, thereby strengthening the entire economy.”63 Tying in economic with social
benefits conferred more legitimacy to the now vulnerable program. To drive his point
home, Clinton remarked, “A group of distinguished business leaders told me just a couple
of days ago that their companies are stronger and their profits are larger because of the
diversity and the excellence of their work forces achieved through intelligent and fair
affirmative action programs.”64 After delivering a firm defense, in general, of affirmative
action, Clinton unveiled the results of his administration‟s review.
The review, as noted earlier, did not reveal critical problems that would warrant
ending affirmative action programs. Clinton‟s administration would “mend” programs
that could be or were being abused. Clinton took the Supreme Court‟s ruling in Adarand
v. Pena as a challenge to be embraced in the name of uplifting Americans.65 As Clinton
told those in the audience that summer day:
If properly done, affirmative action can help us come together, go forward, and
grow together. It is in our moral, legal, and practical interest to see that every
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person can make the most of his own life. In the fight for the future, we need all
hands on deck, and some of those hands still need a helping hand.66
President Clinton‟s speech was arguably the most sophisticated, erudite defense of
affirmative action since Lyndon Johnson‟s famous address at Howard University.
Clinton‟s ability to boil down affirmative action to a specific set of goals and to convey
the importance of such programs to America‟s economic and moral health would remain
just that without following through on the policy and political ends. But his support of
the policy also demonstrated his belief in opportunity: affirmative action gave
opportunity to deserving people who otherwise would have been shut out of a school,
university, and job. Clinton‟s defense of affirmative action at the National Archives in
July 1995 was the beginning of his administration‟s efforts to defend the controversial
policy against a wave of popular opposition.
The Defense of Affirmative Action After the Review
In the wake of the president‟s strong defense of affirmative action, the Clinton
Administration simultaneously tried to balance its constitutional obligation to enforce the
law as declared by Congress and the Supreme Court and maintain its commitment to
race-based programs. The first impulse of the administration was to build upon the
recommendations as listed in the review. In evaluating the effectiveness of Department
of Labor‟s Office of Federal Contract Compliance, the administration found that the use
of affirmative action to promote equal opportunity in the workplace of business engaged
in work with the government “has been and continues to be valuable, effective, and
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fair.”67 However, the likelihood of such programs in federal contracts being exploited by
both left and right, black and white, remained high. In response, Edley and
Stephanopoulos argued that the Secretary of Labor should be directed to “underscore and
reinforce current law and policy regarding nondiscrimination, the illegality of quotas, the
enforcement focus on „good faith efforts,‟ and the relationship of equal opportunity to
legitimate qualifications, by instituting appropriate changes in the administrative
guidelines.”68 Expressing clear guidelines on race-based programs, and allowing for
race-neutral policies that are serious in their mission to provide “good faith efforts”
toward diversity, helped in removing misguided notions of such programs while also
maintaining them.
The military, which had been arguably the most successful example of integration
and affirmative action, was look at to see how and why it was so successful. Edley and
Stephanopoulos discovered that the armed forces had successfully integrated the enlisted
ranks and set firm policies—called the pipeline—to do the same with the officer corps.
These efforts included “setting explicit goals to increase minority representation,”
outreach and recruiting activities through the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC),
and increasingly diversity at the service academics such as West Point and Annapolis.
Especially important to this effort were the selection procedures that encouraged upward
mobility without quotas, and rigorous training programs, and management skills, that
increase the likelihood of diversity within the officer corps. The Clinton staff saw room
for duplicating the military‟s success by “instructing DoD officials to share with other
67
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agencies the materials that DoD has developed for its equal opportunity training for
senior military and civilian officials.” The review strongly encouraged President Clinton
to meet with the military to “underscore” the importance of diversity and correct the last
bastions of white, male leadership: “the flag and general officer ranks,” as well as the
„technical specialties, where underrepresentation remains substantial.”69 These are
commitments which the president held dear as they advanced his agenda of diversity and
merit-based advancement.
Next, the review examined the thorny issue of federal procurement policies as
they relate to increasing minority entrepreneurial opportunities. Beyond race-based
programs that benefit minorities in education, race-based programs for business were an
especially juicy target for affirmative action opponents. The review found that Small
Business Administration records showed that affirmative action in procurements and
federal contracting had helped increase minority participation. Since the programs in
existence adhered to existing law and regulations and did not engage numerical
straitjackets, they were flexible and in compliance with Supreme Court jurisprudence.
Interestingly, the review also argued that since there was little data available on raceneutral options: “moving from social and economic disadvantage to focus on economic
disadvantage only would seriously undermine efforts to create entrepreneurship
opportunities for minorities and women, given continuing patterns of exclusion and
discrimination.”70 Instead the review team argued that several steps should be taken to
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address waste and fraud and enhance the efficiency of the programs. These steps
included (1) tightening the economic disadvantage test so business owners could not hide
assets to gain contracts, (2) tightening requirements for graduation from sheltered
competition, (3) enforcing stringent safeguards against “fronts” by authenticating the
credentials of these Small and Disadvantaged Businesses by certified accountants, and (4)
establishing measures to reduce regional/industry concentrations by identifying sheltered
programs that could be eliminated after successful inclusion of disadvantaged minorities
and women.71 The purpose was to make affirmative action programs leaner and more
efficient. In addition, by buttressing these programs to conform to the Adarand decision
and other laws, regulations, and judicial decisions, the Clinton Administration was trying
to ensure the long-term solvency of affirmative action programs, at least until there was a
general consensus that they were no longer needed. Something no reasonable person
thought possible during their lifetimes. It would take generations more, according to
some eradicate the racism and discrimination within American society.
The administration‟s review of affirmative action, however, took a much harder
line on educational opportunity. Educational opportunities were possibly the most
contentious issue facing affirmative action. These race-based programs have the
perception in the public as social engineering projects that used innocent children, usually
white children, to effect social transformation. The growing economic inequality
resulting from deregulation, globalization, and deindustrialization fostered resentment
among many whites that their children were being disadvantaged to remedy historical
wrongs in which they played no part. Despite all evidence to the contrary, this perception
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was the inverse of what was actually happening. The review found that targeted
programs in the Departments of Education and Human & Health Services were needed
because there “is the continuing underrepresentation of historically discriminated against
groups in key professions and in institutions of higher education.” Equally important was
that “a great many institutions and professions have never made an effective break with
their history of discrimination and exclusion.” Since the administration considered
educational institutions as the “engines of opportunity,” it was vital to ensure inclusion in
order to make “the promise of equal opportunity a reality.” These programs have “few
adverse effects on nonbeneficiaries, and that in general the criticisms raised can be
answered. Concerning minority-targeted scholarships, for example, DoEd estimates that
only 40 cents of every $1000 in Federal educational assistance funding was devoted to
such targeted programs.” This directly contradicts the notion of wasteful spending on
minorities. To continue forward with such programs, Edley and Stephanopoulos wrote
that the Office of Management and Budget should work with all agencies to make sure
that all programs remain effective and fair and that equal opportunities and measures
were included to adhere to the Government Performance and Results Act.72
Defending affirmative action, however, became more difficult as the legal and
political environment shifted to limit its scope. As Eddie Correia, special counsel to the
president, noted in a memorandum to Deputy Chief of Staff Sylvia Mathews,
“Affirmative action efforts have been a major part of administration policy in several
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areas, including public and private employment, procurement, education, and voting. In
all these areas, the courts have narrowed the range of situations when government can
take race or gender into account in developing and implementing public policy.”73 As a
result, the administration pursued a two-pronged strategy that involved “defending
traditional affirmative action programs and revising them where possible to meet
constitutional requirements. The second track involves strengthening our effects to
achieve the goal of equality through race and gender neutral programs.”74 It emphasized
voluntary affirmative action arrangements by business and education. Those race-neutral
remedies proffered by businesses, however, had to demonstrate “good faith” efforts.
In a court decision in Texas in 1996, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in
the case of Hopwood v. Texas that four prospective white students, denied entry in the
University of Texas Law School, were denied their constitutional rights under the 14th
amendment. The University of Texas had been using affirmative action to diversify its
student ranks. Cheryl J. Hopwood alleged that she had been denied admission in favor of
lower qualified minority students. The U.S. District Court for the Western District of
Texas ruled that the Law School did have a compelling interest in diversity; however, the
Fifth Circuit Court ruled in March 1996 that race could not be used as a factor to make
decisions regarding admission. The Clinton Administration was put into a difficult
position. In essence what the Fifth Circuit had done was invalidate the Supreme Court
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ruling in Bakke v. California (1978). This decision did not apply to the rest of the nation,
only to the states within the jurisdiction of the Fifth Circuit.
The Clinton Administration was sufficiently disturbed by the ruling that it filed a
brief in support of Texas. As Richard Hayes, from the Office of Public Liaison, noted,
Clinton “instructed the Justice Department to file a brief in support of the State of
Texas‟s petition to the Supreme Court to overturn this decision and uphold the University
of Texas Law‟s School‟s interest in promoting the racial diversity of its student body
through legally permissible means.”75 Despite the pleas of Texas and the Clinton Justice
Department, the Supreme Court declined to hear the case in July 1996. The Clinton
Administration, however, took solace in the fact the “Justices Ginsberg and Souter
recognized the issues were important and needed to be addressed. But they said that this
was not the appropriate case to resolve them—because the program in question had
already been abandoned by the University.”76 Despite the Court‟s decision not to hear
the case, Clinton and his Justice Department had not only challenged the Hopwood
decision, but went to court to try and reverse it. Eventually, the Hopwood decision was
reversed by the Supreme Court in Grutter v. Bollinger (2003) in which the court
determined that using race, narrowly, in admissions was permissible because the
University of Michigan Law School had a “compelling interest” in producing a diverse
student body.77
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In another sensationalized case the Clinton Administration took a strong stand in
favor of affirmative action, Piscataway Township Board of Education v. Taxman.78
Piscataway, New Jersey, came under severe scrutiny in 1996 as a result of its Board of
Education‟s 1989 decision to lay off a white teacher, Sharon Taxman, instead of a black
one, Debra Williams. Under New Jersey state law employees were to be laid off in the
order of least seniority. However, if that resulted in creating or compounding a lack of
diversity, then white employees would be laid off first to preserve diversity. When the
school board needed to lay off employees, both Sharon Taxman and Debra Williams had
equal qualifications, credentials, seniority, and performance evaluations. Piscataway
decided to lay off Taxman in order to keep some level of diversity in the Business
Education Department. As Clinton‟s Acting Solicitor General, Walter Dellinger, wrote,
“That was the first time petitioner had used its affirmative action plan in making an
employment decision since the plan‟s adoption in 1975.”79 Further, Dellinger argued that
Ms. Taxman‟s request “for a writ of certiorari should be denied.”80 This case was one of
the most controversial of the 1990s and demonstrated the difficulties of pursuing
diversity and equal opportunity at the end of the 20th century.
It certainly provoked anxiety within the Clinton Justice Department and White
House. In a June 1997 memorandum for the president, written by White House Counsels
Charles F.C. Ruff, Dawn Chirwa, and Bill Marshall, they informed the president of
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actions of the Justice Department and argued that “We believe that this brief achieves two
necessary goals: (1) answering the Court‟s request; and (2) forestalling potential criticism
that Justice has distanced itself from its position before the circuit court. It also
represents a sound legal position. Because of its unique and troublesome facts,
Piscataway does not invite a favorable decision on affirmative action.”81 In addition, the
White House attorneys argued, “it is notable that no civil rights organizations are filing
briefs in support of the school board in the case.”82 In the absence of a viable fight on the
affirmative action front, the administration, instead, sought to persuade the court not to
hear the case based on its fears of losing, but also because the case easily played into
opponents‟ arguments that race-conscious measures were unfair.
When Taxman was reinstated, the school board was in the process of eliminating
its “non-remedial” policy. However, the district court had awarded Taxman back pay
and other monetary damages, which Taxman continued to demand. The Third Circuit
“affirmed” the decision of the lower court in regard to the damages awarded.
Strategizing on how to diffuse the volatile case, Walter Dellinger wrote Attorney General
Janet Reno a month before briefs were due to argue that, “after weighing several options
and consulting with representatives of major civil rights litigation groups, I have
concluded that we should file a brief arguing that the money judgment awarded to
Taxman in this should be affirmed on the narrow ground that the Board failed to offer or
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defend an adequate justification for this particular race-based layoff decision.”83
Moreover, Dellinger argued that by endorsing the “narrow” justification for the award,
the “Court would then not have to reach the broad question whether Title VII always
precludes non-remedial affirmative action.”84 In terms of the President Clinton‟s
decision to fix the flaws in affirmative action instead of ending it, this strategy would
demonstrate “that we are serious in our commitment to mend (without ending)
affirmative action…If we nonetheless attempt to support the Board, the Court is apt to
conclude that we will support any use of race that is labeled affirmative action.”85
Dellinger‟s memo reinforced the notion that there are practical grounds on which
affirmative action is not only necessary but profitable, but that affirmative action can also
lead to abuses. As a result, the “mend it, don‟t end it” policy was successful in
acknowledging the need for such programs, while also understanding its weaknesses.
Furthermore, it helped to protect the vulnerable program from attack by an increasingly
antagonistic federal judiciary.
The President‟s Initiative on Race—the subject of Chapter 6—was another
opportunity seized by the Clinton Administration to defend affirmative action and
educate the public about its importance. The Race Initiative hoped to foster dialogue
about race in America and to encourage reconciliation. In concrete terms, there was no
other issue that more symbolized the divide between the races than affirmative action.
The Race Initiative Advisory Board was selected because of each member‟s ability to
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contribute substantively to a debate on race. In addition, the president used the
opportunity to engage personally on the issue of race-based programs. In announcing the
creation of the race initiative at the University of California, San Diego, Clinton
challenged those in the audience and elsewhere, who were opposed to affirmative action,
to “come up with an alternative. I would embrace it if I could find a better way.”86 In
addition, Clinton said, “I believe a student body that reflects the excellence and the
diversity of the people we will live and work with has independent educational value.”87
Citing the Kerner Commission from the 1960s, Clinton also noted that it was no longer a
situation of “two Americas,” but multiple Americas; the growing diversity of the United
States made not only affirmative action but reconciliation imperative.
In December 1997, Clinton and Vice President Al Gore, as a part of the “Race
Initiative Outreach Meeting with Conservatives,” took on some of the most fervent
opponents of affirmative action. Among those in attendance were University of
California Regent Ward Connerly, conservative intellectuals Abigail and Stephan
Thernstrom, wife of Republican Senator Mitch Mitchell, Elaine Chao, and Congressman
Charles Canady of Florida. In a back-and-forth debate Clinton stuck to his defense of
affirmative action as fair and just. In responding to a question and comment about
whites‟ legitimate fears and grievances from Stephen Thernstrom, Clinton denounced the
idea of a colorblind America. Further, Clinton shredded Professor Thernstrom‟s
contention that “it is a reality that certain neighborhoods, predominately black
neighborhoods in inner cities are very dangerous places at night. And they are very
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dangerous places largely because there are black criminals who are committing criminal
acts…whites express those fears and they can be dealt with, they can be discussed, but
they shouldn‟t be dismissed.” Clinton turned the tables by arguing that “the other day we
had a group of African American journalists in here…every man in that office, every
single, solitary one, had been stopped by the police when he was doing nothing, for no
other reason than he was black. And you say that‟s because there‟s a rational fear
because of the fact that what occurs in some neighborhoods…That is a race-based public
policy.” Abigail Thernstrom quickly backed off by saying “we agree with that. We
agree with that. It‟s unacceptable to me.”88
This exchange encapsulated a significant portion of the debate over affirmative
action. Although white conservative opponents pointed to real and perceived white
grievances over race-based programs, they often ignored were other race-based programs
that impacted African Americans in negative ways. Police profiling, drug interdiction,
sentencing disparities, and other, more pernicious preferences, such as the denying of
loans, mortgages, financial assistance, and employment, had been in place much longer
than any affirmative action program. That was Clinton‟s point and why, in part, he
supported affirmative action: the vestiges of not only slavery but institutional and
systemic racism continued to impact the lives of African Americans in unhealthy and
unfair ways.
At the heart of the colorblind philosophy was the notion that race itself was taboo.
An acknowledgement of race was passé in the post-civil rights era, because it seemingly
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dismissed not only ideals of individuality and fairness but Dr. King‟s dream of an
America where people would be judged “not by the color of their skin but the content of
their character.” The debate between those for and against affirmative action all-toooften relied on worn dogmas that either race did not matter or that the policy should be
defended no matter what. Clinton disputed these dogmas in an effort to seek comity
between blacks and whites on one of the most contentious and important domestic issues
of the late 20th century.
What Clinton’s Approach Says About Race During the 1990s
At first glance President Clinton‟s defense of affirmative action appears standard
for a Democratic leader in the post-civil rights era. In fact, most leaders of the
Democratic Party since Lyndon Johnson‟s famous speech at Howard University outlining
affirmative action have supported, if not explicitly then implicitly, race-based programs
to address historical inequities and discrimination. By the time Clinton came into office
in 1993, African Americans had become an important faction of the Democratic Party.
African Americans had demonstrated their loyalty through voting, financial support, and
often fierce opposition to Republican policies. Media narratives of the affirmative action
review, and the subsequent defense of affirmative action programs, have generally
revolved around these traditional perceptions of Democratic loyalty. Closer examination
reveals that Clinton did not simply defend the program; he challenged the program‟s
existence in a way that gave it much-needed viability. Challenging the efficacy of
affirmative action had been called for by New Democrats for years. As future Clinton
aides Elaine Kamarck and William Galston noted in an influential 1989 paper for the
Progressive Policy Institute, “It is hard to escape the conclusion that Democrats are afraid
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even to probe questions such as affirmative action, crime, and policies to alleviate
poverty.”89 Instead of a repudiation of liberal policies, New Democrats sought a
reevaluation of these programs. Clinton used New Democratic principles to access its
strengths and weaknesses, plotting a path forward for the controversial programs,
revealing the often unspoken need to reform programs to changing social and political
circumstances.
In addition, while the initial impetus for reviewing the programs resulted from
growing political and legal challenges, it also came from the need to address the growth
of class as a major element in recent decades as an impediment to full equality and
opportunity. Since de jure segregation and discrimination had long ended, class,
especially in light of globalization, had at least gained parity with race in American life.
The main recipients or beneficiaries of affirmative, white women and middle class
African Americans, clearly demonstrated the salience of class. An article in The New
Democrat, a DLC-affiliated publication, discussed the need for Clinton and other
Democrats to recognize the black middle class.90 Alan Wolfe bluntly warned that “If the
Democratic Party does not change to accommodate new racial realities in America, new
racial realities will change the Democratic Party.”91 Furthermore, “As more African
Americans move to the suburbs [and take on middle-class sensibilities], some will, in all
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likelihood become Republican.”92 It is, in part, this new reality that Clinton responded to
with his support for affirmative action.
The president‟s actions on affirmative action represented the fullest ideals of New
Democratic philosophy: equal opportunity, not equal outcomes. Seymour Martin Lipset
of the Progressive Policy Institute, the intellectual arm of the Democratic Leadership
Council, argued in a 1995 article that “to rebuild both the Democratic base and the
national consensus on civil rights and racial justice, affirmative action should be
refocused, not discarded.”93 This is precisely what Clinton did in his July 1995 speech at
the National Archives.
The fiercest support for affirmative action policies has come from those who have
benefited the most: middle class African Americans and white women. Due to this
reality, they were the least likely to support reform of race-based programs. What
Clinton had realized was that the program had created significant division between those
it helped and those who felt discriminated by it. This so-called angry white male
syndrome arguably had more to do with globalization and deindustrialization than blacks
specifically. But the public perception was that blacks were given special preferences to
the detriment of whites who had not discriminated against them. Clinton realized this
and carefully framed his defense of affirmative action in the language of opportunity,
reconciliation, and equality. However, despite Clinton‟s sensitive defense of these
programs, he also realized that, as Joel Kotkin notes, “For poorer blacks, affirmative
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action has been utterly useless; since 1970, the proportion of black families living in
poverty has grown from one-fifth to one-quarter.”94 Clinton thus committed to increased
access to higher education, national programs such as AmeriCorps, and community
empowerment zones. Affirmative action had proved effective for those African
Americans with at least rudimentary skills necessary for social and economic mobility.
While many saw affirmative action as a singular issue, Clinton saw it as one part of his
overall civil rights program that combined political, rhetorical, social, economic, and
policy initiatives. This nuanced strategy helped not only defend the controversial policy
but also earn and reaffirm the continuing support of African Americans. As Joe Klein
revealed, Clinton‟s support was personal and political, practical and principled; revealing
the complexity of the race and class through personal experiences and principled beliefs
about America.95 It represented the growing importance of class at the end of the
century. While other policies, such as welfare reform and crime, clearly had a deleterious
effect on the black poor, affirmative action benefited the middle class. The middle class
was in a position to take advantage of the opportunities afforded by the policy in a way
that the black poor could not. Clinton‟s defense of the policy further split the African
American community along class lines. These class dynamics contributed to the growing
division between the haves and have-nots, thus mirroring the increase in economic
inequality that had risen since 1980. Those in the middle class that could take advantage
of the policy of affirmative action were, in Clinton‟s mind, members of a community that
was responsible, productive, and accountable.
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Conclusion
Affirmative Action during the 1990s was a hot-button issue. Conservatives used
the controversial issue to drum up support from their base. Liberals and African
Americans used the issue to mobilize their forces. Even entities such as corporations and
the military rose to defend the vulnerable program. As Randall Kennedy explained, “The
amorphous and malleable idea of „diversity‟ provided much needed buoyancy to
affirmative action, especially in the 2003 University of Michigan affirmative action cases
when 65 major companies, including American Express, Coca Cola, and Microsoft,
asserted that maintaining racial diversity in institutions of higher education is vital to
their efforts to hire and maintain a diverse workforce.”96 Further, members of Congress
rose to defend affirmative action when Republicans presented legislative challenges to it.
For instance, on July 10, 1995, Republicans Senators Mitch McConnell, Bob Dole,
Richard Shelby, Don Nickles, and Hank Brown filed S. 1085 to effectively abolish
affirmative action inside the federal government.97 In response to this proposed
legislation, Democrats rallied to affirmative action‟s defense. On the floor of the Senate,
Senator Paul Simon of Illinois argued that “It has made America a better place and is
making America a better place.”98 Congressman Esteban Edward Torres of California
passionately said, “I have benefited from it all my life. That is because I am white, I am
male, I am Anglo and I am Protestant…The real affirmative action is also indirect and at
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work twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, year in and year out. Because it is
informal and indirect, we tend to forget or deny just how all-important and all-pervasive
it really is.”99 Congressman John Lewis of Georgia, after the decision in Adarand v.
Pena, noted in language similar to that used by President Clinton, “Affirmative action is
an important tool to address the persistent of racial and gender inequality and
discrimination. Now more than ever before, we need affirmative action because the scars
and stains of racism and bigotry are still deeply embedded in the American society.”100
These are just some of the thousands of floor statements enunciated by supporters of
affirmative in and around the time of Clinton‟s historic speech in July 1995.
Organizations such as La Raza, the NAACP, NOW, the Leadership Conference, and
much of corporate America defended affirmative action on grounds that it increased
opportunity, diverse, and profits. As a result of the increased efforts to defend
affirmative action, no piece of legislation passed during the Clinton years that restricted
or abolished affirmative action. It was, in part, because of Clinton‟s support for it and
Congress‟ inability to restrict it that opponents directed their attention to ballot initiatives,
in places such as California and Michigan, and executive state action, such as in Florida
under Governor Jeb Bush.
The usual supporters of affirmative action were not the only people and groups to
rally to the defense of the controversial program. Businesses and corporations around the
nation also stepped up their efforts. According to the Federal Glass Ceiling Commission,
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that group included, but was not limited to, Fannie Mae, Hewlett-Packard, JC Penney,
Procter & Gamble, Exxon, SC Johnson Wax, AT&T, Dow Jones & Company, CIGNA,
Avon Products, Inc., American Airlines, McDonald‟s, US West, Pacific Gas and Electric,
Pacific Bell, Apple Computer, Eastman Kodak Company, and Johnson & Johnson.101
What these corporations realized is that affirmative action and related programs of uplift
regularly increased their profits, broadened the clientele, insulated themselves from legal
attacks, and fostered better community relations. Dozens of these corporations rallied to
the defense of affirmative action in the Michigan cases in 2003.102 Further, they continue
to support race-conscious and class-conscious measures today. It greatly helped that
President Clinton provided crucial support to the controversial policy at a time when
affirmative action could have been abolished altogether. The president stood tall in the
face of stiff cultural and conservative opposition.
The New Democrats used the issue to promote a new direction in affirmative
action. President Clinton used the issue to reflect the growing dynamics of race and class
in the 1990s. Clinton‟s actions in this regard reflect three main themes about the New
Democratic philosophy: (1) reform was needed to correct abuses and outdated ideas, (2)
affirmative action was needed, albeit in a more restricted form, and (3) affirmative action
was not contrary to ideas about merit and equal opportunity as long as those policies were
put in the context of opportunity, responsibility, and community. Arguably, from a
policy standpoint, this was the boldest move of Clinton‟s tenure in regard to race. The
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president‟s actions turned the old two-sided debates over affirmative action into a more
nuanced, sophisticated, and broader civil rights strategy that included the earned income
tax credit, increased student loans and Pell grants, an increase in the minimum wage,
increase enforcement against discrimination, using market-based solutions to assist
distressed communities in the form of grants, business activity, and federal support, and
dialogue with the American public about the necessity of inclusive policies and politics.
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Chapter 5
Welfare Reform: The New Democratic Ethos and African Americans
Does the government, and the taxpayers, have a political, moral, or legal
responsibility to materially protect its most vulnerable citizens? At the beginning of the
20th century progressives and conservatives fought ferociously over this issue. By the
start of the Great Depression, after the failure of the government, under Presidents
Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover, to respond effectively to the growing economic
inequality of 1920s and the stock market crash, progressives were able to convince large
numbers of Americans of the need for greater governmental involvement in the social
and economic life of the country. The passage of the Social Security Act of 1935 created
the predecessor for welfare legislation, including the Public Welfare Amendments of
1962, which created Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).1 Including
married men for the first time, this act changed the dynamics of the system. It
disregarded the strong public sentiment against able-bodied men receiving public
assistance and deepened the resentment towards those on the dole. Further, as Southern
politicians, working class ethnics, and the leaders of the Republican Party began to adapt
their political rhetoric to the changing times, welfare became a pernicious code word for
black. As sociologists Kenneth J. Neubeck and Noel A. Cazanave noted in 2001, “The
racialization of welfare has reached the point where politicians can now exploit racial
animus to promote their political ambitions and goals simply by speaking the word
welfare.”2 Using the term “welfare” had serious repercussions for race relations and the
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plight of those trapped in America‟s underclass. It deepened both the fear and animosity
toward those least able to defend themselves and bred resentment among the minority
toward the majority.
In August 1996 President Clinton signed the Personal Responsibility and Work
Opportunity Reconciliation Act into law.3 After sixty years of federal commitment to the
poor through cash assistance, housing, and food stamps, the disadvantaged were now
required to get jobs and were subject to a maximum lifetime benefit of five years of
assistance. African Americans were disproportionately impacted by the law. Clinton‟s
decision to sign this legislation revealed the propensity of the New Democrat philosophy
to jettison the interests of the poor and minorities in the pursuit of a middle road that
rejected liberal orthodoxy and embraced the key themes of modern conservatism: family,
responsibility, and limited government. Moreover, this philosophy relayed serious
doubts among many Americans as to the effectiveness of government programs in
uplifting the downtrodden.
When Bill Clinton first ran for president in 1992, among the litany of policy
changes he proposed was ending welfare as an entitlement and moving those on welfare
to work. Clinton was speaking of what most consider to be traditional welfare, Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). This program gave assistance to lift people
out of poverty; benefits included cash assistance, health care, food stamps, and other
necessities such as housing. In the three decades between the Public Welfare
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Amendments and Bill Clinton‟s inauguration as president, welfare had become a major
wedge issue. Conservatives stigmatized those on welfare, particularly women and
minorities, as freeloaders, ne‟er do wells, burdens on the taxpayer, and symbols of what
was wrong with America. To be sure, the American welfare state bore little resemblance
to its European counterparts as Americans worked more hours, received fewer benefits,
and condemned any meaningful assistance for the poor as socialism. The lack of a
realistic appreciation about its effects, its recipients, and its impact on the national
economy resulted in welfare becoming a punching bag for not just conservatives but
liberals too. Bill Clinton had to react to this shift in priorities and political commitment.
Clinton‟s years as a governor of a small state had taught him that the system was
“broken.” In fact, Clinton had been a proponent of welfare reform as governor of
Arkansas. Clinton spoke of a new “contract” with welfare recipients that, “Recipients
would commit to strive for independence in return for the benefits, and the government
would commit to help them.”4 In addition, since Clinton‟s first term as governor, 19791981, Clinton had eagerly implemented a “workfare” program which Arkansas had been
selected for by the Carter administration. He was also a proponent of the 1988 welfare
reform law that mandated that teen mothers stay in school and live at home in order to
receive benefits. States had the responsibility of carrying out the federal mandates
regarding welfare, but governors often believed that mandates were ineffective and even
dangerous. Following the New Federalism model established by President Nixon,
Clinton thought that the states needed more control over the system, while welfare
recipients needed to move from welfare to work.
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Brief History of American Welfare
At the height of the New Deal, reformers within the Roosevelt Administration
were concerned with the needs of the average American and providing a social safety net
for those trapped at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder. Applying an already
conceived program of aid for women and children, the Congress passed the Social
Security Act of 1935. This piece of legislation redistributed income. As welfare scholar
and former key Congressional staffer Ron Harkins put it, “thus nestled among the
seedling Social Security and unemployment programs in the Social Security Act of 1935
was the little welfare acorn called Aid to Dependent Children (later called Aid to
Families with Dependent Children).”5 ADC, and later AFDC, became the primary focus
of conservatives opposed to the redistribution of tax revenue for the benefit of the poor.
Unlike other government programs such as oil depletion allowances, social security for
the aged, tax breaks through the use of exemptions or itemizations, or publicly funded
education, there were few arguments to justify such governmental action when welfare
recipients could simply work. Welfare ran counter to American notions of self-reliance,
individual initiative, and responsibility.
The use of public measures to assist the indigent also greatly concerned southern
politicians worried over the potential for taxpayer dollars being spent on African
Americans. Throughout the sixty year history of welfare, vitriolic and incendiary
language was often used to vilify African Americans who were thought to be unworthy.
As Julian E. Zelizer notes, “The historical scholarship on Social Security has focused on
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benefits, particularly on the racial and gender dynamics behind who received different
amounts of benefits. This research argues that the two-track structure of Social Security
tended to benefit white male retirees, who had been industrial wage-earners, and their
dependent wives (social insurance), while Social Security provided meager assistance to
single women, African Americans, and the unemployed (public assistance).”6 Robert C.
Lieberman has noted that that the Roosevelt Administration compromised on the creation
of the Social Security Act to exclude African Americans. Equally important, Lieberman
argues that “Each of these programs [Old-Age Insurance, Unemployment Insurance, and
Aid to Dependent Children] challenged the racial structure of American society in a
distinctive way, creating new benefits or encouraging states to create or expand benefits
that might have undermined the tight racial control that white Southerners maintained
over their society and economy.”7 Creating such a program was threatening to the vested
interests of the Southern landowners, thus creating and maintaining an uneven, racially
stilted system of benefits and beneficiaries.
Jason Deparle notes, “the last thing Congress intended in the thirties was to move
black women out of the fields and onto the welfare rolls…Southern members of Congress
controlled the presiding committees and made sure the law did nothing to interfere with
the South‟s supply of cheap field labor.”8 While intertwined with race and racism, the
proponents of welfare programs in the United States took special notice of the economic
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concerns of property owners and other employers. In no meaningful way did they want
to disturb the traditional balance in the South and other places by giving African
Americans a way to lift themselves out of the poverty and misery of the Jim Crow
lifestyle. The economic needs of planters superseded the needs of their poor African
American workers.
Welfare was also racialized in such a manner as to confer pathology on the
African American community, who were already seen a hand-out to lazy people who
would not work. The prospect of blacks receiving cash benefits arose, it played into longheld notions among of black inferiority, shiftlessness, and inability to be accountable and
responsibility. What made it palatable to enough members of Congress for passage was
that it did not threaten, initially, to undo the carefully constructed and strictly maintained
system of white privilege and black subjugation the nation had so enthusiastically
embraced.
“The ease with which political elites abolished the Aid to Families with
Dependent Children program—the primary safety net protecting poverty-stricken
mothers and children—would have been impossible,” Neubeck and Cazenave note, “had
not many politicians, along with policy analysts and the mass media, spent decades
framing and morphing welfare into a supposed “„black problem.‟”9 Further, because of
this supposed “black problem,” the welfare state‟s political and rhetorical promise of
equal rights and opportunity was betrayed. As Jill Quadagno has noted, “the equal
opportunity welfare state was replaced by a welfare state that encouraged racial isolation
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and the concentration of the black poor in inner cities.”10 Thereby, creating a two-tiered
system in which whites, even those in need of assistance, remained ahead of blacks, thus
securing their position of supremacy.
The use of welfare, however, was limited prior to the Great Society, when
President Lyndon Johnson‟s War on Poverty created “new social programs and spending
on social programs grew dramatically.”11 Even the liberals in the Johnson White House
and in Congress were not seeking to continue or expand government hand-outs. They
were promoting a version, soon-to-be-called “workfare.” As Maurice Isserman and
Michael Kazin wrote, “Under the war on poverty, poor Americans would be encouraged
to take advantage of job-training programs and other forms of educational assistance that
would allow to benefit from the opportunities provided by an expanding national
economy—hence the title given [Sargent] Shriver‟s package of legislative proposals, the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.”12 This included a jobs program along with other
incentives, such as federal funding of training programs to assist the poor in uplifting
themselves. As more African Americans became recipients of government benefits
during the 1960s, the more controversial welfare became. The application of character
and value laden characterizations on those receiving welfare, specifically African
Americans, gained credibility from one of the most prominent political intellectuals of
the last forty years of the 20th century: Daniel Patrick Moynihan.
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In March 1965, Moynihan, assistant secretary of labor in both the Kennedy and
Johnson Administrations, issued a report entitled The Negro Family: The Case For
National Action.13 Moynihan described the numerous problems and afflictions of African
Americans. Moreover, he pointed out that race relations were suffering as a result of the
continued subjugation of African Americans. Central to his theories about major issues
confronting the African American community was the family. More specifically, the lack
of proper family role models contributed to joblessness, crime, and dysfunction. The
domineering presence of the women as heads of household, Moynihan argued, led to
group pathology that took on cyclical dimensions, thus passing on bad character traits and
habits from one generation to the next. Equally important, the “breakdown of the family”
led to dramatic increases in “welfare dependency.” While sympathetic to the enormous
challenges confronting African Americans in the mid-1960s, Moynihan blamed the
victims for their conditions. And in blaming the victims, Moynihan conferred upon them
the mantle of “pathological.” Without white, middle-class value systems and assistance
from the federal government to stop the disintegration of the black family, African
Americans would continue to slide further downward, thus perpetuating the misery,
dysfunction, and social suicide of a major group in America.14 Yet there were no
analyses of white issues regarding poverty and dependency. As David C. Carter has
noted, “the lack of comparative data on white families from similar socioeconomic
backgrounds fueled the suspicions of those who thought that Moynihan—like earlier
writers—sought to demonstrate that the great majority of African Americans were
13
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„beyond the melting pot.‟”15 Conservatives and other opponents of government aid
programs would soon use Moynihan‟s words and theories about dysfunction,
dependency, and values to promote the argument that welfare stigmatized, harmed, and
otherwise condemned the very people it was designed to help. As the report circulated
among politicians, academics, and average Americans—along with the growing violence
and tension of urban America—it became easier for most Americans to see welfare as a
black problem, not a white one.
As early as the Nixon Administration, politicians were looking for ways in which
to scale back the various public assistance programs. President Richard M. Nixon
attempted in 1971 to create the Family Assistance Plan to provide every American with a
minimum level of income. Part of the rational of FAP was that by providing a basic level
of income, overall costs of entitlement programs could be reduced. FAP would stop
penalizing poor Americans who chose to work. As Rick Perlstein has noted, “the NixonMoynihan „Family Assistance Program‟ was cleverly devised to ameliorate its [AFDC]
structural flaw: AFDC penalized work. Get a job, and you couldn‟t get welfare.”16 The
measure failed to secure enough support in large part because it was considered too
radical by conservatives and too little by liberals (on Capitol Hill). Dean Kotlowski
noted that “Nixon wished to prune the costs, excesses, and failures of the New Deal and
Great Society without scrapping them outright.”17 Finally, Democrats probably
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suspected that Nixon‟s plan was a Trojan horse designed to begin the process of
eliminating public assistance and to break public support for the New Deal coalition
which, while badly strained, was still popular with the electorate. In fact, Joseph E.
Lowndes notes that Nixon never really wanted to pass FAP, but really wanted to “blame
liberals for the death of FAP.”18 Nixon, having run a racially tinged campaign in 1968,
could appeal to moderates by showing that he was interested in helping the poor, even
African Americans. The failure of the civil rights movement to successfully address
economic disparities in opportunity, education, and income contributed to the growing
crisis over welfare. The failure of government, vis-à-vis the War on Poverty and
entanglement in Vietnam, to deliver on President Johnson‟s desire to eradicate poverty
and the violence in places such as Watts, Newark, Detroit, Harlem, and Washington,
contributed to the belief that liberal solutions to vexing social problems were actually
making them worse. Inherent in this belief was that welfare programs and government
assistance of assorted kinds were actually promoting a “culture of dependency” that was
threatening the domestic tranquility of the nation. As energy crises, Middle East
disturbances, and the twin evils of inflation and high employment—stagflation—swept
through the 1970s, conservatives‟ arguments about welfare, including those that implied
racism, gained greater salience in mainstream America. Ronald Reagan would be able to
make the same pitch, although with a smile of his face, that would change the nature of
the debate on welfare and begin the first real policy challenges to welfare since the Social
Security act passed in 1935.
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In 1980, voters shifted their political support to the Republican Party on the
national level. At the apex of his political powers, Reagan used his rhetorical flourishes
to denigrate welfare recipients, particularly African American women. Reagan‟s
speeches about so-called “welfare queens” struck a chord with millions of Americans
who, regardless of their political affiliation or region of the country in which they lived,
felt that government was, in the words of Reagan, the problem. Barack Obama noted in
The Audacity of Hope, “Reagan‟s message found such a receptive audience spoke not
only to his skills as a communicator; it also spoke to the failures of liberal government,
during a period of economic stagnation, to give middle-class voters any sense that it was
fighting for them.”19 Once in office Reagan turned his anti-welfare speeches into reality.
As Thomas Edsall and Mary Edsall have noted, “In federal social spending, the largest
percentage cuts during the Reagan years were made in means-tested programs serving
heavily black populations, programs staffed, in many cases, by black personnel. The
basic welfare programs, AFDC and food stamps, were cut by 17.4 percent and 14.3
percent, with the result that at least 400,000 families lost their eligibility for welfare, and
nearly one million individuals lost eligibility for food stamps.”20 As the 1980s wore on,
interest groups, think tanks, and Democrat-affiliated organizations such as the
Democratic Leadership Council also began to target welfare for reform. As Kent Weaver
has noted, “several factors helped to put work-oriented welfare reform on the national
agenda in the 1980s. The increase in the number of middle-class mothers with young
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children who are in the paid labor force increased political support for requiring AFDC
mothers to work.”21 As more women entered the workforce, both to support their
families as well as to pursue the respective careers, it put pressure on welfare recipients to
work. Conservatives exploited a dynamic which they previously had criticized, the
changing social and economic norms that used to dictate that women stay at home with
the children while men brought home the bacon. If those women could work and raise
children, then women receiving welfare could work as well.
The debate surrounding welfare had changed to focus more on illegitimacy and
long-term dependency, with race an underlying subtext.22 As a result of the changing
political environment Congress pushed for greater responsibility, accountability, and
work requirements with the passage of the Family Support Act of 1988. After the greater
work requirements of the 1988 reform, attention from Democrats and Republicans alike
was put on eradicating the welfare system. New Democrats like Clinton bought into
socially conservative ideas that linked illegitimacy and dependency with welfare, though
they also wanted to provide additional assistance for recipients to get an education, job
training, and family care assistance.
Intellectual Opposition To Welfare In The 1980s and 1990s
Publications such as the National Review, The Wall Street Journal, and The
Washington Times, along with conservative members of the academic elite, eviscerated
welfare as cruel, corrupt, and unnecessary. Charles Murray warned in Losing Ground
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that America‟s welfare system was a disincentive for recipients to work and often trapped
them in an unending cycle of poverty and misery; at taxpayer expense.23 Since the
beginning of the Reagan era, the Republican Party had focused more on the social
dynamics of welfare, such as dependency, illegitimacy, and undeserving recipients, as
opposed to older arguments such as the appropriate role of the federal government,
rugged individualism, and economics. Race was a key factor in this regard. A
predominate belief that welfare disproportionately favored minorities fostered resentment
among whites towards African Americans. Kenneth Neubeck and Noel Cazenave
showed that “Like „the drug problem‟ and „the crime problem,‟ welfare had become an
effective resource in the lexicon that politicians could mobilize to exploit whites‟ racial
fears and animosities.”24 Demonizing African Americans on welfare, then, became
politically salient. Using the rhetoric of color-blindnes, political and media elites
attacked those on welfare with little concern about blowback from critics alleging racism.
When Ronald Reagan attributed America‟s decline to “welfare queens” too lazy
to work, he laid the rhetorical groundwork for the assault on welfare and poor people in
1996. Further, as Kevin Phillips explained in The Politics of Rich and Poor: Wealth and
the American Electorate in the Reagan Aftermath, resentment towards the state and
welfare programs grew as a result of Reagan‟s emphasis on tax cuts, defense spending,
deregulation, and overseas borrowing.25 By the 1990s growing public acceptance of
23
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controversial social science data provided the credibility needed to push forward welfare
reform. More than anything else, however, the growing furor over welfare reflected not
just frustration with a system that was out of balance, but the lingering divisions over race
in the United States during the 1990s.
Conservatives did not corner the market on opposing welfare. Peter Edelman, a
noted liberal who had worked for Senator Robert F. Kennedy, has noted, “I hate
welfare.”26 The differences, however, boiled down to three things: (1) the
appropriateness of government redistributing taxpayer money to the poor, (2) the belief
that able-bodied adults should provide for themselves and, if they cannot, then private
charity should help, and (3) the politics of race. Liberal supporters of welfare argued that
American society was unequal and minorities were incapable of surviving on their own—
a patronizing, often insulting argument. Kenneth Neubeck and Noel Cazenave note, “In
the 1980s, liberal and moderate politicians quickly came to join conservatives in making
the need for new control-focused welfare policies a key national political issue,” though
combined with liberals‟ benevolent notions of social justice and social uplift.27 The
actual needs of poor African Americans and others were often ignored.28
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As R. Kent Weaver notes, “the overrepresentation of racial minorities among
AFDC recipients has reinforced racial stereotypes about family structure and weak work
ethics among African Americans.”29 Republican messages of opposition to welfare and
promotion of welfare cuts, tax cuts, and across the board cuts in social entitlement
spending found an accepting and receptive public. By making government the enemy of
the people and casting doubts upon the legitimacy of entitlement programs, the Reagan
Revolution opened the door for a serious assault on welfare. In fact, by 1988, for the first
time, a welfare reform bill was passed and signed into law that mandated some level of
work for recipients.
One of the major critics of welfare was the controversial scholar Charles Murray.
In his influential 1984 tome, Losing Ground: American Social Policy, 1950-1980,
Murray describes an utter failure of a system.30 Murray claimed that welfare not only
created greater dependency but also increased the number of illegitimate births. For
many conservatives, Murray‟s argument that “the guarantee of welfare benefits—not
only cash but also food stamps, Medicaid, housing, and many other programs—helped
lead young men and women to a reduced state of vigilance in avoiding pregnancy before
marriage,” rang true.31 Illegitimacy had by the beginning of the 1990s become a major
concern of anti-welfare activists. However, as Ron Haskins notes, the empirical studies
the ways in which welfare racism was expressed shifted to meet the changing conditions. Racial state
actors allowed the dollar value or purchasing power of benefits to progressively decline, and instituted
new behavioral standards to discourage applications for aid and to pressure existing recipients off the
rolls.”
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“are weak and somewhat inconsistent, the results provide only moderate evidence that
welfare is linked with illegitimacy.”32 Both liberals and conservatives used existing
social science data to justify their policy positions. In doing so, both made the issue
increasingly difficult politically.
As early as 1986 policy groups were being formed to examine welfare and decide
whether it should be completely overhauled. Policy experts at the Olin Foundation,
Bradley Foundation, and American Enterprise Institute in Washington organized a group
of policy experts for the purpose of determining how to reform welfare. The working
seminar, as it was called, linked welfare with behavioral dysfunction and dependency. It
claimed that work and responsibility must be part of any welfare reform effort.33 This
group included Democrats such as Alice Rivlin, Barbara Blum, Franklin Raines, and
Robert Reischauer, adding greater credibility to this seemingly impossible issue.
Lawrence Mead‟s book, Beyond Entitlement: The Social Obligations of
Citizenship, is considered one of the leading works on welfare in the years leading up to
1996.34 Mead, a Republican, believed that America‟s social policy was deeply flawed.
In essence, without a reciprocal arrangement whereby recipients are expected to do
something in return for benefits, it is a system that promotes selfishness and dysfunction.
As sociologist Margaret Weir wrote in a critical review of Mead‟s work, “By not
requiring the recipients of public assistance to do anything in return for aid, the state
32
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effectively prevents the poor from attaining the social competence necessary to be
integrated into the larger society.”35 Legitimate and serious issues such as these added to
the persistent belief that welfare was harmful to its recipients and a drain on society.
Taxpayer money was making the situation worse.
A new class of black Republicans and conservatives eagerly took to the airwaves
and print media, including Thomas Sowell, Juan Williams, Walter Williams, Shelby
Steele, John McWhorter, and Larry Elder. John McWhorter notes, “Rejecting
mainstream norms became vibrantly fashionable in young America, and in black America
this often translated into a bone-deep wariness of „white‟ norms. Secondly, welfare
became an open-ended opportunity, led by people actively seeking people to bring onto
the rolls.”36 For most black conservatives, welfare and blacks participation in welfare
was a values issue. Their participation in the debate over welfare conferred legitimacy to
conservative arguments that welfare actually hurt people. In addition, black critics of
welfare, by their very presence, were able to undermine the Congressional Black Caucus‟
position that welfare reform was simply a nod to racists or other conservatives hell bent
on ending the program. To accept welfare was to tempt long-term dependency,
illegitimacy, and dysfunction. Moreover, why would African Americans, considering
their tortured history with the U.S. Government, want more involvement from
government officials? Welfare was cruel, they argued, and academic elites needed to
stop coddling recipients and encourage responsibility, work, and accountability. This
35
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sentiment was echoed, as revealed by Clinton advisor Elaine Kamarck, by the most
powerful element within black America: the church.37 Conservative rhetoric about work,
combined with the New Democrat message of President Clinton about responsibility,
community, and accountability resonated with a growing black middle class that had
matured and splintered since the end of the civil rights era.
The State of American Welfare At The Beginning Of 1992
In 1992, Clinton began talking opening and forcefully about “Ending Welfare As
We Know It.” Clinton was able to confer legitimacy upon the controversial proposal to
end welfare by delivering values laden rhetoric that emphasized the value of work and a
normal life. Clinton‟s own rhetoric, combined with the Republican victories in 1994,
meant that the president had to take welfare reform even more seriously, as the
Republicans controlled both houses of Congress. Clinton speechwriter David Kusnet
notes that for Clinton a “normal life” had profound meaning. “He realized, as most
presidents and most successful professionals in this country do not realize, that to have a
normal life is a great accomplishment…What Clinton was thinking was that having a job
gives structure to your life.”38 Ending Aid to Families with Dependent Children—
traditional welfare based in part upon cash payments to recipients—was seen by the DLC
and Clinton as a necessary step in order to rectify a supposedly dangerous system that
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trapped poor Americans in a vicious cycle of dependency and misery. As part of his plan
to end AFDC, Clinton proposed doubling the Earned Income Tax Credit.39
No other piece of legislation, regulation, or tax manipulation was more important
in terms of abolishing AFDC than this part of the tax code. The Earned Income Tax
Credit was created in 1976 to offset the Social Security taxes of low income workers with
children and to provide those taxpayers with an increased incentive to work.”40 Senator
Russell Long, for decades one of the foremost tax experts in Washington, offered the
credit in Congress in hopes of making sure that only those who deserved it actually
received it. Long, a Democrat of Louisiana, opposed not only President Nixon‟s Family
Assistance Plan but also taxpayers‟ money going into the pockets of the “undeserving.”
Unlike AFDC, which was politically controversial, EITC was politically popular and
acceptable because of its focus on work. EITC, New Democrat ideology, an electoral
disaster (for President Clinton and the Democratic Party) and a growing polarization of
the American polity would lead to a monumental change in America‟s safety net in less
than four years. As Joe Klein noted, “He expanded the Earned Income Tax Credit from
$15.9 to $21.2 billion in the first year, which, in effect, cut taxes for fifteen million
families.”41
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The cornerstone for this development was The Contract With America, published
in the fall of 1994.42 Personal Responsibility Act was designed to abolish the old
program with a very narrow, somewhat punitive, some argued, replacement program that
forced recipients to work and promoted responsibility was at the center of The Contract
With America. Its mission was simple: to “discourage illegitimacy and teen pregnancy by
prohibiting welfare to minor mothers and denying increased AFDC for additional
children while on welfare, cut spending for welfare programs, and enact a tough twoyears-and-out provision with work requirements to promote individual responsibility.”43
In 1991, some forty House Republicans formed a meeting group called the Wednesday
Group. Its co-chairmen were Vin Weber and Bill Gradison. As economist Mary
Reinstma noted, “As early as October 1991 this group had published a paper entitled
„Moving Ahead: Initiatives for Expanding Opportunity in America‟ which recommended,
inter alia, mandatory work and time limits.”44 The ideas of the Wednesday Group,
combined with the Contract with America‟s focus on eliminating welfare Republicans‟
newfound power after the 1994 elections, meant that welfare reform was going to be
among the first issues taken up by the new Congress in 1995.
Disconnect: African Americans and African American Political Leaders
African Americans were not monolithic in their views of welfare. Nearly sixty
years of experience, direct or indirect, with the welfare system had provided many
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African Americans with strong opinions of the benefits and drawbacks of this most
controversial social entitlement. Thirty years after the passage of the Civil Rights and
Voting Rights Acts, racial integration had fundamentally changed the dynamics of the
African American community, creating class divisions that brought many middle and
upper class blacks into general agreement with whites on this issue. One notable
difference, however, was that whites often saw welfare as a sign of group pathology
while blacks saw it as intrusive and damaging to racial uplift.
President Clinton both understood and relied upon this growing dichotomy to
achieve his legislative and political goals. Elaine Kamarck has noted that President
Clinton “went into black churches and sold welfare reform…we focus-grouped welfare
reform with black audiences…[and] They were mad as hell about the welfare system.”45
Stan Greenberg, another Clinton aide, notes “The fact that he came out of the South and
had the support he did with black clergy meant that he could raise these issues in ways
that others couldn‟t.”46 The president‟s values-oriented rhetoric resonated, as in his
memorable 1993 speech in Memphis to a large black church. Clinton‟s power with
African Americans, in large part, reflected a yearning within the African American
community for an earlier time, before integration, crack cocaine, gangs, prisons, and
globalization upended the traditionally tight familial and communal bonds of the African
American community. No place was this more apparent than in the vitriolic debate over
welfare reform. It was the African American political class that appeared behind their
constituents in relation to the African American masses. Since the vast majority of CBC
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represented traditional, liberal-leaning districts, their political interests differed from
those who represented more middle of the road districts that wanted welfare reform.
Furthermore, the CBC, a powerful voting bloc in Congress, had overlooked the
demographic, political, financial, and social changes that had been occurring since the
1970s. As more African Americans climbed the ladder to the middle class, they viewed
social entitlement spending as counterproductive to the interests of their community. It
foreshadowed a powerful schism within African American politics that came to
symbolize the nuance of black politics at the end of the twentieth century.
Once the welfare debate began to heat up after the Republican takeover of
Congress in 1995, African American members of Congress took to the floor to denounce
measures to reform America‟s social safety net. Georgia congressman John Lewis rose
to attack the bill on March 21, 1995. Quoting Hubert Humphrey, Lewis said, “the moral
test of government is how that government treats those who are in the dawn of life—the
children; those who are in twilight of life—the elderly; and those who are in the shadow
of life—the sick, the needy, and the handicapped. Mr. Chairman, this welfare proposal
attacks each and every one of these groups.”47 The next day California Congresswoman
Maxine Waters, a former social worker, spoke from the well of the House and said, “No
one has the corner on wanting reform. We would all like to see reform in the
system…We need to deal with the root causes of this problem, and we need to build into
welfare reform the real opportunity for people to become independent by offering real
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jobs, job training and child care.”48 They, along with other liberals and members of the
Congressional Black Caucus, were reacting to such Republican proposals as a family cap
to cut off aid to young mothers who continued to have children, two years of maximum
aid for welfare recipients, and deep cuts in food stamps and medical care. For African
American members of Congress, the reforms signaled something much more alarming:
an attempt by conservatives to end the federal governments‟ responsibility to assist not
only those who could not help themselves but the government‟s commitment to help
African Americans. Since the Great Society programs of the 1960s the government was
perceived to have taken up the responsibility of helping uplift African Americans. To
Waters, Lewis, and others in the CBC, it appeared that that commitment was coming to
an end.
Since the Clinton Administration welfare reform plan died in 1994, after the
president made clear that his top legislative priorities were health care reform and the
crime bill, welfare reform increasingly became a Republican issue in 1995 and 1996. In
the mindset of the CBC and its liberal allies, reform was a Republican issue more than a
Clinton issue, freeing congressional Democrats to attack the bill with few concerns as to
the political consequences. CBC members seemed to view Clinton‟s welfare reform as
more of a political overture to independent-leaning Americans than a serious attempt to
reform America‟s safety net. As Jacob Weisberg of The New Yorker noted, “The broad
challenge for Clinton on welfare has been to seize the center without losing the left.”49
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Evelyn Z. Brodkin of Dissent noted, the decision to sign welfare reform in 1996 into law
brought a “rebuke from the Congressional Black Caucus. But Clinton‟s decision
effectively took the welfare issue away from the Republicans and highlighted Clinton‟s
„new Democratic‟ appeal to critical swing suburban and blue-collar, crossover voters.”50
Besides, Clinton‟s original proposals included billions in aid to help people get a fair
opportunity to leave the welfare system. Believing the Clinton was more liberal on the
issue, the CBC cast welfare reform as a Republican attempt to eliminate a critical
entitlement to appease white racists and economic conservatives.
Liberal members took to the floor of Congress and the airwaves to attack, with the
support of liberal interest groups such as the Children‟s Defense Fund, the conservative
measures as dangerous, mean spirited, and morally repugnant. Further, Republican
welfare reform was believed to be a tax maneuver to reduce costs at the risk of the poor.
On March 23, 1995, Congressman Bob Walker of Pennsylvania attacked Charlie
Rangel‟s defense of welfare as “actually corrupt and it is immoral.”51 In response,
Rangel took to the floor the next day, saying, “Is this to reduce the deficit, is this for our
national interests? No, it is for special interests. Let us see who is immoral and who is
corrupt.”52 Liberal members, especially those in the CBC, represented districts that were
traditionally liberal and opposed to centrism. While African American members were
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sincere in their criticisms of the bill, any change to the entitlement system was seen as a
threat to their power, influence, and the interests of the poor. What was not fully
considered were the interests and opinions of the African American community. These
vociferous political attacks were frequently stinging. They came not just from African
American members of Congress but from the NAACP, Children‟s Defense Fund, Jesse
Jackson and the Rainbow Coalition, Al Sharpton of the National Action Network, and the
National Organization for Women.
Ron Brownstein of the Los Angeles Times, reported that 73% of blacks polled
supported welfare reform that would require recipients to work to keep their benefits and
the two year maximum time allowable to remain on the dole.53 This data is obviously at
odds with the lockstep support for the welfare system within the Congressional Black
Caucus. It demonstrated that Clinton‟s New Democrat message on changing “welfare as
we know it” resonated with more than just middle class whites resentful of social
entitlements that allegedly had run amok. This was lost on many black members of
Congress. As Sharon D. Wright notes, “Only two of the thirty-nine black members of
Congress voted for the welfare reform legislation, despite poll showings that 58 percent
of black voters and 66 percent of white voters supported it.”54 The two that did vote for
the bill were Republican House members J.C. Watts of Oklahoma and Gary Franks of
Connecticut.
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The issue of reforming welfare became more about politics and opposition than
the policy itself. When the Republican Party took over control of Congress in 1995, they
brought with them all the zeal and anger fit for a party that had been out of control in
Congress for four decades. African American politicos therefore were skeptical of any
changes to the ADFC program, because they originated from the Republican Party. The
Congressional Black Caucus saw welfare reform in political and racial terms as opposed
to policy terms. They leaders were forged in the crucible of the 1960s and its aftermath.
Where there could be some general consensus on issues such as crime after decades of
increasingly racialized debate and characterization of public programs for the poor, there
would be little compromise on welfare. Everyone dug into their respective positions,
convinced of the sinister motives of the other.
Welfare Reform, 1993-1995
As the Clinton Administration took office in January 1993, few issues were as
important as the economy. The massive tax cuts, combined with skyrocketing defense
budgets, had not only put the nation in a huge fiscal hole but had contributed to the deep
recession that had propelled Bill Clinton the Oval Office in the first place. While
economic stimulus was the top priority in 1993, conservatives thought that the
opportunity to reform America‟s safety net had finally arrived.
President Clinton took office promising to usher in a new era of opportunity,
responsibility, and community. Instead he became consumed with the national deficit,
his economic plan, and the one piece of old Democratic legislation dating back to the
New Deal that was still unfulfilled: health care reform. Concern over the so-called crisis
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in health care made sense when one considered the relevant facts. According to the
Bureau of the Census, more than 15.3% of the population in 1993 was not covered by any
health insurance.55 The crises in health care was growing as millions of Americans lost
jobs due to layoffs, outsourcing, and reductions in benefits made available to American
workers. Furthermore, as Jason DeParle had noted, “Clinton had reasons to proceed as
he did. There were 14 million people on welfare, but three times as many without health
insurance. Medical inflation was out of control, and if recipients were going to live
decently as workers, they would need health care.”56 The overriding concern for health
care allowed Republican and conservative critics to label Clinton as a typical Democratic
big spender. As DeParle and others note, this was a decision he came to regret for years
to come. In fact, New Democrats were upset that Clinton appeared to have fallen into the
old liberal trap of identity politics that did not enjoy a broad consensus of support. At the
same time, liberals accused Clinton of opportunism in pushing welfare reform, anti-crime
efforts, and NAFTA. As Kenneth Baer notes, “These observers argued that Clinton had
inherent tendencies to compromise and had „vacillating desires.‟”57 As Baer also points
out, such political behavior was also a part of his personality and that he was…“a total
tactician.”58
In an attempt to alleviate concerns about the administration‟s progress on welfare
reform, Clinton took direct aim at the issue during a speech before the National
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Governors‟ Association. Besides noting that he would soon appoint a welfare reform
task force, Clinton also said that he “wanted to tell you the principles…that will guide my
administration as we work with you to reform welfare. First, welfare should be a second
chance, not a way of life. I want to give people on welfare the education and training and
opportunities they need to become self-sufficient. To make sure they can do it after they
do go to work, they must still have access to health care and to child care.”59 The
governors became increasingly important participants in the welfare debate because of a
sense that power for themselves and their respective states could be grabbed, while the
states‟ fiscal commitment potentially could be lessened. Also, there was no shortage of
governors looking for political stardom. These governors were looking to use the issue to
further their own political careers.
Clinton had been centering his arguments about welfare around work since he was
governor of Arkansas. While he himself believed in the importance of work, he also
understood the unique dynamics of welfare and how easily the welfare issue would and
could be used to attack minorities, women, immigrants, and others. By the 1990s,
African Americans constituted the highest percentage of recipients on the welfare.
According to the Green Book, published annually by the U.S. House of Representatives‟
Ways and Means Committee, in 1994 more African Americans were living in poverty
than any other racial group: 30.6% or 33,353,000.60 As Elizabeth Lower-Basch of the
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation at HHS noted, there were
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some 1,700,000 AFDC/TANF black families between 1992 and 1995.61 There are a
multitude of reasons for such disparity in American society. Problems unique in sheer
scale to the African American community included malnutrition, violence, lack of high
quality education, persistent job discrimination, structural and institutional barriers,
globalization, and lack of access to capital and wealth. As the nonpartisan Urban
Institute has pointed out, “More than thirty years after the passage of civil rights
legislation, significant economic and social inequalities persist amongst racial and ethnic
groups in the United States.”62 The ideas of equality and fairness rang hollow for those
left outside the so-called American Dream. Globalization and deindustrialization
continued and exacerbated inequality.
Welfare Reform, 1995-1996
Following the devastating midterm elections of 1994, Democrats on Capitol Hill
and in the White House were in disarray. When the Republican Party captured control of
both the House and the Senate, it gained the power that naturally comes along with
majorities in Congress: subpoena power, committee chairmanships, budgetary control of
the government, control of the amendment process, control of the influential Rules
committees, and control of the legislative calendar. President Clinton found himself in
troubled waters with his domestic agenda in tatters. On welfare reform, Clinton found
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himself vulnerable as conservative Republicans sought more conservative solutions to
reform welfare than they previously thought possible.
Clinton had initiated the conversation on welfare in 1992, but with the election of
1994, he had lost control over the important specifics of the welfare reform effort. Ron
Haskins, one of the leading staffers on the House Ways and Means Committee, recounted
in his tome about the historic bill, “The welfare system the nation had constructed over a
half century was vulnerable as it never had been before.”63 Moreover, Clinton needed to
win reelection in 1996. As Peter Edelman has explained, “Clinton made a brilliant
political deal for himself: The deal was, implicitly, the Republicans get to keep the House
because they can point to this achievement, and Clinton gets reelected president. As far
as the Republicans were concerned, he was going to be reelected anyway. He took out
election insurance.”64 As Clinton tried to balance his agenda with the political realities of
Congress, more and more aspects of the Republican plans for welfare reform appeared to
be tolerable, such as grants to the states, abolishing aid for immigrants, and time limits
for aid. As Peter Edelman understood it, “The message coming from Washington to the
states was get people off welfare.”65 On March 24, 1995, the Republican led House of
Representatives tried to do just that by passing The Personal Responsibility Act of 1995.
On the floor of the House, Congresswoman Patsy Mink of Hawaii and Congressman
Chaka Fattah of Pennsylvania chastised the bill as “cruel.” In addition, Fattah attacked
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the GOP for the “85 billion dollars worth of welfare subsidies for corporate America.”66
Other noteworthy Democrats also criticized the bill, such as Senator Daniel Patrick
Moynihan of New York, who told The New York Times that the House bill was a
draconian measure.”67 In his weekly radio address, Clinton said, “The House bill would
actually make it harder for many people to get off and stay off welfare…It removes any
real responsibility for states to help people gain the training and skills they need to get
and keep jobs. It even cuts child care for working people struggling to hold down jobs
and stay off welfare.”68 Clinton wanted market-based solutions to complex problems
such as poverty, lack of education, and lack of opportunity. It was not so much a left or
right shift as it was seeking the political middle ground and putting people to work.
African Americans were treated as an afterthought. Pushing millions of people off the
welfare rolls without education, training, or specialized help with child care needs would
have a disproportionate effect on African Americans.
While the Clinton Administration was obviously concerned with the GOP
proposals in the House and Senate, they were also growing more concerned with the
punitive measures inserted into the new legislation. Despite her later support for the
welfare reform act of 1996, Secretary of Health and Human Services Donna Shalala
expressed grave reservations about the impending bill. In a memorandum written to the
president in January 1995, Shalala wrote “we believe this may be a defining issue for
your presidency…By contrast block grants largely abandon the hope of bold national
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change toward a welfare system more in keeping with the nations.” In addition, she
warned that block grants implied that they had no real national goals or vision for their
social welfare policy. But Shalala also noted that the block grants were appealing to the
administration in comparison to the “draconian cuts the Republicans have on the table
now. And they seem consistent with your strong commitment to state flexibility.”69
In 1995, as the budget and government shutdowns dominated the news cycle, the
political attention on welfare reform waned. What little momentum Clinton had, which
helped his standing among African Americans, came from his two vetoes of welfare
reform. Among the key reasons for Clinton‟s vetoes of the first two welfare reform bills
was what he considered unacceptable and mean-spirited cuts to vital social problems such
as Medicare/Medicaid and early childhood education programs. The negotiations
between Clinton and the Republican leadership were tense. In addition, Clinton was
growing weary of the posturing of the GOP on domestic issues and arguing instead, as
Taylor Branch said, “They all wanted to balance the budget, but they would throw
380,000 kids out of Head Start. Or slash college loans and Medicaid. If he must close
the government to uphold countervailing value, so be it.”70 After the second veto on
January 9, 1996, Clinton emerged victorious from the budget battle, and he had
successfully framed the welfare debate in terms that made the Republicans look like they
were going to end Medicaid. By the end of the spring, however, the GOP had regained
political momentum with their push for a balanced budget agreement. The idea of a
69
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balanced budget, a central tenet of Republican philosophy, resonated with middle
America. In addition, as Ron Haskins noted, the spring of 1996 brought new political
forces into the fray that helped to “Revive the Revolution,” as nearly every governor
from both political parties supported reform.71 This combined with an election coming in
November meant that Republicans were resurgent going into the late spring and summer
of 1996.
In Congress, Democrats appeared resigned to the fact that welfare reform would
pass by the fall of 1996. The Republicans, as Haskins noted, “our subcommittee markup
on June 5, about two weeks after the bill been introduced, did nothing to dissuade us from
the view that not only had Republicans become more focused, but Democrats had
too…Whereas the 1995 subcommittee markup had lasted three days, the 1996 markup
lasted a little more than seven hours and was completed in one day.”72 As the House
passed its version on July 18 and the Senate its version on July 23, the stage was set for a
new showdown with the president.
President Clinton tried to preempt some of the coming changes by “requiring all
50 states to follow these states‟ lead and ensure that JOBS participants move into work
after two years.”73 Moreover, Republicans wanted to end AFDC, impose its replacement
Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF), end all assistance to immigrants, create block
grants for the states, virtually eliminate federal control over the system, and provide
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abstinence education, a two-year limit of aid, a work requirement, and a five-year lifetime
limit to aid. Unable to reach a decision internally, the Clinton White House stalled for
time, and in the process left Democrats on the Hill with little or no direction.
As the White House debated the pros and cons of supporting and signing welfare
reform into law, members of the Congressional Black Caucus took to the floor of the
House and Senate to denounce the bill. In the upper chamber Senator Carol MoseleyBraun delivered a blistering attack on the legislation, saying “This bill is still an
abomination, which is what I called the previous bill, and I intend to vote against it for
precisely that reason—and I keep coming back to the question, and no one has answered
the question: What about the children? What happens to them when all is said and done,
with all the cuts and the changes that we are making with this legislation?”74 Other
members also expressed concern with its impact of minorities, women, and children.
Congresswoman Carolyn Meeks of Florida argued that “Children are in that minority of
legal immigrants you are talking about. You want to ban food stamps from these people
and these children, you want to ban SSI from them, and you want to keep them from
becoming what they could, and, that is, true American citizens as you have become.”75
Asian American Congressman Robert Matsui of California remarked, “this debate is all
about—to jeopardize 9 million children who will be affected by this bill just to put the
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President of the United States in a box.”76 Congressman Charles Rangel acknowledged
the importance of work and recipients finding work, but also expressed frustration that
“The Republicans will throw 2 million people, children, into poverty, and my President
will only throw 1 million into poverty.”77 Jim Clyburn of South Carolina told that House,
“Rather than being a constructive debate, the welfare reform debate has become, for the
most part silly talk of budgetary savings and time limits…With the talk of personal
responsibility being tossed around, I find it ironic that at the same time our Nation‟s most
vulnerable families are being required to do more for themselves, our States are being
asked to do even less.”78 These are but some of the numerous pleas coming from
members of the Congressional Black Caucus. Sensing the anger brewing among
conservatives, prevented by decades of Democratic control of Congress, to end a social
entitlement they believed to be un-American, those members had nothing left but moral
indignation and scorn. However, with the president vacillating on the controversial
legislation, there was nothing that could be done to stop it.
The final bill was filed after midnight on the night of July 31. Clinton met with
his top advisors to decide what to do. According to Haskins, no advisor, except for
Mickey Kantor, advised the president to sign the pending legislation. After the meeting
with his top advisers and a post meeting wrap up with Al Gore, Leon Panetta, and John
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Hilley, Clinton decided to sign the bill into law. It was not the perfect bill by any stretch;
however, it accomplished goals dear to the president, such as moving recipients from
welfare to work, time limits, more control for the states, and market-based measures for
the employment of recipients. In addition, many of the worst Republican additions to the
bill, such as the severe cuts to Medicaid, were either eliminated or scaled back. The only
problems Clinton had with the bill, the cutting of funds to immigrants and nutritional
supplements could be reinstated at a later date. By a vote of 328 to 101 in the House of
Representatives and 78 to 21 in the Senate, the conference report passed. This was after
98 Democrats in the House and 25 in the Senate voted in favor of the new law.79 After
decades of division, the welfare reform was a new reality. The Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 was signed into law by President Clinton at the White
House on August 22, 1996.80 This new reality would come, often, at a high cost to those
unfortunate enough to be associated with it.
Impact of Welfare Reform on Blacks
The impact of welfare reform on African Americans was myriad. The United
States Commission on Civil Rights, citing the Citizens‟ Commission on Civil Rights,
“concluded that „due to the disproportionately large numbers of women and minorities
who rely on Medicaid for health care coverage, these changes will have a disparate
impact on their ability to obtain medical services.‟”81 The argument that welfare
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recipients simply needed to work ignored that many of those people faced staggering
problems in the workplace and home. As the Citizens‟ Commission on Civil Rights
noted, the cyclical patterns of people coming off welfare and then returning at a later date
“revealed a more fundamental problem: many participants were encountering difficulties
finding or keeping a job because of specific barriers that hindered their ability to stay
employed.”82 African Americans found the transition from welfare to work the toughest.
As Lydia L. Blalock, Vicky R. Tiller, and Pamel A. Monroe note, “race plays a role in
persistent poverty in the United States, with the U.S. Census Bureau reporting the poverty
level for Blacks at around 26%. For Blacks, race may be a more significant predictor of
poverty than other factors like education.”83 These barriers included educational
deficiencies, lack of job skills, language barriers, child care issues, transportation,
substance and abuse troubles, and mental health problems. Working often did not cover
the recipient‟s monthly expenses. Since so many of those recipients were women, once
they entered the workforce they were often earning less than their male counterparts,
which compounded the problem.84 These problems are reflected in statistics that
demonstrated “welfare caseloads now have larger proportions of minority clients than
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ever before and increasingly are concentrated in large urban areas that typically have
higher concentrations of minorities.”85 Complicating the issue is that the current status of
many former recipients is unknown.
Another issue resulting from the passage of welfare reform was the privatization
of services. Using block grants appropriated by the federal law as well as the lenient
guidelines regarding the operation of AFDC‟s replacement, Temporary Aid to Needy
Families (TANF), many states hired private companies to administer the program. In
states such as Wisconsin, New York, and Arizona, Maximus, Inc. ran the new welfare
program. In Florida, Workforce Florida controlled the distribution of benefits. Other
states also tried to figure out ways to outsource their welfare caseloads. The major
impact of such arrangements is that millions of people, a disproportionate number of
whom were African Americans were thrown off welfare so that these companies could
maximize their profits by meeting goals for caseload reductions given by the state. As
Jason DeParle has noted, the only way private companies could turn a profit was by
pushing people off welfare and into work assignments. In addition, DeParle notes that in
Milwaukee, from 2000-2003, despite its work programs, “the unemployment rate surged
to 9.7%.86 Many African Americans who needed assistance were denied by the very
people that were supposed to help them. The National Association of Black Social
Workers grimly noted, “Despite the significant decrease in all state caseloads in numbers,
overall the percent of Blacks (and Latinos) on TANF caseloads are increasing.”87 The
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persistence of high unemployment, lack of affordable health care, job dislocation, and
low wage labor had a disproportionate effect on the African American community.88
Using the private sector as a main instrument in distributing welfare benefits and
pushing them in the world of work was typical of the centrist philosophy of President
Clinton. As Will Marshall wrote in The New Democrat, “A redesigned welfare policy
should decentralize decisions and resources, force the bureaucracy to compete with
private and civic actors in helping move people to self-sufficiency, and financed through
cuts in government programs and subsidies rather than through new taxes or
borrowing.”89 The federal government reduced its responsibility to the nation‟s poor.
Due to the problems associated with TANF, it is clear that welfare reform has better
assuaged the resentment of the American public than used government resources to assist
recipients‟ transition to work and independence. President Clinton‟s support for the bill,
in a case of unintended consequences, justified and legitimized the character attacks
against African Americans and others on the welfare.
Labor problems for African Americans also resulted from the new law. Labor
unions, generally among the strongest supporters for the working poor, resented the
placement of welfare recipients in entry level jobs. Many employers cooperating with the
various states were given incentives to hire welfare recipients. As CNN noted two years
after the new law took effort, “Labor Unions object to hiring welfare recipients for entry
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level jobs…fearful of a new crop of very cheap labor replacing union workers…”90 Not
only did this law pose issues for organized labor but arguably led to exploitation of new
workers. Since African Americans were being pushed off the welfare rolls in larger
numbers than members of other races, they were more likely to feel the resentment of
those who were unionized. While the AFL-CIO encouraged the proposed transition from
welfare to work, they wanted those new employees to have rights. Under the new law,
welfare recipients had to work twenty to thirty hours a week to continue benefits. As
Jeffrey B. Fannell has noted, “in 1997, the AFL-CIO Executive Council passed a
resolution declaring its support of efforts to organize welfare workers by integrating them
into existing bargaining units and creating new bargaining units.”91 Many of these
workers were placed in entry-level, low paying minimum wage jobs that did little to
uplift them out of their present circumstances. Growing economic inequality and class
stratification only accelerated in the years after the bill became law. In a prophetic
speech before the National Baptist Convention a little over a year before welfare reform
passed, Secretary of Labor Robert B. Reich warned that the United States was “surging
toward still greater inequality at an alarming pace”…He called the development “the
country‟s most virulent threat to family values.”92 Clinton‟s own Labor chief was
presenting a key argument that those opposed to this welfare reform bill used before and
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after the passage of 1996 welfare reform law: it would be useless, unless the growing
social inequity in American society was addressed. The monumental changes brought on
by deindustrialization and globalization presented special problems for the uneducated
and low-skilled. Welfare reform would present unique barriers and seemingly intractable
problems for those moving from welfare to work.
The law also hurt the prospects for the African American family. Despite
President Clinton‟s assertion that the PRWORA “demands personal responsibility, and
puts in place tough child support enforcement measures…[and] promotes family and
children,” the bill itself never addressed the hidden realities of the post industrial world of
work.93 African Americans transitioning from welfare to work found an often
unforgiving economic environment. As Alan Sherman and others have noted, “even
among parents who leave the welfare rolls for work, few earn enough to support a family,
either because their wages are very low or their jobs are unstable.”94 This unpleasant fact
affected African American families more than others. Even the National Governors‟
Association expressed concern over the low pay and the prospects of recipients lifting
themselves out of poverty.95
Once the new law went in effect children were often without parental supervision.
States often lacked the financial resources to provide child-care services or subsidies to
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those who needed it. Making the matter worse, states often did poorly in educating its
citizens about the child care assistance that was available. As revealed in the Children‟s
Defense Fund/National Coalition for the Homeless report, “In South Carolina, for
example, over half of former recipients surveyed by the state were unaware of child care
assistance.”96 In states with a sizable population of African Americans—California, New
York, Michigan, South Carolina, Georgia, Pennsylvania, Illinois—such a lack of
resources presented significant barriers to those seeking employment. Without adequate
care, children were often left to their own devices. Mothers who had to leave small
children, from infants to kindergarteners, with others; sometimes these babysitters were
relatively unknown to the mother. This is how it had been for most urban welfare
recipients. As Jason DeParle quoted a recipient in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, “„We‟re
surviving!‟…‟Cause that‟s what we have to do.”97 For people like the ones Deparle
studied for his book and the New York Times, welfare reform removed what little support
many of these people had. It also put women in a precarious position by not providing
the material and financial support they needed to actually transition into a position of
security where they could pay their bills, raise their children, and live a decent, modest
life away from government assistance programs. Obviously, this presented a major
dilemma for African American mothers struggling to adhere to the new law and take care
of their children at the same time.
The effect of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 was
to compound the problems of America‟s underclass. In raw numerical terms, welfare
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reform was a success, because millions of Americans left the rolls. That fact, however,
masked deeper structural and economic problems faced by those no longer able to receive
welfare benefits. By forcing recipients into work, the new law compelled people to take
a job—any job, and it did not have to be a good one. Millions took low-paying jobs with
no benefits and no future prospects. Often these jobs were in fast food restaurants,
janitorial services, call centers, landscaping, and other menial jobs. The work provided
them with no escape from the depravities of living in poverty. To the extent that welfare
reform was passed and implemented in an allegedly colorblind manner, it had a
disproportionate impact on African Americans. James Jennings demonstrated that
“welfare reform has differential racial and ethnic impact in those predominantly black
and Latino neighborhoods with high number of recipients compared to other
neighborhoods.”98 Further, Jennings points out that various studies have shown that
African Americans have had more negative experiences trying to get jobs, getting
referred to educational programs before being required to get a job, and often receive less
welfare benefits than white recipients.99 This was the hazard of implementing policy
which sought to address welfare by attacking the individuals on it instead of larger
marcoeconomic issues such as education, health care, child care, domestic malfunction,
and structural and institutional barriers. In a study of ten families that were once on the
welfare rolls, Lydia L. Blalock, Vicky R. Tiller, and Pamel Monroe have found that
“Although some of the women were employed, the lives of these families cannot be
classified as economically self-sufficient, and many of the families were in as deep a state
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of poverty as they had ever been.”100 Such results confirmed the concerns of the
Congressional Black Caucus, Children‟s Defense Fund, and liberal scholars of the
American welfare state. Moreover, the deep strain felt by former recipients was
indicative of the punitive and narrow-minded approach to fixing welfare.
In a 2002 report prepared by Z. Fareen Parvez for the Sociologists for Women in
Society, African Americans actually increased as a percentage of the welfare rolls. In
1996, the year that welfare reform was signed into law, African Americans made up 37%
of the welfare rolls. By 2000 that number had increased to 39%. Furthermore, Hispanics
increased from 21% of the rolls in 1996 to 25% in 2000. In comparison, whites
decreased from 36% in 1996 to 31% in 2000.101 Since women made up 90% of TANF
recipients, and black women were far more likely to be single with children, the new law
impacted minorities more than it did whites. These trends continued throughout the
2000s as African Americans remained disproportionately the recipients of welfare. At
the height of the economic bubble of the 2000s, in 2006, according to the Department of
Health and Human Services, African Americans were 36% of the TANF recipients,
whites accounted for 33%, and Hispanics made up 26%.102 As Parvez notes, “Blacks are
also the only racial group that experienced an increase in the percentage of low-income,
non-welfare recipients. Studies show that white TANF recipients are referred to
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educational programs in much higher percentages than Black recipients.”103 In addition,
a pattern developed after welfare reform became law where blacks were far more likely
to be threatened with sanctions than whites, who were more likely to receive benefits
because of increased income as opposed to punishment by welfare authorities.104 These
reports evidenced that the welfare reform law compounded the problems of the black
poor, which accounts for fully one-third of the black population in the United States.
According to the Urban Institute there are five criteria that make up the black
underclass: (1) single female-head households, (2) welfare dependency, (3) chronic
unemployment, (4) criminal recidivism, and (5) marginal education. While welfare rolls
dropped by more than 50% since the enactment of the 1996 reform law, the black
underclass remains stubbornly entrenched. Marriage rates in the black community
remain far behind that of whites. Poor blacks continue to face staggering obstacles to
employment, especially employment that would be sufficient to raise a family. Black
men face the high likelihood of going to prison and, then after release, being sent back to
prison on new charges. Finally, blacks remain behind their white counterparts in terms of
educational achievement, leaving them further behind their peers, less likely to climb into
the middle class, and more vulnerable to the vagaries of the marketplace. Welfare reform
ultimately served the purpose of Washington elites and middle class America. That
purpose was, as Peter Edelman remarked, to get people off welfare: it does not matter
how you do it, as long as you do it.105 By forcing people into low-level employment and
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stripping them of assistance often placed recipients in a position sometimes worse than
the position they were in before. Moreover, the larger economic forces at work since the
1970s compounded the problems of poor, especially the black poor. In fact, as John
Schmitt reported in 2009, the last thirty years “mark a significant departure from a fivedecade trend toward greater economic and social equality.”106 The African American
poor were the easiest to blame for America‟s troubles. President Clinton‟s decision to
sign what essentially was a Republican bill into law reflected the growing class and
political divisions of the 1990s. It served the purpose of reducing the commitment of the
American taxpayer, individual and business, to those who were living in poverty. The
transition from manufacturing to finance, as noted by Judith Stein in Pivotal Decade, had
major consequences for those at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder.107 No group of
Americans benefited less than African Americans who faced uneven, sometimes
discriminatory treatment at the hands of caseworkers and employers, as well as personal,
structural, and institutional barriers that limited their ability to reach self-sufficiency.
With the very notable exception of the crime bill of 1994, no other law passed during the
1990s so clearly demonstrated the class and political divisions rifling through the
American body politic during that crucial decade. As political scientist Marcus D.
Pohlmann notes, welfare reform “will enhance the position of the owning class by
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providing them with an easily exploitable group of workers in what essentially will
amount to a condition of indentured servitude.”108
Lastly, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 promoted
and reinforced the pernicious notion that African Americans were mooches, derelicts, and
undeserving of taxpayer money. President Clinton failed to acknowledge the fact that
most people on welfare, including African Americans, already worked. Nor did he
recognize that the AFDC did not give those recipients enough to live or a realistic chance
at moving out of poverty. In a 2002 position paper, the National Association of Black
Social Workers stated that “Five years of welfare reform has created little relief from
poverty for poor African American families who continue to stagger under the strain of
continued high levels of unemployment; job dislocation; and low wages.”109 This is
confirmed in an article by USA Today ten years after the law was signed: “Today, 1.9
million families get cash benefits; in one-third of them, only the children qualify for aid.
About 38% of those still on welfare are black, 33% white and 24% Hispanic.”110 If
anything, African Americans were more of a presence on welfare than before. This is
due, in part, to the ease with which whites on welfare found jobs compared to blacks and
the ease with which political elites jettisoned the interests of the poor.
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Conclusion
As R. Kent Weaver has astutely observed, “welfare reform succeeded in
1996…because the racially stereotyped image of AFDC recipients made it especially
vulnerable when the 1994 elections led to an upswing in support for Republicans.”111 For
Clinton, welfare reform‟s racialized impact was, perhaps, unintentional; however, the
damage was done. This was a risk Clinton was willing to take. His proposals and
acceptance of the final bill “had strong political roots in a broader New Democratic
political project of making the Democratic Party more attractive to Reagan Democrats
and Perot voters, despite deep divisions between them and congressional Democrats on
the issue.”112 The hands-off, unbridled faith in market-based solutions to complex social
problems were hallmarks of the New Democrat approach. Compromise in the face of
stiff political opposition, combined with Clinton‟s failure to address welfare reform
successfully in his first two years when Democrats controlled both chambers of
Congress, led to the a law which Peter Edelman called “the worst thing Bill Clinton has
done.”113 President Clinton later acknowledged the problems resulting from a lack of
jobs in the cities in a speech before the Democratic Leadership Council in December
1996: “We must bring the freshest ideas to bear on how we can bring the power of
private business to the inner city, where today there are simply not enough jobs for those
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who will no longer be eligible for permanent welfare.”114 Clinton said this less than four
months after the bill became law. To his credit, the president did give serious thought
and effort to bringing big and small businesses to the inner cities through his
empowerment zones and enterprise community program.115 The resources, however,
were not in place to assist African Americans and others in their transition to work when
welfare reform passed.
The disconnect between African American political leaders and ordinary African
Americans was clearly apparent in this controversial episode in the Clinton presidency.
Blacks in Congress were clearly behind the growing national consensus regarding
welfare. The growing national consensus was demonstrated as liberals and welfare
advocacy groups became more marginalized during the debate over welfare in 1995-96.
Ann DeVroy, of the Washington Post, noted that the elections of 1994, and Clinton‟s
own rhetoric in 1992, had changed the political atmosphere. Going further, Devroy noted
that even one of the president‟s most senior aides, George Stephanopoulos, said “what
has changed for Clinton is not his principles but his environment.”116 The environmental
changes were clearly reflected in polling data that suggested most Americans were
concerned about the austere measures proposed by the GOP. However, as David Hess of
114
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the Philadelphia Inquirer noted, “polling found strong support for reforming welfare.”117
Mainstream Americans, black and white, were supportive of limiting the reach of
government, distrustful of government programs, and sensitive about any changes to
middle-class programs such as Social Security and Medicare. Welfare reform was not
one of their primary concerns. It demonstrated both the importance of class divisions in
the 1990s and the continuity of Reaganism nearly a decade after he left office. These
divisions were broad and far-reaching, yet indicative of the growth of political diversity,
as well as division within the African American community. Such divisions within the
broader middle-class African American community reflect a growing maturity based
upon social and financial mobility. For African Americans this legislation not only had
profound repercussions but led to a new era of race relations.
The unexpected consequence of welfare reform is that it removed welfare from
the front burner of American politics.118 More specifically, it removed the racialized
debates surrounding welfare. No longer were there vitriolic, racially tinged debates about
AFDC, welfare queens, and burdens on the system. Eliminated with it was the notion
that there was a parallel system that penalized workers and taxpayers.119 While many
African Americans suffered from the punitive legislation, others benefited from the
expansion in the economy, increased funds for Pell Grants, student loans, and
educational/vocational support. Perhaps this was the effect Clinton was after all along:
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the elimination of a nasty debate that divided Americans along racial lines, income
groups, and regional affiliations.
Clinton‟s endorsement of the legislation was the ultimate display of the New
Democratic philosophy at work: conciliation, cooperation, and values oriented solutions.
On the tenth anniversary of the signing into law of welfare reform, President Clinton
wrote an op-ed in the New York Times trumpeting its success. “While we compromised
to reach an agreement, we never betrayed our principles and we passed a bill that worked
and stood the test of time. This style of cooperative governing is anything but a sign of
weakness. It is a measure of strength, deeply rooted in our Constitution and history, and
essential to the better future that all Americans deserve, Republicans and Democrats
alike.”120 Ultimately, the fervor of welfare reform would pass and African Americans
supportive of the overhaul were grateful for the president‟s actions. Yet the overhaul and
Clinton‟s decision to make it law, in hindsight, were questioned extensively in the wake
of the recession of 2001-02 and the Great Recession of 2007-09. What is the proper role
of government in relation to the material need of the citizenry? Clinton‟s answer was that
the primacy of work superseded anything else. Through work comes salvation, respect,
and independence. Work, however, was not the soothing balm that healed the wounds of
America‟s most vulnerable citizens; it was the solution that compounded the plight of the
most vulnerable.
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Chapter 6
A Missed Opportunity: President Clinton’s Race Initiative, 1997-1998
Race remained a major impediment to progress in the 1990s. The social upheaval
after the 1991 acquittal of the Los Angeles Police Department officers of beating Rodney
King demonstrated the violent, contentious, and peculiar nature of race relations in the
United States in the post-civil rights era. Politically, the nation mirrored the debates
occurring in Washington, D.C. Those debates included the Congress, the Republican
Party, the Democratic Party, think tanks, and activists. By the mid-1990s right-wing
individuals and organizations, spurred on by the Republican Party, began to attack
policies such as affirmative action that directly impacted the lives of African Americans.
Attacks on affirmative action further fueled the resentment of whites towards African
Americans and created a far more contentious atmosphere in the workplace. Those
policies were being attacked in the courts as well as popular culture. Scholars and others
have written extensively about the unique racial dynamics at the end of the twentieth
century. Those works include Shelby Steele‟s A Dream Deferred and The Content of
Our Character, Cornel West‟s Race Matters, John McWhorter‟s Winning the Race,
Christopher Edley, Jr.‟s Not All Black and White: Affirmative Action and American
Values, and Lani Guinier‟s Lift Every Voice.1
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One America was President Clinton‟s initiative to improve race relations to
discussion and recommendations for policy change. The combination of scandals,
political rancor, and lack of public support for serious inquiry prevented the President‟s
Initiative on Race from reaching its full potential. The PIR was a major failure of the
Clinton White House. President Clinton, his staff, and the Advisory Board failed to
establish clearly defined goals for the Initiative, address the critical attention in the media
in a more forceful way, and control unethical behaviors that drew public attention away
from the work of One America.
Beginning
On October 16, 1995, Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam conducted the
Million Man March in Washington, D.C. This event was supposed to be a clarion call to
African American men to stand up and be counted, to take responsibility for themselves,
and to stop the self-annihilation that Farrakhan saw Blacks perpetuating on themselves.
This was the backdrop for a major race relations speech the next day at the University of
Texas by President Clinton. Instead of the typical liberal speech that had come to be
expected of Democratic politicians, President Clinton spoke in the parlance of the New
Democrat ethos he had embraced years before: it‟s about responsibility. “No good house
was ever built on a bad foundation. Nothing good ever came of hate. So let us pray
today that all who march and all who speak will stand for atonement, for reconciliation,
for responsibility.”2 Clinton‟s words that day reflected the division within the African
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American community. Those divisions included disagreements over impartial
mechanisms to achieve fair play in educational, economic, and professional
opportunities. “To be sure, there is old, unfinished business between black and white
Americans, but the classic American dilemma has now become many dilemmas of race
and ethnicity.”3 The president‟s own words were also indicative of the sometimes fierce
debates inside the White House. Since the 1992 presidential campaign, Bill Clinton had
been talking about race, affirmative action, and diversity, which he believed to be in the
best interest of the nation and African American community collectively. He appointed a
number of high profile black individuals to high ranking positions within his
administration.
In June 1997, the president took a dramatic step forward, trying to not only study,
but also work out some solutions to the nation‟s most perplexing problems, race relations
and racial discontent. In a speech at the University of California at San Diego, Clinton
announced that he had created “One America in the 21st Century: The President‟s
Initiative on Race.” By Executive Order 13050, he established a President‟s Advisory
Board on Race that was charged with looking at ways to:
(1) Promote a constructive national dialogue to confront and work through
challenging issues that surround race;
(2) Increase the Nation‟s understanding of our recent history of race relations and
the course our Nation is charting on issues of race relations and racial
diversity;
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(3) Bridge racial divides by encouraging leaders in communities throughout the
Nation to develop and implement innovative approaches to calming racial
tensions;
(4) Identify, develop, and implement solutions to problems in areas in which race
has a substantial impact, such as education, economic opportunity, housing,
health care, and the administration of justice.4
Only three comprehensive, government-sponsored studies had ever been done on
African Americans and race relations in history. The first one was The American
Dilemma by Gunnar Myrdal in 1944.5 Originally, the project began under the auspices of
the Board of Carnegie Corporation. Myrdal was selected to write the report because he
was Swedish and, therefore, believed to be able to impartially evaluate America‟s racial
problem. The book, critics wrote at the time, “is one of the best political commentaries
on American life, because it places its discussion of politics in a well-rounded social
science setting.”6 The second study was To Secure These Rights: The Report of The
President’s Committee on Civil Rights.7 President Harry Truman commissioned was
ordered to examine America‟s recent racial history and provide solutions for ensuring the
civil rights of African Americans throughout the United States. The third study was the
famous--or infamous--The Negro Family: The Case for National Action, which was
published in 1965.8 It was written by Daniel Patrick Moynihan during the height of
agitation for civil rights and first-class citizenship for African Americans. The report
4
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discussed “pathologies” within the black community and outlined ways in which to assist
uplifting blacks to educational, economic, and political parity with white Americans. It
also discussed ways in which perceptions of African Americans have served as a major
stumbling block to black advancement in the United States. At the time it was attacked
for being paternalistic and even racist. While such studies can be helpful in promoting
healthy race relations, they also can be fodder for distraction and partisanship.
Clinton‟s Initiative on Race was the latest attempt to reckon with the politically
contentious matter of race in American society. Historians, as a result, have yet to
examine in detail this important topic and the scholarly literature on the President‟s
Initiative on Race amount to only a few articles. Political scientist Claire Jean Kim
discusses the PIR in a Polity article from 2000, in which she places the initiative in the
context of Myrdal‟s work.9 Renee M. Smith provided a critical examination of the
problems of the initiative in a Presidential Studies Quarterly article in 1998.10
On June 12, 1997, five men and two women gathered in Washington, D.C. in the
Oval Office to meet with President Clinton. At the meeting were famed historian Dr.
John Hope Franklin, Los Angeles attorney Angela Oh, former New Jersey Governor
Thomas Kean, Bronx Christian Fellowship pastor Suzan D. Johnson, former counsel to
the Assembly Special Committee on the Los Angeles Crises Robert Johnson, Executive
Vice-President of the AFL-CIO Linda Chavez-Thompson, and former Mississippi
Governor William Winter. This group was intentionally diverse in order to provide a
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broad range of opinions, perspectives, and possibilities for success. During the meeting
the president informed the newly assembled Advisory Board that “he hoped that we
would spark a serious dialogue on race and, on the basis of that dialogue and other
findings, make recommendations to him for action.”11 The following day the board
accompanied the president aboard Air Force One to San Diego for his speech at the
University of California, San Diego.
One of the major reasons for this speech was the attack on affirmative action by
conservatives through court cases and voter referendums. The most notable and
disconcerting case at the time of the address, in the opinion of President Clinton and civil
rights organizations such as the NAACP, was California Proposition 209. In November
1996, a majority of California voters voted in favor of ending affirmative action practices
in the state‟s higher educational system.12 As a consequence of this controversial
measure, enrollment of African Americans decreased significantly. Clinton was
compelled to respond after this most recent attack on equality and opportunity for African
Americans. In fact, conservatives had been challenging affirmative action through the
courts since the 1970s.13 Failing to make significant headway there, they turned their
attention to the voters, often using much of the rhetoric of the Civil Rights Movement and
rhetorical flourishes about a color-blind society. Acknowledgment of race as a major
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factor in American life was likened to just bringing up the past or playing the race card.
Once one argued that race was a factor they were dismissed as either opportunists or as
someone engaged in grievance politics.
Clinton informed his listeners that they “faced a different choice: Will we become
not two but many Americas, separate, unequal, and isolated? Or will we draw strength
from all our people and our ancient faith in the quality of human dignity to become the
world‟s first truly multicultural democracy? That is the unfinished work of our time, to
lift the burden of race and redeem the promise of America.”14 Unlike the first two major
studies on race, the effort was the result “not of a crisis, but of a unique opportunity.”15
The President‟s Initiative on Race had three major components: (1) the Advisory Board,
(2) significant Presidential events/actions throughout the year, and (3) outreach,
consultation and leadership recruitment.16 Yet problems surfaced because the public
lacked a clear understanding of the Advisory Board‟s authority and mission. Even the
Advisory Board was somewhat flummoxed by these challenges. The Clinton White
House did not adequately respond to rectify this public relations mistake. The PIR never
was given the authority to investigate problems of a legal nature. One man, who had
been allegedly unjustly fired from his job in New Jersey, traveled to the Durham home of
Advisory Board chairman Dr. John Hope Franklin to plead his case. Dr. Franklin
informed him that the PIR was not equipped to handle such issues and that the Equal
14
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Employment Opportunity Commission would have to take it up.17 Despite that Dr.
Franklin‟s visitor was a working-class man and not a media figure, the story indicates just
how much confusion there was in the public over the actual mission of the PIR.
However, beyond avoidable confusion over the role and responsibilities of the PIR, this
incident illustrates the lack of direction, authority, and investigative powers imposed on
the board by the Clinton White House.
The major media networks and publications relentlessly questioned the motives
and legitimacy of the PIR. In a June 16, 1997, article in the New York Times, reporter
Steven A. Holmes wrote, “many said they believed that better relations between the races
was a critical issue, though they were unsure how the President‟s speech or his
appointment of a commission to study the problem would improve the country‟s racial
climate.”18 This was an important critique of the PIR; however, that this article was
written just after the announcement of PIR was demonstrative of the media‟s cynicism.
Time tried to frame the issue as a Clinton/Democrat versus conservative/Republican fight.
Eric Pooley wrote of Clinton and Proposition 209 advocate Ward Connerly: “While the
initiative weathers a court challenge, Connerly has been traveling the country making
speeches and accepting awards from conservatives who hail him as a hero fighting for his
vision of a color-blind society, a black man whose rags-to-riches story suggests that
preferences aren‟t necessary for black achievement.”19 This division and Connerly‟s
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campaign lent credence to the idea that preferences were no longer necessary and that
America had reached a point where racism remained a vestige among the fringe elements
within society.
Perhaps unknowingly, President Clinton also played into the vicious media
whirlwind by participating in the now famous town hall meetings. Renee Smith writes,
“By using a town-hall meeting approach, Clinton all but guaranteed that media coverage
of his race initiative would be episodic, focusing on each meeting as a discrete event
rather than focusing on the issue of race within its societal and historical contexts.”20 The
public nature of the Advisory Board also reflected a major impediment to the successful
execution of the president‟s stated goals. By law, they were not allowed to meet in
private; consequently, opponents with nefarious motives as well as others simply curious
about the boards‟ activities were able to interject and frustrate the Board‟s work. Those
who sought to obstruct the work of the initiative were Republicans, radio talk show hosts
such as Rush Limbaugh, Native American interest groups, and the media. They
interfered by protesting the work of the initiative at every stage of its existence, casting
doubt on the president‟s motives, and helping to further divide an American public that
was already split along racial, sectional, regional, and class lines.
The Public
Public response to the president‟s initiative was mixed. During the 1980s and
1990s, public views on race sharpened to a degree not seen since the end of the Civil
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Rights Movement. President Ronald Reagan had ushered in a new wave of conservatism
that manifested itself along racial lines. By the 1990s, a new era of political correctness
had begun to submerge the free expression of ideas, speech, and beliefs. It was no longer
acceptable to voice vitriolic, homophobic, racist, or sexist opinions in public and this
contributed greatly to an underlying reservoir of contempt and dissatisfaction among a
great many Americans, especially whites. Many scholars have examined the political and
rhetorical shift from the end of the World War II to the 1990s. In a dynamic work,
Matthew Lassiter discussed the changing ethos in growing suburbia that resulted in the
push for the “color-blind” society.21 In another critical work, Joseph Lowndes notes the
importance of language, political identity, and party building efforts of conservatives,
Southerners, and Dixiecrats.22 In White Flight, Kevin Kruse details how the City of
Atlanta resisted the push for civil rights by maintaining their old systems under new
paradigms.23
Considering the clumsy manner in which the Clinton Administration often
handled matters of race, it was no surprise when vocal opposition to the race initiative
arose. On issues such as welfare and crime the president had raised the ire of many. That
clumsy manner was apparent during entire span of the race initiative. Further, concerns
and outrage over this were brought to the attention of the Advisory Board. One example
of such sentiment was a letter from a senior pastor to Advisory Board member Dr. Susan
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Johnson-Cook. J. Alfred Smith, Sr. wrote, “We are very unhappy with the disparity
between President Bill Clinton‟s words against racism and his approval and support of
unjust welfare reform…The failure to enforce civil rights laws that are on the books is
unforgivable.”24 Such opinions on the One America initiative reflect the prevailing view
that the president had a somewhat mixed record on matters of race.
While some Americans viewed One America through a skeptical lens, others were
incredulous at the very notion of drawing Americans together. One African
American/Native American female wrote the president to say that she didn‟t “think I‟ll
live to see the harmony I‟ve outlined in my letter, hopefully my children will.”25 She
informed the president that she was “having a very hard time understanding why you and
others feel an apology at this late stage would make a difference.”26 This woman‟s
concerned letter to the White House demonstrates the underlying anger and incredulity
present during the existence of the race initiative.
Another aspect of the public discontent with the president and his One America
creation was the “angry white man.”27 When the Democratic Party lost the midterm
congressional elections of 1994, many political observers noted the somewhat disturbing
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trend of angry white males who opposed any consideration given to minorities or women
and, consequently, shifted their political allegiance to the Republican Party. Viewpoints
such as these were reflected in letters to the editors of newspapers across the country, as
well as in correspondence with One America‟s office in the New Executive Office
Building in Washington, D.C. A veteran from California wrote to tell the board that he
believed, “we‟ve already given the Blacks zillions of dollars in welfare money…enough
is enough.”28 Not all letters were as negative as this one. For example, another
Californian wrote to say that “those who practiced slavery are now all gone, and the
practice of long past and best forgotten.”29 Mr. Gibson‟s letter is just one of many that
reflect the sense that America‟s racial debate had long passed. There was a desire among
many that it was best to just let sleeping dogs lie and not open up old wounds. The
evidence of large scale discontent and racial animus to the contrary, many Americans
thought that the effort and money being spent on One America was wasteful and nonproductive.
For other Americans, the open wound of racial strife and conflict remained too
close to the surface for serious contemplation and discussion. The divisions within the
United States during the 1990s were so acute that it was often difficult for people simply
to discuss their feelings in a serious and open way. To many the efforts of the president
smacked of political opportunism. In a hasty and angry response to One America
Executive officer Randy D. Ayers, a woman from Connecticut said that the entire effort
28
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was nothing more than “b.s., political propaganda” and that “Barry Goldwater was right
not to sign the Civil Rights Bill--government has intruded in everyone‟s rights to their
own opinions, to free speech, to the right to not integrate, to the right to think as you
please.”30 Classically conservative as well as emotional viewpoints such as these
demonstrate the frustration with efforts to normalize and humanize race relations at the
end of the twentieth century. The negative responses from American citizens came from
all over the country and exemplify that most Americans were not ready to deal with race
in a substantive manner.
The public‟s perceptions that the Advisory Board itself was lacking in diversity
was just one more major hurdle facing the race initiative. The lack of a Native American
on the Advisory Board infuriated many who initially had great hopes for One America.
For instance, a twenty-nine year old Oglala Sioux Tribe female expressed her frustration
and disappointment at the lack of racial diversity on the Advisory Board: “I felt
disappointed because I did not see the Native American people represented.”31 This was
among the contentious issues that faced the race initiative. In fact, despite that the
members represented a broad cross-section of America, many were still upset that their
particular group was not prominently displayed on the Advisory Board. Such feelings
testify to the strong desire of minorities--of all hues and background--to see faces in high
places. It did not matter that the Advisory Board spent considerable time examining
issues relating to Native Americans. These criticisms revealed a critical weakness of the
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initiative: its inability to address the growing diversity within American society. The
Clinton Administration‟s failure here was to view America‟s race problem through the
narrow lens of the black-white conundrum. According to the 2000 Census, whites made
up 75.1% of the population, blacks made of 12.3% of the population, and Hispanics made
up 12.5% of the population.32 The repeal of the discriminatory Johnson-Reed
immigration act of 1924 by the Hart-Cellar Immigration Act of 1965 allowed millions of
people to enter the United States who previously had been denied.33 The 1965 law led to
unprecedented growth of the Latin American population in the United States. The Center
for Immigration Studies noted in 1995, “The unexpected result has been one of the
greatest waves of immigration in the nation‟s history-more than 18 million legal
immigrants since the law‟s passage over triple the number admitted during the previous
30 years, as well as uncountable millions of illegal immigrants.”34 In addition, the new
law “opened the doors to mass entry of people from Asia and Latin America (regions
where people are far more likely to want to emigrate, and the law‟s emphasis on family
reunification ensured that those through the door first would be able to bring in their
relatives, freezing out potential immigrants from Europe and from other developing
nations.”35 The explosion in diversity followed its predecessors by joining blacks,
women, gays, the aged, and others in identity politics by pushing for attention to their
respective issues, national influence, and more rights through recognition of past wrongs
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at the hands of the majority white population. Such an influx, essentially changing the
demographical dynamic of the United States, created new and difficult challenges for the
body politic. As the 20th century neared its conclusion, America‟s increasingly diverse
population provoked new problems that impacted social, political, and racial relations.
By the mid-1990s, the United States had grown exponentially due to massive
waves of immigrants from Eastern Europe, Latin American, and Asia. With so many
people trying to take part in the so-called American Dream, the race initiative faced huge
obstacles in maintaining order through all the clamoring voices. This served to only
further hamper the efforts towards racial reconciliation. One notable incident that
reflected the fear and loathing of many whites occurred in December 1998 during a
meeting of the Advisory Board in Fairfax, Virginia. A man named Robert Hoy launched
into a diatribe about how he was soon to be in the minority. “There‟s no one up there
[referring to the Advisory Board] that‟s talking about the white people.”36 This outburst
caused a considerable outrage among many. Outrage among whites more than often
reflected anger that someone espoused such views in open public rather than the fact that
someone held such views. The politically correct movement of the 1980s and 1990s is
reflective of this fact. It should be noted that Hoy had ties to the former head of the Ku
Klux Klan, David Duke, but it does not in any way negate that many whites around the
nation may have held similar views. It was not only the Clinton Administration but the
Advisory Board itself that failed to take adequate note of the diversity of the United
States in the 1990s.
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The changing racial dynamics of the United States by the 1990s created an
increasingly complex atmosphere. With Latinos shaping politics in areas of the country
such as Los Angeles, along with waves of Asian immigrants from Vietnam, China, Japan,
Thailand, Laos, and Korea, politicians began to cater to increasingly complex set of
identity politics. The explosion in immigration often pitted the newer Americans-Latinos and Asians--with Americans of older stock such as blacks, Native Americans,
and white women. For the Democratic Party, these new circumstances created interparty
warfare at times between the various groups. Racial animus or resentment could be
found within the Advisory Board itself. The debates between its chairman, John Hope
Franklin, and his fellow member, Angela Oh, reflected division within the Advisory
Board itself. Oh‟s concern that Franklin and others simply wanted to focus on the
white/black issue demonstrated the new nature of minority politics at the end of the 20th
century. These facts, combined with growing white resentment at the changing mosaic of
America, led to supremely vexing problems for such an ambitious undertaking.
The Clinton White House failed to anticipate the sheer diversity of opinion in
America and the intractability of racial animosity. The multiethnic, exceedingly diverse
nature of American society had served to further confuse and obstruct efforts towards
reconciliation. There is no evidence that this problem was seriously considered by the
president, the White House staff, or the Advisory Board and staff of the President‟s
Initiative on Race. As Board Member Linda Chavez-Thompson has noted, “the people
weren‟t ready for a race conversation.”37
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The Media
One of the biggest impediments to the successful execution of the President‟s
Initiative on Race was the print, radio, and television media. Since October 1991,
Clinton announced his candidacy for president, the media had closely followed, and at
many times pursued, Clinton and his administration. Journalism in the 1990s had
changed considerably since the heyday of Woodward and Bernstein.38 Journalists
became more interested in steamy details of alleged trysts, criminal behavior, and
scandalous activity that would increase circulation and viewership. No longer were the
details of important legislation or actions on the part of the government worthy of serious
coverage. Several authors/scholars have examined post-Watergate journalism and its
effects on American politics and society.39 Stories such as the Whitewater scandal, Paula
Jones, and Monica Lewinsky ate up more time and energy than issues like race, poverty,
and activities of Congress, the courts, and the White House. The media dictated the way
that Americans thought about such issues and topics, but also reflected the views of the
public at large.
From the beginning, major news organizations such as The New York Times, The
Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune, Time, and the Rocky Mountain News cast doubt,
in one way or another, on the viability of the initiative. At times the coverage of the race
38
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initiative took on a mean-spirited tone. Advisory Board members such as chair Dr. John
Hope Franklin spent considerable amounts of time responding, both in writing and by
telephone conversations, to the negative coverage. In a May 20, 1998 letter by Dr.
Franklin to Toby Harshaw of The New York Times, Dr. Franklin raked over the coals by
the “grey old lady of journalism” for its lack of professionalism and bias.40 Times
reporter Steven Holmes had reported that Dr. Franklin had said that conservatives were
not welcome at Board activities, which prompted the chair to say that “I had never said
that conservatives had not been invited to speak.”41 This was not the first time that
Franklin had tried to correct misinformation being spread by the media. The New York
Times had also refused to print an op-ed piece Franklin wrote in January 1998. In fact,
this was one of the disturbing aspects of the race initiative‟s time in existence.
The media often sensationalized the proceedings of the Advisory Board through
manufactured conflicts. One media incited dispute that arose was between Franklin and
California businessman and University of California Regent Ward Connerly in late
November 1997. Using Steven Holmes‟s Times article, reporters had quickly informed
Connerly of what Franklin supposedly said regarding representation on the Board and its
activities. Franklin wrote that Connerly was “understandably outraged because, on the
basis of subsequent media reports, he had been grievously misinformed about what I
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said.”42 In fact, the The New York Times “never did publish one of any dozen letters that
I wrote to the editor of The New York Times…you can‟t distort a lie, these are lies that
you are publishing.”43 Such biased reporting by the media only served to hamper the
efforts of the Advisory Board to seek solutions to America‟s race relations problems.
The media even reported that Franklin had little contact with the president, which was an
egregious error. Franklin flatly disputes these accounts of little contact with the
president. “Whatever I talked to the president by phone or in the Oval Office or on Air
Force One where I traveled with him a lot during this period…we talked about policy
issues, problems and I never felt that he was leaving us in a lurch.”44 “From that time of
the closing of the offices of the President‟s Advisory Board on Race in September 1998,
from that time until the day he left office, he consulted with me and the groups of people,
in my presence, about the very points that we made while we were in existence and what
we thought he ought to do.”45 This directly contradicts the media assertion that the
president was unavailable.
The Denver, Colorado, meeting on March 26, 1998 is further evidence of how the
media hampered progress of the race initiative. The meeting was protested by many who
were upset about the president‟s decision not to appoint a Native American to the
Advisory Board. As Franklin noted, “A rumor had circulated through the Native
American community that I had prevented the president from appointing a Native
42
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American to the Advisory Board because it might interfere with my plans to keep the
attention of the board and the president focused on the problems of African
Americans.”46 Considering that Franklin is part Native American, such attacks on him
and the board reflected a basic lack of knowledge of the initiative, its members, and its
mission. An examination of some of the headlines show the binary way in which the
media covered the race initiative and its basic knowledge. For example, Guy Kelly of the
Rocky Mountain News headlined the “Race „Conversation‟ one sided” on March 25,
1998. The Providence Journal-Bulletin called it nothing more than “smoke and
mirrors.”47 The list goes on and on. It was as if the media was incapable of discussing
anything other than the protests in Denver. Such public events only played into the
manipulative hands of the media. Criticism from the media and Native Americans on
issues of fair representation was something that was not initially considered by the
Advisory Board or the White House. The issue of representation was brought up early
and often by Native American activists, which was partially drummed up by the media to
attack the legitimacy of the race initiative. In June 1997, Executive Director of the
National Association of Social Workers, Josephine Nieves, wrote to the president that she
wanted to “extend a sincere gesture of support regarding your national effort on race and
request that you expand the Advisory Board…to include Native American
representation.”48 This prompted White House Director of Presidential Personnel and
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Assistant to the President Bob J. Nash to respond by saying that the president “felt that
appointing a large board covering all racial minorities in the country would not be as
beneficial as a small number of people who would feel a sense of individual
responsibility for their work and advice.”49
The media‟s main interest in the President‟s Initiative on Race was to cover a
main event and to fulfill its need for circulation/viewership. More specifically, the
editorial boards and columnists wanted to advance their own political objectives.
Arguably, the most serious and troublesome action by the media was its coverage
of the Lewinsky scandal. In January 1998 the media, beginning with the Drudge Report,
revealed that President Clinton had engaged in questionable conduct with a White House
intern named Monica Lewinsky. The media seized upon the scandal with such intensity
that it appeared that the president would be removed from office within a few weeks.
The crux of the issue was the allegation that the president had lied under oath in a
deposition forced upon him by the head of the Office of the Independent Counsel,
Kenneth Starr. From this time forward the media refused to seriously focus on anything
else. They hounded and badgered staff employees, members of Congress, and senior
members of the White House staff. Despite that even the most impartial observers of
America‟s ultimate political drama realized that the matter was not serious enough to rise
to the level of an impeachable offense, the media presented the story as a grave case that
imperiled the nation. President Clinton later revealed that he did have an affair with the
young intern and lied about it. However, ignoring the large public sentiment against
49
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impeachment, the Republican led House of Representatives impeached the president in a
partisan vote and sent the charges to the Senate for trial. In the end, the Office of the
Independent Counsel spent more than forty million dollars and a year of the public‟s time
and energy to prove that the president had engaged in an extramarital affair and lied
about it. Further, the investigation did not lead to a conviction of the president and only
served to embarrass and distract the White House from its normal duties. The media
added fuel to the fire in its efforts to sensationalize private conduct. In the process, it
drew much needed attention away from the work of the Advisory Board and the
President‟s efforts toward racial reconciliation.
The White House
The Clinton White House contributed to the lack of success of the race initiative.
Clinton knew from the beginning of his presidential campaign in 1991 that the media and
his political opponents were gunning for him. Yet he proceeded to engage in behavior
which only deepened the desire for revenge. Some of this behavior regarding
Whitewater, Paula Jones, FBI files, and political disputes was in the role of his public
responsibilities; some was not. Clinton had embraced a strategy of moving to the
political center when circumstances became tough. The One America initiative was a
perfect example of such tendencies.
Clinton‟s decision to address race through a presidential order and commission
resulted from movement on both of Clinton‟s political flanks. The president was forced
to address the Million Man March and pushed to examine the racial components
surrounding Californians‟ decision to remove affirmative action from its higher education
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system.50 In his June 1997 announcing the One America initiative at the University of
San Diego, he told the audience of dignitaries and graduates, “Remember too, in spite of
the persistence of prejudice, we are more integrated than ever.”51 This statement,
perhaps, reflects the president‟s ambivalence at the thought of special hiring and
admittance practices as well as his understanding of the inherent abuses of power
perpetuated on African Americans by white society. This somewhat hasty formation of
the race initiative reflected the ambivalence of Clinton of the volatile issue of affirmative
action.
When the race initiative was created in June 1997, it did not have a staff, offices,
or the most basic rudimentary elements of an efficient, well organized government
commission. The only element it did possess was its Advisory Board. One America did
not develop a plan until September, which only served to allow its enemies to attack it at
will. As John Hope Franklin remarked, “By early September 1997, the Advisory Board
had developed a work plan, including the schedule of monthly meetings of the full board
to plan and discuss various issues, meetings of board committees, activities of individual
board members, and the coordination of the board‟s work through its executive director
and her staff.”52 Such organizational, logistical, and directional planning should have
been done before the announcement of the race initiative was made public in June 1997.
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Another factor that was not adequately addressed was the president‟s on-going
legal difficulties. Board Member Linda Chavez-Thompson explained, “I think we could
have had more [support from the administration] but I think that about that time there
were other things happening in the White House that had other people busy.”53 With
ambitious plans for his second term, Clinton lumped too much together at once. With the
legal attacks coming from the media and Republicans, the president had to cut corners on
the details of his agenda. In addition, there was a lack of support from Congress due in
no small measure to the fact that Congressional Democrats were often busy fending off
Republican attacks on the president.54 Without a doubt this led to the somewhat
haphazard manner in which the Advisory Board was created and its lack of defined
purposes. The tasks assigned to the board were not clear enough, nor specific enough to
prevent criticism of the race initiative. They were suppose to meet with the public,
examine solutions to contemporary race problems, and make recommendations to the
president to act upon. The PIR was little more than symbolic politics. It had neither the
authority nor the apparatus to effect substantive change.
The President‟s Initiative on Race struggled with the multi-ethnic approach to
addressing America‟s problems. The president could have made clear that the initiative
was to focus solely on black/white relations. At the same time, Clinton could have
created a second commission to address the concerns of Native Americans and other
minorities that had been entering the country over the past thirty years, such as Latinos.
However, the decision not to address the longest lasting social problem, black/whites
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relations, served to only confuse, hamper, and ultimately stifle racial reconciliation
efforts in the United States.
Finally, the greatest impediments the White House brought to its own race
initiative were the Lewinsky scandals and Vice President Al Gore‟s presidential
ambitions. By January 1998, President Clinton and his White House staff were
embroiled in the Monica Lewinsky/Whitewater/Paula Jones fiasco. The White House
scheduling records for the president show no discernable evidence that the president
spent any great amount of time working on the race initiative as opposed to other issues.55
As Franklin points out, “The White House was distracted from doing its daily duty.”56
Franklin, Chavez-Thompson, Kean, and others have noted that the immense pressures on
the president at the time kept Clinton from giving more attention to the President‟s
Initiative on Race. The amount of stress on the president undoubtedly forced him to
redirect his attention towards self preservation. Disregarding any moral indictments of
the president, it is imperative to understand just how much this was a failure of Clinton in
his professional capacity. He needlessly helped to distract the nation from the work of
the Advisory Board and prevented more substantive discussions about race to occur.
Clinton knew that his political opponents were looking for a reason, no matter how
trivial, to ruin his administration; to conduct himself in such an unflattering and
undignified manner was disastrous. Further, the staff of the Vice-President and to a
certain extent the President‟s staff, were concerned with the 2000 election and did not
want to get too close to such a sensitive issue. Governor Kean recalled that he was:
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being told by friends of mine in the administration that the president was
distracted and that the vice-president‟s people…really didn‟t want bold
recommendations. Because I was told by people in the White House that
politically race is not only a divisive issue in the Republican Party and the country
but a divisive issue within the Democratic Party and that quite naturally the
campaign people who were going to be running the Gore campaign did not want
very bold recommendations on race as part of the campaign.57
The combination of scandal and pure political calculus worked against the aims of this
initially bold effort. Politically, as time went by and the looming elections came closer,
the importance of the PIR diminished. Cabinet officials who in the beginning were very
interested in helping began to abandon the effort. According to Kean, they attended the
first couple of meetings and then dropped off the radar to focus on other issues.58 The
lack of political weight bestowed on the PIR contributed to its symbolic quality as
opposed to a substantive policy-oriented effort. The staff also presented a problem
because of it was beholden to the White House rather than the PIR. Judith Winston and
other members of the staff were White House employees. Although no board member
has publicly criticized the staff, it underlines a central problem in the PIR: lack of
independence and its ultimately fatal vulnerability to political pressures.
The President’s Initiative on Race
While the president and the White House contributed greatly to the failure of the
race initiative, the Advisory Board also did its part to hamper progress. For example, as
the board‟s chair, Franklin later said, he “didn‟t know that we were in such bad shape,
racially.”59 Dr. Franklin had long been known as a thoughtful and serious critic of
57
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contemporary America. If he did not know the extent to which race remained a vexing
problem in American life, then how could any of the other six members (or the wider
population for that matter) know? A Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies
1997 National Opinion Poll revealed that “black and white Americans continue to view
the race question in fundamentally different ways. This was demonstrated by the
differences within the advisory board itself. At the first meeting in the summer of 1997,
Franklin had a noted disagreement with Angela Oh and the intentions and focus of the
board. “Dr. Franklin believes that the focus and mission ought to be around the
black/white conflict, which he sees as the nucleus for every other race problem this
country has endured…commissioner Oh suggests that the work of the commission really
ought to be about multiracial and multiculturalism.”60 Even disputes between members
of the board further disrupted the progress of the initiative. The lack of a unified front in
the public view was a disturbing sign of things to come. But the PIR‟s failure was also
symptomatic of the American public‟s inability to reconcile itself with its racial past.
These differences in perception present a special challenge for President Clinton‟s „race
initiative‟”61 Further, it should have been apparent to the members of the board that it
was going to be tough and that procedures needed to be put into place in order to avoid,
or at least minimize, “the hecklers” that were hounding its efforts.62
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The Advisory Board did not shy away from the very public spectacle that the
media created. As political scientist Renee Smith has noted, “By using a town-hall
meeting approach, Clinton all but guaranteed that media coverage of his race initiative
would be episodic, focusing on each meeting as a discrete event rather than focusing on
the issue of race within its societal and historical contexts.”63 The Advisory Board was
forced by law to hold its discussions in public, which allowed the meetings to turn into
loud and at times, obnoxious harangues. If the board and its plans had been more
thoughtfully developed before the announcement of One America, maybe a more sensible
arrangement could have been worked out. As it was, however, the board spent incredible
amounts of time addressing the political battles surrounding the initiative.
The conceptual framework in which the race initiative was placed was also
problematic. The three major previous explorations of America‟s race problem were
studied and written during a time of widespread racial strife and violence that was open
and visible to the public. Both the race initiative and the president framed this mission as
“Not a crisis, but an opportunity.”64 The videotape of the brutal police beating of Rodney
King in 1991, the spectacle of O.J. Simpson‟s trial for two counts of murder, and the
horrific dragging death of mentally disabled James Byrd, Jr. in Jasper County, Texas are
testaments to continued racial violence, animus, and division. The race initiative failed to
engage these divisions in serious terms, because that train of logic ran contrary to the
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president‟s public positions. There was confusion within both the race initiative and the
Clinton White House over the relevance of the project.
They were simply too many issues for the Board to face to efficiently do its job in
such a short period of time. While the Board took a broad look at race relations, it also
confronted many other related aspects of American life such as school vouchers,
affirmative action, multiculturalism, enforcement of civil rights laws, promotion of
dialogue between the races, and media representations. In addition, the Advisory Board
examined issues such as health care, quality of life, and educational achievement and
opportunity.65 The organization of the race initiative was far too broad and allencompassing to exhaustively investigate race in America. It did not take into account
the large diversity of people living in America. Further, the top-down nature of race
initiative made it easy for others to pick away at it. The massive scale of this project led
to errors of judgment and misunderstandings of its mission. The president had told the
board that its mission was to “articulate the president‟s vision of racial reconciliation and
a just, unified America.” He also instructed it to find, develop, and implement solutions
in critical areas such as “education, economic opportunity, housing, health care, crime,
and the administration of justice-for individuals, communities, corporations and
governments at all levels.”66 The totality of this mission was simply too massive. Entire
government agencies and departments, such as the Departments of Education, Labor, and
Justice, are dedicated to helping American citizens in these areas. How could one
65
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initiative, with a budget of $2.9 million and a small staff, uncover everything there was to
know?67 The answer of course, was that it could not. It only had a little over a year to do
its work. Scholars have spent entire careers searching for answers to the highly complex,
and often perplexing problem of race. By the time that the President‟s Initiative on Race
ended it was on life support. It produced a massive body of work that remained virtually
unknown to the general public. As a result, race relations were not significantly affected
by the panel‟s work and as the current problems in America suggests, the effort toward
One America still has a long way to go.
Conclusions
The President‟s Initiative on Race was blown asunder by a multitude of factors
that, in hindsight, could have been partially averted. The combination of the media,
public sentiment and critical flaws within the initiative itself served to derail the PIR from
its mission to promote racial reconciliation. It was for these reasons that Tom Kean, a
board member, was very happy in the beginning of the initiative but ultimately
disappointed with its outcome.68 President Clinton can be commended, as well as the
members of Advisory Board, One America staff, White House staff who contributed, for
their efforts to resolve a difficult and perplexing problem. Yet the haphazard manner in
which it was conducted should force historians and scholars to reconsider how the
Clinton White House confronted African Americans race. Finally, this effort could have
really helped to educate Americans to become more knowledgeable, tolerant, and
thoughtful about our fellow citizens. Instead, it only contributed to the deepening of
67
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racial animus that continues to threaten rip at the social fabric of the nation. By the end,
One America in the 21st Century: The President‟s Initiative on Race was a missed
opportunity to move the nation forward from a problem that was four hundred years in
the making.
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Conclusion
The political atmosphere had changed dramatically from 2001 to 2008. The
housing implosion, credit crisis, and the demise of major financial institutions were
creating the worst economic crisis since the Great Depression. America was embroiled in
two wars abroad in Iraq and Afghanistan. The government surplus left for President
George W. Bush in 2001 had long been eliminated by tax cuts, increases in the size of
government, and the War on Terror. The 2000s had refocused America‟s attention from
mere consumption and domestic issues to fear, anxiety, and frustration. Nearly eight
years after the departure of one of the most popular and controversial presidents in recent
memory, the 2008 presidential election was the talk of the nation.
While Republicans were in the doldrums, the Democrats captured the lion‟s share
of the political and media attention. The primary campaign featured two Democratic
heavyweights: Senator and former First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-NY) and
Senator Barack Obama (D-IL). Conventional wisdom dictated that the former first lady
would crush the relatively new and untested Obama. The Washington Times noted in the
spring of 2007 that Clinton held a favorability rating of fifty-eight percent in February
2007 around the time of Senator Obama‟s announcement.1 While the article also noted
that Senator Clinton was losing some support, she maintained her lead over Senator
Obama through most of 2007. Yet as the returns came in from Iowa on the night of
January 3, 2008, the political world was shocked to learn that the young, black, junior
senator from Illinois had convincingly won the Iowa Caucuses. No one in Clinton‟s
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camp was more flummoxed than the titular head of the Democratic Party: former
President William Jefferson Clinton.
New York Times reporter Patrick Healy noted on January 18th, “Some Clinton
advisors say the campaign is trying to rein him in somewhat, so that his outbursts become
less of a factor to reporters, but his flashes of anger only seem to be growing…Mr.
Clinton told Dartmouth students that it was a „fairy tale‟ for Mr. Obama to contend that
he had been consistently against the war in Iraq. And in December he said that voters
supporting Mr. Obama were willing to „roll the dice‟ on the presidency.”2 Clinton‟s
public behavior only got worse from there. As the campaign made its way toward the
important South Carolina primary on January 19, something strange began happening:
the former president, the “first black president,” Bubba himself, was directly appealing to
white South Carolinians, seemingly driving a wedge between white and black
Democratic primary voters. His rhetoric angered Obama supporters. As Eugene
Robinson noted after the primary, “forget about the Bill Clinton we‟ve known for the past
eight years…forget about the apostle of brotherhood and understanding whose most
recent book is titled, simply, „Giving.‟ That Bill Clinton has left the building.”3 His offthe-cuff remarks to a reporter in the wake of Obama‟s crushing victory in South Carolina
put Clinton‟s dark side on display. President Clinton remarked to reporters that “Jesse
Jackson won South Carolina in ‟84 and ‟88 [and] Jackson ran a good campaign. And
Obama ran a good campaign here.” In essence, Clinton implied that a good black
candidate could win a state with a huge black population, but had no chance on a national
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level. As longtime Clinton watcher and Newsweek reporter Jonathan Alter remarked, “it
was a sign of his desperation, that he was trying to find any way he could to minimize
Obama‟s victory in South Carolina.”4 How could Clinton engage in the same kind of
subtle race-baiting that was more associated with conservatives? Had he lost his political
touch? The truth is more nuanced, more human, and more sophisticated.
Clinton‟s behavior in 2008 was a departure from his public reputation. As was
clearly demonstrated in his time as an attorney general, a governor, and a president, Bill
Clinton was, as Joe Klein titled in his book about him, The Natural.5 His ability to
empathize with average Americans about their concerns, fears, and dreams was special.
He convinced people that he was on their side, disarming their skepticism and seducing
them to his side. In the White House, Clinton was legendary for conducting long,
winding, seminar style sessions that both frustrated and exhausted his subordinates. The
compulsion to delay decisions until the last moment was criticized by observers and
insiders alike. These behavior traits showed his propensity for easily manipulated issues,
such as crime and welfare. Those same traits, however, also masked his steely backbone
on major issues, such as the deficit, Medicare, Social Security, and education. More than
Al From or Bruce Reed, Clinton was the living embodiment of the New Democrat ethos.
President Clinton had a core set of principles that included education, opportunity,
fairness, and effective governmental action on behalf the American people. These
principles were rooted in the moderate/progressive agenda of the early 21st century.
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Protecting the environment, providing effective governmental service, increasing the
security of the American people, and providing ladders of opportunity to the
downtrodden were, in Clinton‟s judgment, the responsibility of the federal government.
He promoted expertise, science-driven data and analysis, and a brand of elitism that
emphasized formal education, and empiricism. If critics charged him with a moral
relativism, Clinton nonetheless dismissed traditional liberalism as outdated, frustrated,
and stale. Douglas Brinkley noted, “He made liberalism shameful—you didn‟t want to
be caught with the „L‟ tattooed on your chest or you‟d lose elections…A real leader
would‟ve been able to grab hold of liberalism…he never did that after his health care
effort sunk in 1993.”6
As race remained a subtly volatile issue in American politics, Clinton was careful
in how he went about his efforts for African Americans. That caution, explains, in part,
his relationships with high achieving African Americans, such as Vernon Jordan, Marian
Wright Edelman, Ron Brown, Togo West, Rodney Slater, and John Hope Franklin. None
of these figures fit the stereotypical “black” label. They were educated, sophisticated,
and accomplished. Ironically, many of Clinton‟s actions made his African American
advisors uncomfortable as well. Clinton, in the White House interviews conducted by
Taylor Branch, noted that “Like [Colin] Powell, black members of the White House staff
were circumspect about overt racial awareness, let alone advocacy, considering it
unprofessional.”7 These inclinations and behavior are representative of a community
tired of political and racial strife, exhausted with prominent displays of victimization,
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battle weary after twelve years of fierce political combat with the Reagan and Bush
administrations, and eager to proceed forward with a forward-thinking, racially
progressive, truly colorblind man. Clinton maybe represented, as much as anyone one
man possibly could, a post-racial utopia dreamed of by so many in the African American
community. Clinton was arguably ahead of many members of Congressional Black
Caucus in recognizing the new dynamics within Black America.
African Americans represented less than fifteen percent of the nation.
Furthermore, two-thirds of the African American community could be categorized as
middle or upper class; the Black poor made up only a third of the population. Clinton‟s
positions on issues such as crime, welfare, and affirmative action resonated with many
blacks, so he could stake out controversial positions without too much fear of losing his
most loyal voting bloc. At any rate, who were they going to support: George H.W. Bush,
Bob Dole, Newt Gingrich, Trent Lott? As Clinton tried to present a new society that
valued “responsibility, opportunity, and community,” it also reflected the president‟s
unease with racially tinged issues. Sister Souljah or Lani Guinier could make Clinton
uncomfortable and nervous.
The Sister Souljah incident demonstrated Clinton‟s discomfort with the more
populist, militant aspects of the African American community. His acquiesce in the face
of political opposition in the Lani Guinier nomination and the Racial Justice Act in 1994
revealed that Clinton was uncomfortable with the political blowback that could result
from being pegged as a race liberal in the old mold.
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Clinton supported “workfare” over welfare, the Earned Income Tax Credit over
social entitlement spending, and federal protection of basic worker rights over the
policies of the Republican Party, thereby demonstrating both his New Democrat
credentials and political dexterity. In doing so, he showed a commitment to working
Americans but not the welfare state. The president‟s vigorous support of affirmative
action was rooted in his experiences as a New South Democrat. He appealed to the
African American community through the church, communities, and values-oriented
rhetoric that others mistook for patronization and opportunism. It worked in securing the
support of African Americans over the life of his presidency and beyond.
This support for the president, and, by extension, his policies, was galvanized by
certain actions taken by Clinton. For instance, the President‟s Initiative on Race showed
that the president did care about improving race relations. To be sure, it was a missed
opportunity for the nation and the Clinton Administration, but Clinton did try to improve
race relations, governmental behavior, and policy after the publication of the PIR‟s final
report in the fall of 1998 through the end of his presidency in 2001 by using its
recommendations and maintaining contact with its distinguished chairman, Dr. John
Hope Franklin.8
So what did the Clinton years mean for African Americans? Did their lives and
opportunities improve because of the president? The answer is nuanced and complicated.
Blacks did gain economically, but generally among the middle class, not the poor. After
Clinton‟s welfare reform went into law in 1996, the black poor suffered in an unforgiving
labor market.
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The Clinton years saw African Americans gain more stature in the political realm
than they had at any previous time since the Great Society. In fact, Clinton helped to stop
the marginalization of African Americans begun in 1981 under President Ronald Reagan.
The president was serious when he addressed blacks and promoted such issues at
affirmative action, community, security, and mobility.
Yet Clinton‟s stances on welfare and crime policy had a negative impact upon the
most vulnerable within the African American community. Clinton bought into fashion
the more conservative arguments that welfare encouraged dependency and dysfunction.
Poor blacks often became the guinea pigs for New Democratic and conservative policy
proposals. In addition, blacks became more isolated, more desperate, and more likely to
need assistance than before. The real impact of welfare reform was not fully seen or felt
until the Great Recession of 2007-2009. In 2008, white male unemployment reached
13.9%. Black male unemployment, on the other hand, reached 20.5%.9 Welfare reform
greatly contributed to both high unemployment and greater need for social services,
namely welfare.
Clinton‟s crime policies, while often benefiting the middle class, did little to
address underlying issues such as joblessness, family dysfunction, and lack of
opportunity. It fed a growing industry that profited off of the so-called prison industrial
complex. The president further refused to push for a reduction in the crack-powder
cocaine disparities in sentencing, an end to the questionable war on drugs, and greater
resources for those trapped in the muck of America‟s underclass. Clinton‟s policies
9
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reflected the pro-growth, programs of the Democratic Leadership Council. The president
did expend tremendous amounts of energy encouraging economic development in urban
areas, which both benefited African Americans and suggested new difficulties in an era
which America more fully moved into a service based, high-tech economy. At the very
least, the 1990s demonstrated both the continued relevance of class and the precarious
position of African Americans.
President Bill Clinton left the White House on January 20, 2001. Many, black
and white, were glad that the scandals, personal misbehavior, and investigations were
over. While the country divided over his successor, he left an ambiguous legacy in the
African American community. Virginia Sapiro and David T. Canon note, “The key for
the Democratic Party‟s race politics is to mobilize its of support among black citizens and
get them to the polls without, at the same time, alienating white voters whose security
within the Democratic ranks may be more fragile.”10 No other Democratic politician in
the late twentieth century so successfully accomplished this as Bill Clinton. As Sapiro
and Canon also note, “Clinton was of just the right generation and position to understand
and use these features of contemporary politics with respect to race.”11 His ability to
coalesce the disparate forces within the Democratic Party produced moderate,
incremental change that was progressive for African Americans and the country.
Bill Clinton was not the first black president; no white man could ever be. But
Clinton came the closest of anyone up to that time. He restored many blacks‟ faith in the
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federal government as the protector of vulnerable groups. His actions to bolster and
protect affirmative action, education, race relations, and to bring African Americans into
his White House, with a serious seat at the head table, allowed many to overlook his
stances on crime and welfare. Moreover, his fierce fights against dedicated ideological
opposition from Republicans on Capitol Hill no doubt prevented severe and draconian
cuts to various programs of great interest to the African American community. It was, in
fact, the reactionary Clinton—the one always fighting against those who would use
policy to inflict damage on African Americans—that galvanized the support and
appreciation of African Americans. This was their president, their leader. The incessant
investigations and inquires and hearings by his opponents only strengthened his support.
The president was able to transmit hope to a community battered by years of government
neglect. Longtime Democratic Party operative Donna Brazile noted this peculiar
situation when she noted, “He not only connected symbolically with African Americans
but, after twelve years of Reagan and Bush, he appeared to be somebody that was on the
side of African Americans. He not only understood our language and our songs, he
understood our dreams and aspirations.”12 No other American president had such a deep,
connective understanding of African Americans before. Even Robert F. Kennedy had to
be dragged into the fight for equality by outside events before he would act. But Clinton
naturally and instinctively felt sympathy and respect for African Americans.
As Dewayne Wickman noted, despite the views of those who take issues such as
crime and welfare and Lani Guinier and use them to attack Clinton, “when viewed in the
context of a broader array of issues—and the political backdrop of the 1990s—Clinton is
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catapulted onto the short list of the best presidents for African Americans.”13 The events
of the 2008 presidential campaign showed Clinton at his worst: petty, race-baiting, and
rusty. His attacks on Barack Obama demonstrate the complexity and pragmatism of not
only his life but his presidency. That ability to seemingly be the greatest friend of the
African American since Abraham Lincoln and Lyndon Johnson while also being a
shrewd, opportunistic operator, reflects the mixed and disjointed nature of the Clinton
years as they related to the salient issues of race and class. In the end, the Clinton
presidency reflected the frustrations, hope, progress, and continuation of the politics of
race and class in America in the 1990s.
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